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Preface 
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one occasion, was happy the exchange thoughts and provided me with additional feedback on my work.  
 

Abstract  
Gamification is a design strategy that focusses on increasing engagement or motivation through the use 
of game design elements in a non-gaming context. It has become popular in recent years with an 
increasing body of research devoted to it. However, most of the research focusses on what gamification 
entails and empirical research is lagging, especially research on the effects of individual game elements. 
This research aims to contribute to the field of gamification via investigating the effect of positive feedback 
and a task choice on intrinsic motivation. Self-determination theory posits that intrinsic motivation can be 
positively affected when competence and autonomy are stimulated. The combination of positive 
feedback and choice was hypothesized to increase intrinsic motivation, via stimulating competence and 
autonomy respectively. The effects were investigated via a 2 × 2 online survey which included a 
comprehensive reading task. Results showed that there was a main effect of positive feedback on 
competence, autonomy and intrinsic motivation, whereas choice or the interaction between the 
treatments yielded no significant effects. Moreover, when the directions of competence, autonomy and 
intrinsic motivation were investigated, it showed that only the combination of positive feedback and 
choice could increase competence, autonomy and intrinsic motivation significantly. Results hinted at the 
fact that intrinsic motivation can only be increased when accompanied by an increase in competence and 
autonomy. However, since no other significant effects were found, this cannot be concluded with 
certainty. These finding do suggest that, in the context of this research, intrinsic motivation can be 
increased when participants are presented with at least positive feedback. 
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Introduction  
“The truth is this: in today’s society, computer and video games are fulfilling genuine human needs 

that the real world is currently unable to satisfy. Games are providing rewards that reality is not. They are 
teaching and inspiring and engaging us in ways that reality is not.”  

- Jane McGonigal (McGonigal, 2011a, p.3) 
 
This quote by Jane McGonical highlights the power of games. Games have the ability to stimulate 
emotions, excite happiness and they possess the power to motivate people to overcome ‘unnecessary 
obstacles’ (McGonigal, 2011b). In the last decades, games and their mechanism are all around us and 
gaining in attention. For example, game-based learning and serious games are types of games that engage 
people in meaningful activities. These game types are full-fledged games, but they endorse possibilities 
for being educational and purposeful (Ritterfeld, Cody, & Vorderer, 2009). The engaging and retaining 
power of games is deemed so powerful that game elements are being transferred to non-gaming contexts 
to achieve this engagement outside of the gaming world, for example in a classroom (Hanus & Fox, 2015; 
Mekler, Brühlmann, Tuch, & Opwis, 2017). This use of game elements or mechanisms is called 
gamification (Deterding, Dixon, Khaled, & Nacke, 2011; Groh, 2012).  
 
Gamification can be applied to a variety of domains (Kasurinen & Knutas, 2018). For instance, Nike has 
used the implementation of points, leaderboards, levels and badges to enhance peoples’ physical activity 
(Blohm & Leimeister, 2013). Via a narrative or role, competition, and challenges teenagers are motivated 
to reduce energy consumption in their homes (Gustafsson, Katzeff, & Bang, 2009). In addition, such game 
elements can be integrated into other domains such as health (Groh, 2012; Miller, Cafazzo, Seto, & Elliott, 
2016), education (Dong et al., 2012; Hanus & Fox, 2015), and marketing (Hofacker, de Ruyter, Lurie, 
Manchanda, & Donaldson, 2016).  
  
As may be noted from the previous examples, gamification allows for a multitude of applications. Whilst 
developing and implementing gamification, one needs to consider the goal, for instance motivation or 
retention, and context, for instance business or health, since gamification mechanisms and elements 
cannot be effectively applied to any goal in any context (Kuo & Chuang, 2016). For instance, where 
rewards-based elements, like points or badges, may lead to a more preferable short-term outcome, it may 
elicit a negative long-term effect (Nicholson, 2012). Hence, it is important to understand how gamification 
mechanisms and elements work and in which context they apply best.  
 
This research is placed within an educational domain where motivation is a well-known problem (Ames, 
1990; Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan, 1991). Ames (1990) explains motivation is important since it 
contributes to achievement and as a behavior in itself. In general, motivation is a common goal for 
gamification. For instance, Gnauk, Dannecker and Hahmann (2012) try the engage people to actively 
participate in dispatch systems through the use of a scoring system and social competition. Jones, Madden 
and Wengreen (2014) tried to motivate children to consume more fruit and vegetables through rewards 
within their FIT game. And in recent years, gamification has also been applied to increase motivation in 
the educational domain (Domínguez et al., 2013; Filsecker & Hickey, 2014; Zikas et al., 2016).  
 Ryan and Deci (2000) highlight the difference between extrinsic and intrinsic motivation. Being 
extrinsically motivated means performing an act in favor of the outcome, whereas being intrinsically 
motivated means performing an act in favor of an inherent interest (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Positively 
influencing the latter may lead to a behavioral change, since it represents a personal growth tendency 
(Vansteenkiste, Niemiec, & Soenens, 2010). Recent empirical evidence from a university course has 
demonstrated that gamified rewards based systems might hinder educational results and therewith 
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potentially undermine intrinsic motivation (Hanus & Fox, 2015). In education, motivation should be 
utilized to enhance self-regulated learning (Ames, 1990). Hence, intrinsic motivation, stimulating people 
to perform an act based on inherent interests, should be the focus in education.  
 
Gamification makes use of a variety of different game elements. It has been criticized that the 
contemporary blueprint for gamification consists of putting points, badges and leaderboards on 
everything (Groh, 2012). In literature, reward based design elements, in itself and as application of 
gamification, are frequently researched (Hamari, Koivisto, & Sarsa, 2014; Thiebes, Lins, & Basten, 2014). 
According to Nicholson (2015), gamification has become a synonym for rewards. Wang and Sun (2011) 
argue reward systems are able to support engagement and to foster an enjoyable experience, hence 
should be in the blueprint of gamification. On the other hand, rewards do not always work (Kohn, 1993). 
Kohn (1993) investigates whether rewards change behavior via researching for whom rewards are 
effective, for how long and what they specifically effect. He states that rewards work best for people 
dependent on them, in short term situations and when one wants to elicit compliance. For lasting 
behavioral change rewards need to keep flowing. Reward systems are able to elicit compliance well 
because they affect what we do and not the underlying attitudes or emotional commitments (Kohn, 1993). 
These contradicting views on reward-based elements ask for more empirical evidence and theoretical 
clarification. However, there are less intensively investigated game design elements which are also 
theorized to foster intrinsic motivation. A deeper understanding of how various other game mechanisms 
and elements affect motivation, among others, would mature the field of gamification and foster learning 
from criticism. Moreover, such knowledge allows for a more appropriate implementation of gamification, 
since not every mechanism is effective in a given context (Kuo & Chuang, 2016). Therefore, this research 
will focus on two game design mechanisms which have the potential to nurture intrinsic motivation, but 
are currently not yet widely researched nor applied in the field of gamification.  
 
The first of these design mechanisms is deemed very important in games, namely feedback. Feedback can 
be provided in the form of points or badges, which are commonly used, but here the focus will be on 
written feedback (Cheong, Cheong, & Filippou, 2013; Gustafsson et al., 2009). The second design 
mechanism is the presentation of choice. A choice, that could alter the course of the game, is central in 
games, but choice not widely used when looking at gamification (Deterding, 2014). Following Cognitive 
Evaluation Theory (CET), a sub-theory of Self-Determination Theory (SDT), intrinsic motivation is 
facilitated by environments that evoke a feeling of both autonomy and competence (Ryan, Williams, 
Patrick, & Deci, 2009). Positive feedback and the presentation of choice are theorized to influence 
competence and autonomy respectively. This led to the following research question: Do positive feedback 
and choice influence intrinsic motivation and how can this effect be explained?  
 
The next chapter will provide a closer look at gamification and includes an overview of related research. 
Self-determination theory is investigated as the underlying theory for increasing intrinsic motivation 
through gamification. Intrinsic motivation will be investigated via a comprehensive reading task. The 
research method highlights the experimental set-up and intended data analysis, followed by the 
presentation of the consequent results. Data exclusion and cleaning criteria will be clarified and via 
ANOVA analysis and two-way independent t-tests the hypotheses will be investigated. The final chapter 
will discuss results, present a conclusion, explain limitations and provide recommendations for future 
implications. 
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Theoretical background  
Gamification has become popular in recent years, but according to Dale (2014) its first application dates 
back to the 1980’s. The use stagnated for a few decades, but came back in the early 00’s. In 2003, the 
term gamification was first used (Dale, 2014). Since then it has become a hot topic with a multitude of 
books and definitions. For example, Zicherman and Cuningham (2011) define gamification as “The process 
of game-thinking and game mechanics to engage users and solve problems” (Zichermann & Cunningham, 
2011, p. xiv). A more widely adopted definition is the one by Deterding et al. (2011) who define 
gamification as “the use of game design elements in a non-gaming context” (e.g. Hanus & Fox, 2015; Lewis, 
Swartz, & Lyons, 2016; Mekler et al., 2017; Seaborn & Fels, 2014). The latter definition will be adopted 
and explored, since it is important to understand what is meant by gamification so it can be distinguished 
from other concepts such as serious games or gamified applications. The definition consists of four 
interlinked constructs, namely game, elements, design and a non-gaming context.  
 
The first element of the definition by Deterding et al. (2011) is the game. According to McGonigal, a game 
consists of four elements, namely goals, rules, feedback and voluntary participation (McGonigal, 2011b). 
When these elements are present, a game is able to induce happiness and an enjoyable experience via 
providing sufficient challenges, instant and constant feedback, incentives to go on and the opportunity to 
interact with others. Hence, there is great potential for games to positively influence behavior. Moreover, 
the main argument is that our reality can be enhanced through playing a game (McGonigal, 2011b). In 
game research the distinction is made between playing a game and gaming. Cailios (2001) is one of the 
first to distinguish between games and play as part of one continuum (Lucero, Karapanos, Arrasvuori, & 
Korhonen, 2014). Gaming is characterized by strict guidelines where distinguished outcomes can be 
obtained, whereas playing follows a more freeform and improvisational construct. In gamification the 
focus is on gaming and gamefulness, where gamefulness is the experimental and behavioral quality of 
gamification (Deterding et al., 2011; Groh, 2012; McGonigal, 2011b).  
 
To achieve a gameful experience, gamification uses game elements. This highlights a key distinction from 
games, since gamification merely uses certain game elements. Meaning, it is not designed to be a full-
fledged game. A system designed as a game with an additional educational value is called a serious game 
(Ritterfeld et al., 2009). However, the demarcation between a game and gamification is indistinct. For 
example, SCM Globe is a learning game for Supply Chain Management (Potente, Varandani, & Prote, 
2013). It allows users, while using google maps, to produce a supply chain and see real-time effects when 
transportation is compromised. It is adopted as a learning tool at, among others, the Florida Institute for 
technology. However, does one play or use SCM Globe? Deterding et al. (2011) illustrate this point using 
the better known Foursquare, where people earn points or badges by checking-in on certain locations. 
Whether one uses or plays foursquare, SCM Globe, Farmville and others depends on subjective and social 
values. Hence, not just game elements constitute whether something is a game, but situated and social 
constructs need to be included when defining what a game is, leaving the boundary between games and 
gamification blurry.  

Moreover, there are also no hard guidelines for what defines game elements (Deterding et al., 
2011; Groh, 2012). Reeves and Read (2009) examine ten ingredients for a successful massive multiplayer 
online game and reiterated on these ingredients to provide a baseline for thinking about integrating these 
game elements in a work environment. However, game elements differ for each genre and where 
incorporating any element in any game would be too boundless, including only unique elements to a game 
would be too restrictive. Therefore, Deterding et al. (2011) propose a heuristic definition where game 
elements are elements characteristic for games. Meaning, game elements are elements found in games, 
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commonly associated with games and impact gameplay. This heuristic definition still leaves room for 
interpreting game characteristics.  
 
The third element of the definition is design, which addresses that gamification focusses on the use of 
game design and not on other game-based technologies. For instance, game controllers have been used 
as input for non-entertainment drives (Deterding et al., 2011). These applications can be seen as gamified, 
but not as gamification. Additionally, Deterding et al. (2011) define five levels of game design based on 
differences in abstraction. These levels make use of different game elements, but the elements are not 
mutually exclusive. Where games use all levels of design, gamification requires only some of the game 
design levels (Deterding et al., 2011). 

  
The last aspect of the definition by Deterding et al. (2011) is context. The authors use specifically a non-
gaming context to omit the usage of gamification as part of design for games. Besides this specification, 
they argue that the context for the use of gamification should not be limited to specific contexts or 
purposes (Deterding et al., 2011). Much like serious games, there should be room to implement 
gamification in, for example, healthcare, learning and news applications.  
 
Besides the application in multiple domains, gamification allows for engagement across all ages. Brewer 
et al. (2013) provide evidence of the engaging power of gamification when applied to children. In their 
study, Brewer et al. (2013) tested whether children would have a higher level of task completeness when 
they could earn points and small rewards with the task. As expected, the task completeness rose with 
24%, which yielded a significant difference. Moreover, where Nike Plus tried to motivate users to stay 
physically active, Beat the Street aims to increase daily activity of children (Coombes & Jones, 2016; 
Zichermann & Cunningham, 2011). With Beat the Streets, Coombes and Jones (2016) tried to motivate 
children between the age of 8 and 10 to walk or cycle to school. In three UK neighborhoods they placed 
Beat Boxes which children could easily touch with their smartcards. At the 20-week follow-up they did not 
find a large intervention effect, however the weekly activity travel did increase during the intervention. 
Although the effects are not enormous, gamification shows potential.  

This potential also exists when looking at the gamification opportunities for elderly people (De 
Vette, Tabak, Dekker-van Weering, & Vollenbroek-Hutten, 2015). For instance, through gaming on the 
Nintendo Wii console, elderly in retirement homes can be motivated to take ownership of the shared 
space and to engage in social and physical activities (Harley, Fitzpatrick, Axelrod, White, & McAllister, 
2010). Altmeyer, Lessel, & Krüger (2018) investigated gamification for elderly, especially their reasons for 
playing and the effect of game elements. Results show socializing is a major reason for playing and that 
points, badges and leaderboards were observed as negative. Moreover, one area where gamification 
might have a valuable contribution, especially for elderly, is health. For example, McCallum (2012) 
investigated whether it would be possible for elderly with dementia to independently play a game aimed 
at reminiscence. The focus was not on the reminiscence task, but on whether the task could be done 
independently. More than 50% didn’t need any assistance from care givers and the other 50% differed in 
the level of assistance.  
 
Within the health domain, gamification could be widely applied since activities or habits that can be good 
for our health are not necessarily fun or intrinsically motivated. Nike Plus, Fitbit, Xiaomi Mi, Garmin and 
other companies have used activity trackers and gamified applications to increase physical activity (Chen 
& Pu, 2014; Hamari & Koivisto, 2015; Nelson, Verhagen, & Noordzij, 2016; Steinert, Buchem, Merceron, 
Kreutel, & Haesner, 2018; Zichermann & Cunningham, 2011). For instance, the study by Nelson et al. 
(2016) investigated people with activity trackers and showed that gamification, through percentages and 
points, significantly increased health empowerment, which in turn led to normative and affective 
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commitment to the activity trackers. Besides physical activity, other health concerns can also be 
addressed. Elias, Rajan, Mcarthur, Clifford and Dacso (2013) looked at improving asthma management 
through the gamified system InSpire. Long capacity was measured using spirometry and children used the 
spirometer to interact with InSpire. Additionally, through the use of a backstory, progression statements, 
status display and a fictional competition the FITgame increased fruit consumption with 39% and 
vegetable consumption with 33% (Jones et al., 2014). The literature review by Lewis et al. (2016) provides 
a more extensive overview of research in the health domain. Lewis et al. (2016) reviewed 18 articles that 
used gamification based on rewards systems to target several clinical outcomes. None of the articles 
directly researched the effect of the reward on the desired outcome. However, reward-based elements 
were part of the interventions and affect the outcomes (Lewis et al., 2016).  
 
Besides the health domain, gamification has been used in marketing (Zichermann & Cunningham, 2011). 
Lucassen and Jansen (2014) showed that marketing executives are positive towards the adoption and 
feasibility of gamification. Guin, Baker, Mechling and Ruyle (2012) show that survey satisfaction rates can 
be increased with gamification, through for instance the use of progress indicators, rules and badges,  but 
survey engagement is not increased. However, gamification goals for marketing can be engagement, but 
also brand awareness and loyalty. Although it has great potential, only little empirical research has been 
conducted in the marketing domain (Hamari et al., 2014; Seaborn & Fels, 2014). 
 
On the other hand, gamification within businesses is a more frequent research topic (Hamari et al., 2014; 
Kasurinen & Knutas, 2018). Through leaderboards, medals/badges, message boards, mini-games and 
rewards the onboarding process of companies can be gamified (Depura & Garg, 2012). The case study by 
Depura and Garg (2012) showed that the incorporation of these gamification elements in the onboarding 
process resulted in learner engagement and bonding between new hires. Farzan et al. (2008) reported an 
increase in user contribution on a social networking platform within an enterprise after the introduction 
of points and levels. Furthermore, Flatla, Gutwin, Nacke, Bateman and Mandryk (2011) increased the 
enjoyment and motivation for standard calibration task through using challenges, themes, rewards and 
progress as gamification.  
 The article by Sailer et al. (2017) tested a specific configuration of game design elements and their 
effect on the psychological needs underlying motivation in an order picking game. Sailer et al. (2017) 
found that the combination of points, badges, leaderboards and performance graphs in the first 
experimental condition significantly increased the perceived competence compared to a control 
condition. Moreover, in this first experimental condition, the task was perceived as significantly more 
meaningful. Both these effects were not found for the second experimental condition where points, 
avatars, meaningful stories and teammates were the implemented game design elements. However, 
Sailer et al. (2017) did find a significant increase in the feeling of relatedness when in the second condition 
compared to the control condition, which was not found with the first experimental condition. The results 
show that the feeling of competence and relatedness significantly increased and perceived feeling of 
autonomy partially increased. However, the effect of individual game elements cannot be distinguished. 
More importantly, no distinction can be made between elements that do and do not contribute to the 
overall effect.  
 
As can be noted, the application of gamification is extensive. Via a systematic mapping study, Kasurinen 
and Knutas (2018) tried to uncover where most research is conducted in the field of gamification. In total, 
1164 papers were examined and, based on expert classifications, the most research papers are classified 
as theoretical papers (21.6%), papers focused on the development of proof-of-concept (26.5%) and 
papers discussing e-learning concepts (17.7%) (Kasurinen & Knutas, 2018). Based on text mining, the most 
common research domain was education. That education is a frequent research topic can also be noted 
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from review articles by Hamari et al. (2014) and Seaborn and Fels (2014). More importantly, Kasurinen 
and Knutas (2018) conclude that practical applications and knowledge about gamification effects are 
lagging. Especially in areas as health and education it is important to understand the effects, since 
gamification might hinder or counteract the intended goal which may lead to negative consequences. For 
example, the research by Hanus and Fox (2015) showed that the combination of leaderboards, badges 
and competition does not improve educational performance, and might even harm motivation and 
empowerment. In the longitudinal study the motivation, social comparison, satisfaction, effort and 
empowerment scores of students within two courses were compared. The gamification elements were 
added to one course and over time the motivation scores were significantly lower than in the control 
course. Additionally, the satisfaction score dropped and at the end of the course social comparison among 
students was higher in the gamified course compared to the control course. Furthermore, in the study by 
McDaniel, Lindgren and Friskics (2012) the influence of badges and a narrative in a semester long course 
was investigated. Although the overall response to the gamification elements was positive, the authors 
do not present any statistical results explaining the mixed effects of these elements. McDaniel et al. (2012) 
merely discussed descriptive results, such as 50% of the students expressed they were motivated to earn 
a badge when a friends did. It remains unclear whether the students were indeed more motivated and 
whether this motivation can be attributed to the effect of the badge system or social pressure. Moreover, 
Domínguez et al. (2013) designed a gamified plug-in, among others using an achievement system and 
challenges, for the online e-learning platform Blackboard, which was investigated during a university 
course. Students using the gamified plug-in had significantly lower scores on the final exam and overall 
participation, even though they were initially more motivated than students in control condition. 
Moreover, no significant difference could be found for the final score and performance on exercises 
during the course. However, in the experimental condition student did have a significantly higher initial 
activity and participation level for practical exercises (Domínguez et al., 2013). 

The use of gamification in education also has a multitude of studies providing positive results. For 
instance, much like Dominguez et al.’s (2013) Blackboard plug-in, Simões, Redondo and Vilas (2013) 
adapted schoooools.com, an existing K-6 social learning platform to increase learner engagement and 
performance among children. Reward systems, sharing activities, feedback and peer-to-peer interaction 
are among the gamification elements added. A heuristic evaluation of classes from three different school 
yielded positive usability results (Simões et al., 2013). Likewise, Goehle (2013) investigated whether 
gamification to improve student engagement with online homework. Qualitative analysis was performed 
since the sample size was too small to investigate quantitatively. It showed 93% of the students kept track 
of their obtained levels and achievements and expressed enthusiasm over the system (Goehle, 2013). 
Furthermore, Li, Grossman, and Fitzmaurice (2012) investigated the effect of a gamified tutorial system. 
To help first-time AutoCAD users, Li et al. (2012) developed a gamified tutorial called GamiCAD that was 
tested against a non-gamified tutorial. The gamified tutorial makes use of a mission console, scoring 
system, music, animated feedback, sound effects, timers and a level unlocking mechanism. Besides, both 
tutorials employ step-by-step instructions, step completion feedback, error recovery guidance and visual 
aids. Results showed that people completed the exercises faster in the gamified tutorial. Moreover, the 
gamified condition also yielded a high task completeness and it was perceived as more enjoyable (Li et al., 
2012). However, although the overall effect is promising, it remains unclear how and which of the game 
design elements contribute to the overall effect.  
 
The empirical evidence for gamification shows mixed results, highlighting lagging knowledge of effective 
gamification application. Where Deterding et al. (2011) focused on what gamification encompasses, 
Nicholson (2015) created a recipe for meaningful gamification. According to Nicholson (2015), to create a 
system for lasting behavioral change you need reflection, exposition, choice, information, play and 
engagement, although not necessarily in that order. Play can be experienced in and outside the real-
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world, but there is no general accepted definition. Common features of play are free will, optional nature, 
and separated in space and time with special rules (Caillois, 2001). Through play designers can prepare 
users for situations in the real-world. Moreover, it allows for freedom to explore and fail (Nicholson, 
2015). With exposition Nicholson (2015) means a narrative layer. Such a narrative may help users to mirror 
real-life situations with the presented narrative. When a situation can be mirrored, the experience with 
the narrative provides guidance for handling the real-life situation. Through reflections, users are able to 
assess what they have learned from such situations and the gamified system itself. Nicholson (2015) based 
the inclusion of choice, information and engagement on the three psychological needs from self-
determination theory. Providing players with choice will increase their autonomy. In turn, providing 
people with information about their performance may increase the perception of competence. Lastly, 
relatedness can be achieved via creating social engagement. Incorporating these aspects in the system 
allows for an environment where positive mental health can prosper, according to Nicholson (2015). 
 
The recipe for meaningful gamification addresses the importance of incorporating multiple game aspects 
into gamification. Effective gamification cannot be achieved by adding one game aspect to a system. 
However, as briefly addressed within the presented research, when adding multiple game design 
elements to a system it is hard to determine what the contribution of each element is to the found effect, 
as can be noted in the research by Li et al. (2012). Little is known about the effect of individual gamification 
elements and research thereof is lacking. Moreover, the review articles by Hamari et al. (2014) and 
Seaborn and Fels (2014) present an important publication direction. The review by Seaborn and Fels 
(2014) showed the majority of investigated papers presented merely positive results and the review by 
Hamari et al. (2014) showed the majority presented mixed results. None of the reviewed articles 
presented solely non-significant results. Meaning, knowledge about the effects of gamification is skewed 
towards positive results. Hence, there is also little known about the circumstances where gamification 
and its elements have no or a negative effect.  

Mekler et al. (2017) are among the few researchers addressing this issue and they highlight the 
importance of understanding individual gamification elements and investigated the effect of points, levels 
and leaderboards on intrinsic motivation. Results showed that there was no significant difference 
between the effect of the three game elements on intrinsic motivation and competence need satisfaction 
(Mekler et al., 2017). Meaning, participants were equally motivated irrespective of whether they received 
no feedback on their performance or feedback in the form of points, levels, or a leaderboard ranking. 
However, intrinsic motivation was positively correlated with autonomy and competence, which supported 
the argumentation of self-determination theory, as discussed below. Hence, more research is needed to 
investigate how specific gamification elements effect motivation.  
 

Self-determination theory  
Self-determination theory (SDT) is one of the theories that is often used to explain the effects of 
gamification (e.g. Burgers, Eden, van Engelenburg, & Buningh, 2015; Mekler et al., 2017; Seaborn & Fels, 
2014). However, according to Richter et al. (2015) there is a spectrum of theories underlying the 
motivational potential of gamification. The spectrum ranges from intrinsic motivation to extrinsic 
motivation. On the spectrum need-based theories fall on the intrinsic side, social-based theories are in 
the middle of the spectrum and reward-based theories fall on the extrinsic motivation side (Richter et al., 
2015). Self-efficacy, Maslow’s hierarchy of need, need achievement and goal-setting theory are all 
discussed as need-based theories. Social comparison and personal investment theory fall within the social-
based theories. Lastly Richter et al. (2015) discuss Expected value and Skinner’s reinforcement theory as 
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part of reward-based theories1. Self-determination theory encompasses aspects of the whole spectrum. 
Therefore, this research focuses on self-determination theory as the underlying construct for 
gamification.   
 
Self-determination theory, as developed by Ryan and Deci, focuses on how social contexts effect the 
innate desire for psychological growth (Ryan & Deci, 2002; Ryan & Deci, 2000). At the basis of SDT are two 
assumptions about human nature. First, the theory adopts the assumption that people have an inherent 
attitude towards active engagement in the development of the self and second, this development can be 
facilitated or inhibited by the socio-environmental conditions. Hence, this dialectic perspective at the core 
of self-determination theory is the interaction between human nature and the social contexts that affect 
an active human nature.  
 
Over the years, self-determination theory has developed based on six sub-theories. Although developed 
at different stages, all sub-theories aim at explaining a particular set of motivational phenomena that 
emerged from research (Deci & Ryan, 2015). The first sub-theory, Cognitive Evaluation Theory (CET), 
explains the underlying social conditions that hinder or foster intrinsic motivation. CET posits that when 
the environmental contexts support the three basic needs of autonomy, competence and relatedness, 
people can become intrinsically motivated. Organismic Integration Theory (OIT) describes a continuum of 
extrinsic motivation based on different degrees of internalization and transformation of behavioral values. 
At the very end of the continuum is a-motivation, with no regard for self-determination (Ryan & Deci, 
2002). The theory postulates that the more external regulation is internalized, the more it becomes part 
of the self. Meaning, when external regulation is internalized it also integrates into the sense of self and 
therewith tends to lean towards intrinsic motivation. Therefore, next to social contextual factors, the 
development of motivation is also a function of the possessed inner resources. Causality Orientation 
Theory (COT) describes different regulatory styles or orientations and, based on an individual’s 
combination thereof, performance and well-being can be predicted. Ryan and Deci (2002) distinguish 
three orientations, specifically autonomy, controlled and impersonal orientation, which we all possess in 
some degree and develop over time. These orientations will be further elaborated below. The fourth 
theory elaborates on underlying psychological needs. According to Basic Psychological Needs Theory 
(BPNT) there are three psychological needs that, when satisfied, foster human well-being. These needs, 
autonomy, competence an relatedness, are therefore essential and universal, dynamic and innate (Ryan 
& Deci, 2000). The satisfaction, or thwarting, of these needs can lead to a prediction about intrinsic 
motivation. Goal Content Theory (GCT) takes life goals and aspirations into account (Vansteenkiste et al., 
2010). The distinction is made between intrinsic goals such as close relationships and extrinsic goals such 
as acquiring wealth. Moreover, intrinsic goals are expected to satisfy the basic psychological need, 
whereas extrinsic goals are unrelated to need satisfaction (Deci & Ryan, 2015; Vansteenkiste et al., 2010). 
Note that intrinsic and extrinsic goals are not equal to intrinsic and extrinsic motivation (Vansteenkiste et 
al., 2010). For instance, wealth, an extrinsic goal, can be attained to reach a socially desired standard 
(controlled or extrinsic motivation) or because one wants to provide for family (autonomous or intrinsic 
motivation). Hence, goals can be attained through either motivation. The last and latest added theory, 
Relationships Motivation Theory (RMT), examines relationships and to which degree they satisfy needs 
(Deci & Ryan, 2015). Via relational characteristics, differences in support and need satisfaction are 
addressed. For instance, close relationships satisfy the need for relatedness but also require and fulfill the 
need for autonomy (Deci & Ryan, 2015). As mentioned, self-determination is a theory focused on 
environmental factors facilitating personal growth. Intrinsic motivation, internalization of motivation and 

                                                           
1 The understanding of the mentioned theories that fall on the spectrum provided by Richter et al. (2015) is of no significant importance in this research. They are 
merely mentioned to provide a complete picture of theories that can be used to explain the effects of gamification. Therefore, these theories will not be further 
explained. Please read the article by Richter et al. (2015) if more information is desired.  
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intrinsic goals are all expressions of personal growth tendencies. Each theory addresses different 
circumstances for personal growth.  
 
Motivation is important due to, among others, its consequences and therefore influencing motivation can 
be a powerful tool. Although motivation is often seen as a singular construct, SDT highlights that it has 
multiple underlying constructs (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Moreover, as addresses by OIT, there are several 
forms of motivation and influencing these forms may differ greatly. Therefore, when researching 
motivation, it is required to specify which type of motivation is targeted. As mentioned in the introduction, 
this research focusses on intrinsic motivation, which is a major problem in an educational domain (Ames, 
1990). Not all SDT’s sub-theories are applicable in this context, since not all concern intrinsic motivation. 
Only applicable sub-theories are further discussed of which CET and BPNT are most important. 
Additionally, intrinsic motivation might be mediated by personal orientations therefore COT will also be 
further addressed.  
 

Cognitive evaluation theory 
At the core of self-determination theory is cognitive evaluation theory. CET aims to explain factors that 
have an effect on intrinsic motivation, either supportive or disruptive (Vansteenkiste et al., 2010). The 
theory began with a controversial view at that time. In the early 70’s Skinner’s Operant Theory was 
dominant and therefore it was commonly believed that reinforcements from the environment were 
guiding behavior (Vansteenkiste et al., 2010). Based on the perspective of de Charms (2013), Deci and 
Ryan (2000) contemplated that people’s behavior could also be guided by an internal perceived locus of 
causality, instead of merely an external locus. However, where de Charms (2013) distinguishes two types 
of motivation, intrinsic and extrinsic, Ryan and Deci distinguish multiple levels of extrinsic motivation 
(Ryan & Deci, 2002). Therefore, self-determination theory only builds on de Charms’ internal perceived 
locus of causality, which refers to intrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation represents an inherent growth 
tendency (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Moreover, it excites people to seek new challenges and explore one’s 
capacity in an enjoyable way. Such enjoyment is a product from being fully emerged in a activity, is often 
long-lasting and can impel human growth and flourishing (Vansteenkiste et al., 2010). Vansteenkiste et al. 
(2010) also explain the inherent trait of intrinsic motivation can already be observed when looking at 
exploratory behavior or play of infants (Vansteenkiste et al., 2010).   
 Even though humans are abundantly endued with intrinsic motivation, this inherent tendency can 
easily be disrupted by the environment (Ryan & Deci, 2000). CET provides a framework that postulates 
that intrinsic motivation can be influenced by social and environmental factors. These factors can either 
undermine, maintain or enhance intrinsic motivation (Deci & Ryan, 2015). First, the theory posits that 
factors which generate a feeling of competence for a certain action may elicit intrinsic motivation for that 
action (Ryan, 1982). Initial studies by Deci (discussed in Deci, 2002) showed positive feedback, in the form 
of praise, enhanced intrinsic motivation. However, as Deci and Ryan (2000) later state, intrinsic motivation 
can only be enhanced when there is an increase in perceived competence that is accompanied by the 
feeling of autonomy. For instance, choice and acknowledgement rich environments can stimulate the 
internal locus of causality and thereby enhance perceived autonomy (Deci & Ryan, 2015; Vansteenkiste 
et al., 2010). Whereas environments which, for example, provide positive feedback or optimal challenges 
can stimulate perceived competence (Ryan & Deci, 2002). On the contrary, intrinsic motivation can also 
be thwarted when social or environmental factors incite an external perceived locus of causality, for 
instance, via tangible rewards, threats, negative feedback or deadlines (Ryan & Deci, 2000). In general CET 
focusses on explaining social and environmental factors that influence intrinsic motivation, where the 
feeling of competence accompanied by a sense of autonomy is believed to enhance intrinsic motivation 
(Ryan & Deci, 2002). 
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Basic psychological needs theory  
The three basic psychological needs, autonomy, competence and relatedness, are a thread through all the 
sub-theories of SDT. Each sub-theory uses the concepts of psychological needs in a different way 
(Vansteenkiste et al., 2010). However, psychological needs are important in their own right and this is 
where BPNT comes in. Ryan and Deci (2000) define a need in general as an energizing state that when 
satisfied contributes to a better well-being. According to BPNT, people require the three psychological 
needs because they form the basis for psychological, physical and social well-being (Deci & Ryan, 2015).  
 Autonomy is the control over one’s own behavior and choices which are originating from the self. 
Therefore, the need for autonomy relates to the need for volition and the experience of freedom (Sailer 
et al., 2017; Vansteenkiste et al., 2010). This is often mistaken for independence (Ryan & Deci, 2002). 
Independence means not relying on external sources. However, this is not analogous to autonomy, since 
an autonomous feeling can be experienced while relying on and interacting with others. Autonomy 
involves acting on interest and free will or the perception thereof. Competence is the ability to perform 
or act in an efficient or successful manner. The need for competence is the desire to feel successful in 
one’s goal attainment (Vansteenkiste et al., 2010). This need, conscious or not, leads people to seek new 
challenge that suit their abilities. Via interplay with these challenges people acquire, maintain or improve 
their skills. However, competence is not the attainment of the skill itself, but rather the feeling of being 
successful associated with it (Ryan & Deci, 2002). Relatedness refers to the meaningful connection 
between people. It often concerns reciprocal care and concern for others, as well as a feeling of belonging 
with other individuals and to a community (Vansteenkiste et al., 2010). The need for relatedness suggests 
a longing for important connections and acceptance by others. Like competence, relatedness it is not 
about the attainment of a certain aspect or status, but it concerns the psychological feeling of belonging 
with others in a secure surrounding (Ryan & Deci, 2002).  

The satisfaction of three basic psychological needs serves as a predictor for human well-being 
(Vansteenkiste et al., 2010). Vansteenkiste et al. (2010) highlight different areas of research and the 
outcomes related to need satisfaction and well-being. For example, need satisfaction scores across a life 
span where negatively associated with mortality. Other areas were long-term health behavior, medication 
adherence, wellness in childhood, and nursing homes (Ryan & Deci, 2000, 2002; Vansteenkiste et al., 
2010). Moreover, Ryan and Deci (2000) state that the three psychological needs are universal, but the 
satisfaction and the degree to which they are needed differs over a lifespan and between cultures. 
Additionally, personal goals and orientations may be seen as a reason for a difference in the required level 
of need satisfaction. This point is more explicitly made in COT.  
 

Causal orientation theory 
SDT builds on the assumption that people’s motivation and behavior is stimulated by an inherent growth 
tendency and, following CET, social environmental contexts. Causal orientation theory adds to this 
perspective by incorporating people’s personal orientation (Deci & Ryan, 2015). This descriptive 
perspective indexes relative stable personal differences that are included in the regulation for behavior. 
According to COT, there are three different causality orientations, autonomous, controlled, and 
impersonal, which represent different levels of self-determination (Ryan & Deci, 2002). Autonomy 
oriented people act on the basis of interest and self-advocated values and therefore have a general 
intrinsic form of self-regulation. Control oriented people act towards guidelines and set rules for behavior. 
Meaning, one is orientated towards an external of introjected form of regulation (Deci & Ryan, 2015). 
People with an impersonal orientation act unintentionally and therefore have an a-motivated or lack of 
self-regulation. According to Ryan and Deci (2002), people possess each orientations to some degree. Via 
the different levels of each causality orientation, COT describes behavior regulation and people’s 
tendencies to orient towards a certain environment (Deci & Ryan, 2015). Vansteenkiste et al. (2010) note 
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that these orientations cannot be seen as personality traits, like the Big Five. Where the Big Five are core 
personality dimensions, these orientations are much more fluid and developed over time based on, 
among others, need satisfaction.  
 
The above explained theories will be used to support possible effects of gamification elements. As 
mentioned, self-determination theory is widely used to explain the motivational power of gamification.  
How, for example, the socio-environmental factors or personal orientations can be influenced to increase 
motivation is a widely research topic (see e.g. Deci et al., 1991; Gagné & Deci, 2005; Ng et al., 2012; 
Niemiec & Ryan, 2009). However, as mentioned earlier, there is little empirical evidence for gamification 
and especially little is known about the effect of specific game elements on motivation. For instance, Sailer 
et al. (2017) used self-determination theory to explain the effects of point, badges and leaderboards. They 
hypothesized these game elements would positively affect competence (Sailer et al., 2017). However, 
when tested within one model, nothing can be inferred about the effect of one of the game elements on 
competence. This research will investigate the effects of two individual game elements, namely positive 
feedback and choice, and the combination of the treatments and their effect on intrinsic motivation.  
 
The first game mechanism under investigation is feedback, which is a central aspect in games. According 
to McGonical (2011b), it is one of the four most important traits of a game. Feedback provides players 
with information about their in-game progress, their game status, and whether they are close to attaining 
their goal. The way feedback is provided differs immensely between game genres, as well as within them. 
For instance, feedback can be given via stars, check marks, messages, points, levels, badges and 
leaderboards (Li et al., 2012; Mekler et al., 2017; Sailer et al., 2017). While these elements all provide a 
form of feedback, not all feedback element have the desired effect (Hanus & Fox, 2015). Perhaps some 
feedback measures are seen as rewards, for example badges can be view as a reward for an 
accomplishment but they also provide feedback about the skill level attained. When feedback is perceived 
as a reward, the informational context might get lost and therewith the increase of competence. 
Additionally, rewards may elicit compliance and affect what we do, but they are unable to influence 
underlying motivation constructs (Kohn, 1993). Moreover, Burgers et al. (2015) investigated whether 
verbal feedback valence and type affected immediate and future game-play for a brain-training game. 
They compared descriptive, evaluative and comparative feedback and showed evaluative feedback was 
most effective in stimulating gameplay. Therefore, this research will focus on providing evaluative 
feedback.  

Furthermore, the direction of the feedback, positive versus negative, may also effect the intended 
outcome (Deci & Casclol, 1972; Vallerand & Reid, 1988). Deci and Casclol (1972) investigated negative 
feedback while participants worked on soma-puzzles. Results show negative verbal feedback or threats 
decreased intrinsic motivation. Vallerand and Reid (1988) investigated feedback while students 
performed a stabilometer motor task. Positive verbal feedback led to an increase in intrinsic motivation 
where perceived competence had a mediating effect, providing strong support for cognitive evaluation 
theory (Vallerand & Reid, 1988). In addition, recent research by Burgers, Eden, van Engelenburg, & 
Buningh (2015) showed negative feedback increase players immediate game play, but decrease the 
feeling of competence. Participants who have received positive feedback perceived themselves as more 
competent and autonomous compared to the negative feedback group. Besides, they found that 
comparative feedback may be less motivating then evaluative or descriptive feedback (Burgers et al., 
2015). Note, the research by Burgers et al. (2015) does not incorporate people in a task without feedback. 
Meaning, the effect of one form of feedback cannot be isolated. However, results do provide inside into 
possible effects.  
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Moreover, games frequently require people to make conscious choices, whether it is between avatars, 
which card to play, which person to team up with, or which route to take. These choices alter or provide 
direction to a game and hence are an important game mechanism. This is also highlighted in the 
Nicholson’s recipe for meaningful gamification (Nicholson, 2015). However as mentioned, choice is not a 
frequently used mechanism in gamification. Wulf, Chiviacowsky, and Cardozo (2014) are among the few 
researchers that investigate the effect of choice on learning. They demonstrated that providing people 
with a small choice, irrespective of task performance, increased their feeling of autonomy in a motor-
learning task (Wulf et al., 2014). Furthermore, Hooyman, Wulf and Lewthwaite (2014) demonstrated an 
autonomous supporting environment resulted in, among others, the feeling of greater choice. As 
autonomy is the perception of freedom and ownership over one’s choices and behavior, a reasonable way 
to increase autonomy would be to provide people with a choice. 
 
In summary, self-determination theory is often used to support gamification (Seaborn & Fels, 2014). It 
states that environmental factors and personal resourced can affect motivation. Specifically cognitive 
evaluation theory posits that environments that support competence and autonomy can stimulate 
intrinsic motivation. Therefore, following cognitive evaluation theory and earlier research, we hypothesize 
that [H1] positive feedback on its own will lead to an increased feeling of competence, [H2] a choice on its 
own will lead to an increased feeling of autonomy, and [H3] the combination of positive feedback and a 
choice will lead to an increase in intrinsic motivation. The research method will describe in detail how 
these hypotheses will be answered.   
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Research method  
Design  
The experiment consisted of an online survey divided in three main parts. A questionnaire was employed  
and divided into two segments. The first addressed demographics and reading habits and the second 
addressed the overall reading task and personality traits. Between these questionnaires was a 
comprehensive reading task where participants themselves could determine the number of articles to 
read, for the exact order of the survey see Figure 9 in Appendix B. There are two basic treatments, positive 
feedback and choice, hence the experiment had a 2x2 between subject design. 
 

 Conditions  
The first treatment was the presentation of positive feedback. In the feedback conditions, positive 
feedback was directly provided after answering the questions for the first, third and fourth article. This 
feedback was the same for each participant irrespective of their performance on the task. After the first 
article participants were told ‘Your performance on the previous task was great!’, after the third article 
‘You did really well on the previous part’ and after the fourth article participants were told ‘Well done! You 
did a good job on the task’, see Appendix B Figure 12, 13 and 14. In the choice conditions, participants 
were allowed to choose which one out of two task versions they wanted to perform. The difference 
between versions was based on article subject, for the articles used see Appendix I. Participants could 
choose between articles about holiday, describing places, talking about counties and life on Mars (reading 
task A) and articles about sports, health, the environment and food (reading task B), see Appendix B Figure 
11. This option allowed for the possibility of a task effect. To account for this effect, each condition needed 
to be offered in both task versions. Therefore, each condition had an A and B version, hence this research 
actually had a 2x2x2 between subject design. However, no task effect was expected, since the difference 
between the reading task versions was purely based on the subject of the articles. Meaning, when no task 
effect is present the two task versions will be merged into one conditions. See Table 1 for an overview of 
all conditions.  

The first two conditions served as a control condition. Accordingly, they do not offer any 
treatment. In the third and fourth condition, positive feedback was provided, hence an increase in 
competence was expected. In the fifth and sixth condition, an increase in autonomy was expected due to 
the availability of choice. Only in the last conditions an increase in intrinsic motivation was expected based 
on the expected increase in autonomy and competence.  
 

Table 1 Conditions and their expected results   
 

Condition  
Cond 
nr.  

Task Random task 
allocation 

Treatment  Expected increase in 
Autonomy 

Expected increase 
in Competence 

Expected increase in  
Intrinsic motivation 

Sample 
N  

Control  1 A Yes None    28 

 2 B Yes None    31 

Feedback  3 A Yes Positive feedback  x  33 

 4 B Yes Positive feedback   x  26 

Choice  5 A No Choice  x   42 

 6 B No Choice x   28 

Combined  7 A No Choice and  
positive feedback  

x x x 27 

 8 B No Choice and  
positive feedback 

x x x 34 
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Reading task  
The second part of the survey, the comprehensive reading task, consisted of several articles and 
corresponding questions with an increasing level of difficulty based on the Common European Framework 
of Reference (CEFR). The CERF levels for language present a standardized evaluation for language skills. In 
total, five articles could have been read in both task versions. Participants were not made aware of the 
maximum number of articles. The first three articles were of CEFR level B2 and the last two articles were 
of CEFR level C1. Level B2 represent an upper intermediate level of language. When reached, one can 
express oneself clearly on a range of topics and understand the basics of complex texts (University 
Rotterdam Erasmus, 2019). Level C1 represents an advanced level of language where one is capable of 
effectively and efficiently expressing oneself in social, academic and professional situations (University 
Rotterdam Erasmus, 2019). These levels were chosen based on the average required level of English for 
student who graduate high school in the Netherlands.  

In each condition participants were required to read the first article and answer the corresponding 
questions. After the initial article, participants were allowed to stop in case they wanted. Therewith, when 
in the positive feedback conditions, everyone received feedback at least once. When in the choice 
conditions, the choice for the article subjects was provided after the demographic questions immediately 
before the start of the comprehensive reading task, see Figure 9 in Appendix B. Table 2 provides an 
overview of the number of people who have read the article and what their chosen action was after the 
article. 
 

Table 2 the number of article read 

 
Article 

Read 
N 

 
Action after article 

Task A 
N 

Task B 
N 

Total 
N 

1 249 Continued 96 75 171 
  Stopped 38 40 78 

2 171 Continued 52 43 95 
  Stopped 44 32 76 

3 95 Continued 28 24 52 
  Stopped 24 19 43 

4 52 Continued 20 11 31 
  Stopped 8 13 21 

5 31 Continued 14 1 15 
  Stopped 6 10 16 

 

Pilot test  
A small pilot test was performed with five participants to check for irregularities in the survey. The pilot 
test focused on the correct workings of the survey and the understanding of the reading task and 
questionnaires. Meaning, no data analysis was performed using the data from the pilot test.  
 The pilot test showed participants understood they were allowed to stop the task themselves and 
that they understood the reading task and the questionnaires. Three participants stopped after the 
second article, one after the third article and one after the fourth article. Notably, there was no option to 
stop directly after the first article, which was included in the final survey.  
 

Dependent and independent variables  
The dependent variables, for answering the main hypotheses, were perceived competence, autonomy 
and intrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation was measured via self-report and in a behavioral way. Self-
reported intrinsic motivation, competence and autonomy were measured through a standardized scale, 
discussed in the General questionnaire section below. Additionally, intrinsic motivation was examined 
using the total survey time and the number of questions answered. Moreover, the treatments were used 
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as independent variables and personality traits, awareness of condition, the tendency towards 
autonomous functioning, reading habits and demographic indicators were used as control variables.  
 The proposed behavioral measures for intrinsic motivation, total survey time and number of 
questions answered, did not strongly correlation with the self-reported measure for intrinsic motivation 
(r = .240 with p < .000 and r = .292 with p < .000 respectively). Moreover, total survey time and number 
of questions answered also had a low correlation with r = .431 with p < .000. Since the self-reported 
intrinsic motivation was measured via a validated scale, we assumed this self-reported measure was a 
more reliable indicator for intrinsic motivation. Meaning, the behavioral measures do not necessarily 
represent intrinsic motivation and therefore these variables were not further incorporated as dependent 
variables in analysis. However, Appendix G presents the main and interaction effects of the treatments 
for these behavioral measures.  
 

Measurement 
As explained, the questionnaire used in the survey is divided into two segments. Below they are described 
in more detail, see Appendix A for full questions.  
 

Demographic questionnaire  
The first questionnaire segment contained questions regarding demographics and reading habits. To 
begin with, dummy variables, indicating to which condition participants had been randomly allocated, 
served as the independent variables for the analysis, see Table 1. The demographic and reading habit 
questions served as control measures to investigate any population differences regarding age, gender, 
educational degree, nationality, native language, level of English, reading for pleasure, reading for work, 
reading in English and reading disability, see Appendix A for exact questions.  
 

General questionnaire  
The second questionnaire segment consisted of five parts. The first and most important part, since it 
measured the dependent constructs, consisted of an adaptation of the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) 
(Deci, Eghrari, Patrick, & Leone, 1994; McAuley, Duncan, & Tammen, 1989). The scale was developed as 
a multidimensional measure to subjectively assess laboratory experiments. Three of its subsets were used 
to measure intrinsic motivation, competence and autonomy on 7 point Likert scales ranging from not true 
at all to very true. The interest/enjoyment subset is used to measure intrinsic motivation and consists of 

seven items (see Appendix A question 1, 4, 6, 7, 10, 13 and 16;  = .933). Competence and autonomy were 
measured using five items of the perceived competence scale (see Appendix A questions 3, 5, 9, 12 and 
14) and perceived choice scale (see Appendix A questions 2, 8, 11, 15 and 17). These scales had a 
Cronbach's alpha of .903 and .814 respectively. One control question was hidden in the IMI scale. This 
item asked people to select option number five. If this option was not selected, it could be inferred that 
people did not read the question carefully. 

Moreover, the remaining four parts of the general survey provided additional control variables. 
The second part was used to ask for feedback on the task and survey. This control variable was of no 
importance to this research, but can be used to improve future experiments within this context. The third 
part consisted of a subset of the Index for Autonomous Functioning (IAF) (Weinstein, Przybylski, & Ryan, 

2012). Through this subset participants reported their susceptibility to control using five items ( = .755) 
on a 5 point Likert scale ranging from not true at all to completely true, see Appendix A question 20-24. A 
low susceptibility to control could have been an indicator for a higher level of autonomous functioning, 
which might mediate the level of autonomy. Moreover, to check whether participants noticed the 
treatment of their given condition, the fourth part of the questionnaire asked to indicate to which degree 
participants agreed with six statements. These statements were measured on a 5 point Likert scale ranging 
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from strongly disagree to agree strongly. Two subset were derived of three items each about positive 
feedback (question 25, 27 and 30) and choice (question 26, 28 and 29), see Appendix A. Respectively, 
Cronbach's alpha showed a .880 and .925 reliability for the scales. The last part of the questionnaire was 
included to account for possible personality effects. The Ten Item Personality Inventory (TIPI) measured 
the big five personality traits based on two items per trait on 7 point Likert scales ranging from disagree 
strongly to agree strongly (Gosling, Rentfrow, & Swann, 2003). A reliability analysis provided mixed results, 

meaning not all traits were reliable with extraversion (question 31 and 36;  = .759), agreeableness 

(question 32 and 37;  = .080), conscientiousness (question 33 and 38;  = .621), emotional stability or 

neuroticism (question 34 and 39;  = .655) and lastly openness to experiences (question 35 and 40;  = 
.376). The measures for extraversion, conscientiousness and neuroticism were acceptable, but 
agreeableness and openness had a too low reliability score for incorporation in analyses (Tavakol & 
Dennick, 2011).  
 

Participants  
Sample size calculation  

Via G*power an a-priori power analysis was performed using F-statistics, assuming that the two reading 
task versions showed no significant difference. The effect size was based on earlier research by Goh et al. 
(2017) and Mekler et al. (2017) who tested effects of individual gaming elements. Goh et al. (2017) 
investigated three designs, with points, badges and without game elements, in a crowdsourcing 
application and their effect on competence, autonomy and relatedness. Mekler et al. (2017) investigated 
points, leaderboards, and levels in an image tagging task and their main effects on competence, autonomy 
and intrinsic motivation. From the reported means and standard deviations of both articles, 15 effect sizes 
were calculated with an average of f = .237. We handle a 10% smaller effect size of f = .213 to take into 

account some effect size inflation because of possible publication bias. With an  of .05 and a power of 
.90 this amounted to a sample of N = 234. On top we added 5% to account for drop outs and not usable 
data, leading to an expected N = 246.  
 

 Sample  
Overall 249 people participated of which 140 through the JFS databank and 109 people via other channels, 
for example survey exchange Facebook groups, WhatsApp groups and a survey sample group on Reddit. 
The age raged from 18 to 55 years with an average of 25 years and a standard deviation of six years and 
eight months. On average participants spent 22 and a half minutes on the survey (M = 1353 with SD = 
1255 in seconds). In total 94 males participated versus 153 females and two people identified as non-
binary or enby. Twenty-four nationalities participated and 177 participants (71.1%) were Dutch. English 
language skills were in general estimated to be good (on a 7 point Likert scale M = 5.88 , SD = 1.02) and 
99.5% estimated their English language skills were average or above. Of all participants no one had no 
education, 30% obtained a high school degree, 44% had an bachelor’s degree, 23% had a master’s degree, 
3% obtained their doctorate and <1% had another form of degree. Reading habits of participants were 
not a focus of this research, but were asked as control questions in line with the cover story. They were 
measured on a 7 point Likert scale ranging from almost never to usually not, rarely, occasionally, often, 
usually and almost always. On average people occasionally read for pleasure (M = 4.13; SD = 1.55). On the 
same scale people indicated they read between often and usually for work (M = 5.55; SD = 1.29) and in 
English (M = 5.71; SD = 1.33). Out of the 249 participants, 25 people (10%) indicated they had a form of 
reading disability. Moreover, three out of the five personality traits were investigated, since the other two 
had a low reliability score. On a 7 point Likert scale people indicated they were neither extravert nor 
introvert (M = 4.01 with SD = 1.49), inclined towards emotional stable (M = 4.76 with SD = 1.34) and most 
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people perceived themselves as a little conscientious (M = 5.05 with SD = 1.31). Lastly, people estimated 
they were somewhat susceptible to control (M = 3.37 with SD = .80, measures on a 5 point Likert scale). 
 

Procedure 
Participants were invited via multiple online and offline channels. Since a direct payment might interfere 
with the motivation constructs under investigation, a raffle was held among participants. Participants had 
a one in five chance of winning €20,-. All winners received an email with the option for a direct payment 
or a gift voucher from Amazon or Bol.com. Upon a reply to that email, they received payment or a voucher.   
 

Analysis  
Exclusion criteria  

Several control variables can be used to assess whether people seriously participated in the survey. The 
first indicator was the total survey time. When doing the bare minimum for completing the task, we 
estimate that at least six minutes were needed. Therefore, people performing the survey faster will be 
excluded.  
 Secondly, the general questionnaire contained matrix questions. If all questions in those matrixes 
had the same answer, where this was not logical, it could indicate that they did not seriously fill in the 
questionnaire. Meaning, if all answers in one matrix was the same, participants will be excluded. 
Moreover, in one of the matrix’s a control question asked to select option number five. If five was not the 
selected number, it could be an indicator of the questions not being read carefully. 
 Lastly, all participants needed to participate in at least one article from the reading task. If done 
with care, every participant should have been able to answer at least one question correct. If not, we 
assume that the task was not done with care, leading to exclusion from analyses.  
 

Planned analysis  
The three main hypotheses were examined using factorial ANOVA analysis with additional two-way 
independent sample t-tests. Meaning, the main and interaction effects of the treatments was first 
investigated and thereafter the directions of the dependent variables were investigated as follow-up. All 
treatments were tested against a control condition. Moreover, demographic variables, personal 
orientations and personality traits were used to account for any population differences. To test for these 
effects, a regression analysis will be performed incorporating variables with potential effects on 
competence, autonomy and intrinsic motivation.  
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Results 
Excluded data  
Based on the earlier presented exclusion criteria, the data was checked and total ten participants were 
excluded from the analysis. Seven people were excluded because they performed the survey within six 
minutes. Moreover, the time spent on article one was also investigated. Three people read and answered 
the corresponding questions of article one within one minute, specifically in 25, 47 and 53 seconds (M = 
308 and SD = 399). Responses under a minute were not incorporated in analysis as a minute was deemed 
too fast for careful completion of the task. Moreover, 13 people did not answer 5 in the control question 
that asked to selection option 5. However, the control question was presented within a matrix and hence, 
the question could have been misunderstood. Therefore, it was checked whether participants chose the 
same answer option within one matrix. In all matrixes no one provided the same answer to all the 
questions. Lastly, for the first article in task version A the average correct answers was seven with a 
minimum of two correct answers. For the first article in task version B, the average correct answers was 
also seven with a minimum of one. Meaning, no one needed to be excluded based on the last exclusion 
criteria. Consequently, 239 participants were incorporated in analysis.  
 Moreover, the pilot test missed one issue. Nineteen participants indicated they wanted to stop 
after reading article one in condition 1 and 3, see Table 1. Due to a mistake in code, this was not allowed 
and all 19 participants had to proceed to article two. The survey recognized participants wanted to stop 
after article two and thereafter they were forwarded to the last part of the survey. To correct for this 
mistake, all answers of article two for these participants were recoded with missing values.  
 

Task effect  
In order to control for a potential task effect, every condition had two task versions. However, as explained 
in the research method, no task effect was expected since the difference between the two versions was 
solely based on the topics of the articles. When allowed the option to choose, 55% (68 participants) 
choose task version A and 45% (56 participants) choose task version B. Overall, 53% (126 participants) 
performed task version A and 47% (113 participants) performed task version B, see Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1 Task version per condition 

In order to examine a possible task effect, each target variable was checked against version A and B of 
each condition. Table 3 shows no significant difference between the two reading task versions for 
competence, autonomy and intrinsic motivation. Consequently, there was no indication for a possible task 
effect.  
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Table 3 Task version comparison per condition 

 Version Competence  Autonomy Intrinsic motivation 

Condition   n M SD df t p M SD df t p M SD df t p 

Control  A 28 3.69 .20 57 -.46 .650 5.42 .18 57 .05 .956 3.90 .17 57 -.30 .765 
 B 31 3.81 .18    5.41 .23    3.99 .23    

Feedback  A 30 3.91 .23 54 .07 .945 5.37 .22 54 -.89 .377 3.63 .21 54 -1.00 .820 
 B 26 3.89 .18    5.65 .20    3.94 .22    

Choice A 40 3.70 .17 64 -.13 .897 5.49 .16 64 -1.00 .322 3.74 .20 64 -.28 .779 
 B 26 3.73 .22    5.74 .20    3.82 .24    

Combined A 26 4.05 .28 56 -.58 .567 5.68 .21 56 -.12 .904 4.12 .30 56 -.70 .489 
 B 32 4.26 .24    5.71 .20    4.39 .25    

 

Awareness of treatment   
If the treatments used in this experiment were not present enough, they might not possess the power to 
influence participants. Therefore, it was important to investigate whether participants observed the 
treatments used, meaning whether they were aware of the condition they were in. In the conditions 
where feedback was given, people noticed that they had received feedback (M = 3.88 and SD = .12). In 
the conditions where a choice was provided, participates noticed that they had a task choice (M = 4.21 
and SD = .08). Moreover, participants should not notice the treatment in a condition where this was not 
given. As can be seen in Table 4, compared to the control conditions participants in the feedback condition 
noticed the positive feedback (t(113) = -12.66, p < .000), but not choice (t(113) = .58, p = .560). In the 
choice condition, participants noticed choice (t(123) = -15.90, p < .000) but not positive feedback (t(123) 
= -1.85, p = .067). In the combined conditions, both treatments are noticed (feedback t(115) = -16.28 with 
p < .000 and choice t(115) = -15.68 with p < .000). Concluding, both treatment were well noticed.  
 

Table 4 Awareness of treatment 

  Feedback treatment Choice treatment 

Conditions  n M SD df t p M SD df t p 

Control 
Feedback 

59 
56 

1.88 
3.88 

.10 

.12 
113 -12.66 <.000 1.91 

1.81 
.12 
.12 

113 .58 .560 

Control  
Choice 

59 
66 

1.88 
2.14 

.10 

.10 
123 -1.85 .067 1.91 

4.21 
.12 
.08 

123 -15.90 <.000 

Control  
Combined  

59 
58 

1.88 
4.13 

.10 

.10 
115 -16.28 <.000 1.91 

4.34 
.12 
.09 

115 -15.68 <.000 

 
However, although the average results provided a significant difference between conditions, not everyone 
noticed the treatment within their condition. Participants who scored below three, meaning below 
undecided inclining towards disagree on the items used, were not certain about or did not notice the 
treatments provided. In the feedback and combined conditions 11 out of 114 people most likely did not 
notice the positive feedback during the experiment. In the choice and combined conditions eight out of 
124 people most likely did not notice they were given a task choice. These participants were excluded 
from analysis, since being affected by the treatment was highly improbable without noticing the 
treatment. In total 18 participants were excluded, meaning there was one person who didn’t notice any 
treatment in the combined condition. Similarly, people who believed they had received a treatment while 
they did not, might have been affected by their own idea of the treatment. There were five people who 
believed they had received positive feedback and 12 people who believed they were presented with a 
task choice, while they were not. These participants were also excluded from analysis. Leading to a total 
exclusion of 44 participants and a total sample size of 205 participants.  
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Hypotheses testing  
Outliers  

The data was examined for outliers for every target variable over each condition, which was done via 
standardizing the variables. Variables deviating more than three times the standard deviation from the 
mean were seen as outliers. For competence and intrinsic motivation no data points deviated more than 
three times the standard deviation, but for autonomy three data points did. Consequently, these data 
points can be seen as outliers. The effect of these outliers was investigated and no significant differences 
were found when excluding them from analysis. Therefore, no data was further excluded.   
 

Assumptions checking   
All hypotheses can be investigated using ANOVA analysis with additional t-tests. Three main assumptions 
need to be met when using these analyses. First, normality was inspected using several bar-charts with a 
plotted normality curve. As can be seen in Figure 2, competence and intrinsic motivation were expected 
to be normally distributed while autonomy appeared to be skewed. In Appendix F the distributions for 
competence, autonomy and intrinsic motivation can be inspected per conditions.  
 

 
Figure 2 Distributions for competence, autonomy and intrinsic motivation with normal distribution line 

Via a Shapiro–Wilk and skewness test normality was further examined for each conditions over each 
target variable. As can be seen in Table 5, competence followed a normal or Gaussian distribution. 
However, autonomy and intrinsic motivation did not follow a normal distribution in every condition. Only 
in the choice condition was autonomy expected to behave normally and, on the contrary, only in the 
control condition was intrinsic motivation expected to behave not normal. Moreover, a skewness test 
indicated that autonomy (p < .000) was skewed and competence (p = .589) and intrinsic motivation (p = 
.299) were not.  
 

Table 5 Shaprio-Wilk results 

  Competence Autonomy Intrinsic motivation Transformed autonomy 

Condition  n W p W p W p W p 

Control  52 .971 .223 .882 < .000 .955 .046 .990 .934 

Feedback 42 .982 .727 .887 .001 .976 .503 .977 .551 

Choice 58 .990 .928 .987 .769 .980 .435 .985 .675 

Combined 53 .957 .053 .928 .004 .971 .230 .980 .510 

 
Since autonomy was skewed and not normally distributed in most of the conditions, a box-cox 
transformation was performed following equation 1.  

Equation [1]    𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑦 =  
𝐴𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑦 ∗3.267−1

3.267
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As can be seen in Figure 3, the transformation led to a more normally distributed autonomy, see Appendix 
G for the distribution per condition. Moreover, the Shaprio-Wilk results in Table 5 showed the 
transformed autonomy followed a normal distribution in all conditions. All analysis will be performed with 
the transformed autonomy and interpretation will follow these results. However, since the mean values 
of the transformed autonomy had little interpretative value, the mean values for the not normally 
distributed autonomy will be presented. Results will be shown if mean values were significantly different 
in analysis with the transformed autonomy. 
 

 
Figure 3 Distribution for the transformed autonomy with normal distribution line 

Second, both ANOVA and t-test analyses assume that the variances of two independent groups are equally 
distributed or homogenous. Homogeneity was tested using a Levene’s test. This test was performed for 
all target variables against all treatment conditions versus the control condition. Levene’s test was 
marginally significant for the transformed autonomy in the control versus the combined condition (F = 
3.42 with p = .067) and for intrinsic motivation in the control versus choice condition (F = 2.83 with p = 
.096). Moreover, it was significantly different for competence and intrinsic motivation in the control 
versus combined condition (F = 4,84 with p = .030; F = 4.81 with p = .031 respectively). Nevertheless, since 
the control, choice and combined condition have near equal sample sizes (n = 52, n = 58 and n = 54 
respectively) and have more than 30 participants per group, the t-test was robust against a violation of 
homogeneity of variances. The last assumption, independence of observations, was met by having 
randomly assigned participants to a condition.  
 

Hypotheses 
The main hypotheses can be answered using a factorial ANOVA. The first hypotheses related the effect of 
feedback to an increase in competence, the second hypothesis related a choice to an increase in 
autonomy and lastly, when the treatments were combined, both an increase in competence and 
autonomy was expected. The latter effect was hypothesized to result in an increase of intrinsic motivation. 
Table 6 highlights that the main effect of positive feedback was significant for competence and intrinsic 
motivation. Besides, for the autonomy the main effect of positive feedback was marginal significant. 
Meaning, the effect of positive feedback seemed powerful enough to influence competence, autonomy 
and intrinsic motivation. No other significant main or interaction effects were found.  
 

Table 6 Hypotheses testing using ANOVA with N = 205 

 Competence Transformed autonomy Intrinsic motivation 

Treatment df F p 2 df F p 2 df F p 2 

Model 3, 201 2.02 .112 .029 3, 201 1.44 .232 .021 3, 201 2.56 .056 .037 

Feedback    .032    .090    .039  

Choice   .486    .342    .301  

Combined    .459    .492    .182  
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Moreover, the direction of the treatments were investigated using two-way independent sample t-tests. 
As can be seen in Table 7, the combination of positive feedback and choice led to an increase in 
competence and intrinsic motivation and a marginal increase in the transformed autonomy, which 
followed in line of the third hypothesis. Besides, the direction of treatments followed the first and second 
hypothesis, however differences between conditions was not significant. The presented main and 
interaction effect combined with the treatment direction did not provide significant evidence to fully 
support the hypotheses.  
 

Table 7 Hypotheses testing using t-tests 

  Competence Autonomy  Intrinsic motivation  

Condition n M SD df t p M SD df t p M SD df t p 
Control  
Feedback 

52 
42 

3.73 
3.96 

.13 

.18 
92 -1.03 .307 5.40 

5.68 
.16 
.17 

92 -1.22 .225 3.82 
3.95 

.15 

.18 
92 -.56 .574 

Control  
Choice 

52 
58 

3.73 
3.73 

.13 

.14 
108 .04 .972 5.40 

5.72 
.16 
.09 

108 -1.82 .072* 3.82 
3.76 

.15 

.17 
108 .24 .815 

Control  
Combined  

52 
53 

3.73 
4.19 

.13 

.18 
103 -2.03 .045 5.40 

5.73 
.16 
.14 

103 -1.59 .115** 3.82 
4.36 

.15 

.19 
103 -2.24 .027 

* For the transformed autonomy the difference between the control condition (M = 85.52, SD = 5.77) and the choice condition (M = 95.62, SD = 
4.73) became non-significant p = .175 
** For the transformed autonomy the difference between the control condition (M = 85.52, SD = 5.77) and the combined condition (M = 101.87, 
SD = 6.76) was marginally significant p = .069.  
 
Since the treatment effects were generally in line with the hypothesized direction, five explanations for 
the non-significant results were explored. First, even though previous results did not foretell a task effect, 
there might still be one. Second, the time spent on the survey could affect the outcome. Third, whether 
people red for pleasure could be an indicator of initial motivation. Fourth, participants who participated 
in one article could have had outside time constraints or external motives, which might have led to a 
rushed completion of the survey. Lastly, there could have been too much noise in the variance of the 
conditions, causing the effect of the treatment to be overwhelmed by noise.  
 
First, in order to examine a possible task effect, version A and B were compared separately. Table 14 - 17 
found in Appendix C showed that there were significant differences between the two task versions. Task 
version A presented no main or interaction effects and the direction of the effects provided only a 
significant increase when presented with both treatments (t(51) = -2.05 with p = .046), see Table 15. 
However, task version B highlighted a marginal main effect of feedback on competence (p = .086; F(3,96) 

= 1.90 with p = .135 and 2 = .056) and intrinsic motivation (p = .084; F(3,96) = 1.10 with p = .353 and 2 = 
.033). Moreover, the interaction of feedback and choice showed a marginal effect on autonomy (p = .073; 

F(3,96) = 1.40 with p = .249 and 2 = .042), see Table 16. The directions of treatments seemed to follow 
the line of the hypotheses, but provided no further insights. Importantly, it should be noted that these 
results merely hint at a possible effects. The sample was divided into multiple segments and therefore the 
analysis lost power, leading to effects that may not be generalizable. Besides, as can be noted from the 
significance level, the models were not significantly better predictors than random models.  
 
Moreover, when examining the 50% slowest and 50% fastest participants, no significant differences were 
found for the main effect of choice and the interaction effect between feedback and choice, see Table 18 
– 21 in Appendix D. However, there was a marginal main effect of feedback on competence (p = .089; 

F(3,98) = 1.49 with p = .223 and 2 = .044) and intrinsic motivation (p = .082; F(3,98) = 1.89 with p = .137 

and 2 = .055) for the slowest 50%. For the fastest 50%, the main effect of feedback was marginally 

significant for competence (p = .083; F(3,99) = 1.04 with p = .377 and 2 = .031) and significant for the 
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autonomy (p = .030; F(3,99) = 2.14 with p = .100 and 2 = .061). Additionally, the autonomy significantly 
increased when positive feedback was provided (t(42) = -2.08 with p = .044), see Table 21.  Again it should 
be noted that the decrease in sample size decreased the power of these statistical analysis.  

 
Third, whether people read for pleasure might have been an indicator of initial motivation for the reading 
task. People with a low initial motivation might not have been stimulated by the presented treatments. 
In total 13 people (11%) indicated they almost never or usually not read for pleasure, therefore 13 people 
were excluded for this analysis. Compared to the initial results, results in Table 22 and 23 in Appendix E, 
showed that there was still a main effect of feedback on intrinsic motivation (p = .046; F(3,178) = 1.92 

with p = .128 and 2 = .031). However, the main effect of feedback on competence became marginally 

significant (p = .063; F(3,178) = 1.40 with p = .244 and 2 = .023) and there was no main effect for 
autonomy anymore. The directions of the treatments were comparable to those of the initial results.  
 
For the fourth analysis, 55 participants were excluded since they read only one article. The results are 
presented in Table 8 and 9. As can be seen, positive feedback had a strong main effect on all dependent 
variables. Moreover, the significance levels of the models showed that these model predicted 
competence autonomy and intrinsic motivation better than random models. There was no main effect for 
choice, nor for the interaction between positive feedback and choice.  

However, when looking at the direction of the treatment effects, the sole presentation of positive 
feedback seemed to increase competence (t(63) = -2.04 with p = 0.45) and autonomy (t(63) = -2.03 with 
p = .046). Similarly, the sole presentation of choice seemed to marginally increase autonomy (t(79) = -1.78 
with p = .079). The combination of both treatments seemed to have increased competence (t(74) = -2.53 
with p = .013), autonomy (t(74) = -2.36 with p = .021) and intrinsic motivation (t(74) = -2.86 with p = .005).  
 

Table 8 Hypotheses testing using ANOVA with participants reading >1 article, N = 150 

 Competence Transformed autonomy Intrinsic motivation 

Treatment df F p 2 df F p 2 df F p 2 

Model 3, 146 4.34 .006 .082 3, 146 2.57 .056 .050 3, 146 4.38 .006 .083 

Feedback    <.000    .019    .002  

Choice   .862    .279    .452  

Combined    .514    .296    .228  

 

Table 9 Hypotheses testing using t-test with participants reading >1 article 

* The effect of choice was marginal significant on the transformed autonomy (t(79) = -1.78 with p = .079) 
** The effect of the combined treatment was significant on the transformed autonomy (t(74) = -2.36 with p = .021) 

 
The main and interaction effect did not deviate much when participants who read one article were 
excluded. Contrary, when these participants were excluded, the directions of the treatments painted a 
picture which closely followed the hypothesized effects. The excluded group was investigated to seek 
possible group characteristics that could explain the difference between treatment directions.  

  Competence Autonomy  Intrinsic motivation  

Condition n M SD df t p M SD df t p M SD df t p 
Control  
Feedback 

36 
29 

3.72 
4.23 

.16 

.20 
63 -2.04 .045 5.47 

5.92 
.15 
.16 

63 -2.03 .046 3.81 
4.19 

.17 

.22 
63 -1.40 .168 

Control  
Choice 

36 
45 

3.72 
3.63 

.16 

.17 
79 .378 .706 5.47 

5.82 
.15 
.10 

79 -2.03 .046* 3.81 
3.71 

.17 

.19 
79 .35 .726 

Control  
Combined  

36 
40 

3.72 
4.39 

.16 

.21 
74 -2.53 .013 5.47 

5.89 
.15 
.16 

74 -1.90 .062** 3.81 
4.59 

.17 

.21 
74 -2.86 .005 
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In total 55 participants were excluded from analysis of which 21 were male and 34 were female 
with an average age of 25 years (SD = seven years and ten months). Table 10 shows the number of people 
per task and Figure 4 shows the number of people per educational level. Moreover, 41 people (75%) had 
a Dutch nationality and all people estimated their level of English was average or above. When looking at 
reading habits, which range from almost never to almost always, 78% of participants estimated they read 
often or more in English and 82% estimated they read often or more for work. Reading for pleasure was 
normally distributed, which entails most people occasionally read for pleasure (M = 4.16 with SD = 1.60). 
Besides, eight participants (15%) indicated they had a reading disability. Performance on article one 
ranged from 2/10 to 10/10 questions correct with an average of 7.05 (SD = 1.68) and 7.15 (SD = 1.64) 
questions correct for task version A and B respectively. Three out of the five personality traits were 
investigated, since the other two had low reliability scores. Extraversion (M = 3.99 with SD = 1.55) and 
emotional stability (M = 4.59 with SD = 1.51) were normally distributed (W = .979 with p = .455 and W = 
.974 with p = .279 respectively). Conscientiousness was not normally distributed (M = 5.12 with SD = 1.32 
and W = .950 with p = .024). Lastly, the susceptibility to control measured by the IAF was also normally 
distributed within the group of participants who only finished one article (M = 3.59 with SD = .88 and W = 
.973 with p = .255).  All of these characteristics were comparable to those of the entire sample, see Sample 
in the Research method. Meaning, based on the investigated characteristics no inferences could be made 
as to why the exclusion of this groups led to significantly different treatment directions.  
 On average, people who read one article spent around 15 minutes on the entire survey (M = 913 
with SD = 670 in seconds). This was much faster than the 26 and a half minutes spent on the survey by 
people reading more than one article (M = 1587 with SD = 1426), which was trivial. Therefore, the time 
spent on the first article was investigated. People who only read article one spent around five and a half 
minutes on the article (M = 335 with SD = 439 in seconds), whereas people who read more than one article 
spent around 4 minutes and 40 second on the first article (M = 281 with SD = 256 in seconds)2. Hence, 
participants who read one article required around 17% more time to complete the article.  
 

 Table 10 Number of participants per condition per task version   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
The last explored option to investigate the non-significant main and interaction effects examined the 
treatment variances via linear regression analyses. There might have been too much noise within the 
variance of the treatments to show a possible effect of the treatment. Personality traits, susceptibility to 
control, reading habits, education level, proficiency level of English and awareness of treatment were 

                                                           
2 No statistical analysis was performed to investigate the difference, since the difference between groups was too large to be equally compared 

(N = 55 versus N = 150). 

 
Condition  

 
 

Task version A 
N 

Task version B 
N 

Control  1 6  

 2  10 

Feedback 3 6  

 4  7 

Choice 5 3 6 

 6 1 3 

Combined 7 3 2 

 8 3 5 

Total   22 33 

Figure 4 Number of participants per educational 
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examined to account for the noise within the treatment variance. In a linear regression model with only 
treatments as independent measures, there were no significant main or interaction effects on 
competence, autonomy or intrinsic motivation. Correlation weights were checked to investigate which 
control variables correlated with the treatments. The awareness of feedback and choice were both 
significantly correlated with the treatment (p < .000) and therefore excluded from analysis. None of the 
other control variables were strongly correlated with the treatments and therefore they were all 
incorporated in the regression analyses.  

When incorporating the control variables, the level of English ( = .36 with p < .000) positively 

affected competence and being female negatively affected competence ( = -.37 with p = .018; R2 = .15, 
F(5, 198) = 7.20 with p < .000). However, the effect of the treatments remained non-significant. Moreover, 

the level of education ( = -10.47 with p = .003) negatively affected autonomy and the level of English ( 
= 7.93 with p = .010) positively affected autonomy (R2 = .08, F(5, 196) = 3.54 with p = .004). The effect of 

the treatments remained non-significant. Lastly, the level of English ( = .21 with p = .011) and reading for 

pleasure ( = .19 with p = .001) had a positive effect on intrinsic motivation (R2 = .13, F(5, 199) = 6.14 with 

p < .000). Therewith, the interaction effect became marginally significant ( = .61 with p = .071). Meaning, 
the level of English and reading for pleasure explained part of the interaction variance to the extent that 
the interaction between positive feedback and choice had a marginal effect on intrinsic motivation.  

Moreover, noise within the treatment variance was also investigated when participants who read 

one article were excluded. Results showed a marginal main effect of positive feedback on competence ( 
= .52 with p = .069; R2 = .08, F(3, 146) = 4.34 with p = .006) and a significant main effect of positive feedback 

on autonomy ( = 23.60 with p = .025; R2 = .05, F(3, 146) = 2.57 with p = .056). When control variables 

were incorporated, the level of English provided a positive effect on competence ( = .33 with p < .000; 
R2 = .16, F(4, 145) = 6.86 with p = .000) and therewith explained part of the main effect of positive feedback 

as it became non-significant ( = .34 with p = .221). Likewise, education level had a negative effect on 

autonomy ( = -12.49 with p = .003) and the level of English had a positive effect on autonomy ( = 7.45 
with p = .034; R2 = .12, F(5, 141) = 3.69 with p = .004). Therewith, education level and the level of English 

explained part of the main effect of positive feedback on autonomy as it became non-significant ( = 15.56 

with p = .139). Lastly, reading for pleasure positively affected intrinsic motivation ( = .19 with p = .005; 
R2 = .13, F(4, 145) = 5.46 with p < .000), nonetheless the effect of the treatments remained non-significant.  

 
To explore whether the results were generalizable, several interaction were examined. The control 
variables that elicited a significant effect in the linear regression models above and age were investigated 
for possible interaction effects. Age had no significant main or interaction effects for any of the treatments  

Gender had a negative main effect on competence when presented with all treatments ( = - .38 
with p = .044; R2 = .05, F(3, 200) = 3.52 with p = .016). Furthermore, the feedback treatment had a marginal 

positive effect on autonomy ( = 17.53 with p = .087; R2 = .02, F(3, 200) = 1.38 with p = .251) and intrinsic 

motivation ( = .52 with p = .072; R2 = .3, F(3, 200) = 1.75 with p = .157) for male participants. The 

interaction between treatments also had a marginal positive effect on autonomy ( = 21.41 with p = .071; 

R2 = .02, F(3, 200) = 1.34 with p = .263) and intrinsic motivation ( = .57 with p = .086; R2 = .04, F(3, 200) = 
2.42 with p = .067) for males. Meaning, the level of competence of females can be negatively affected 
when presented with any of the treatments, see Figure 5. Moreover, the level of autonomy and intrinsic 
motivation can be marginally increased for males when presented with positive feedback or a 
combination of positive feedback and choice. However, note that the latter interpretation was merely 
meant as a hint of what the effect of gender could be, since the models did not predict autonomy or 
intrinsic motivation better than a random model.  
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Figure 5 Level of competence, autonomy and intrinsic motivation for gender per treatment 

 The level of English had a positive main effect on competence and intrinsic motivation when 
presented with all treatments, see Figure 6 and Table 11. Besides a positive main effects of the level of 

English on autonomy when presented with choice ( = 10.85 with p = .008), it was shown that task choice 

also had a positive effect on autonomy for people with an average or above average level of English ( = 
21.23 with p = .042). Contrary, task choice had a marginal negative effect on autonomy for people with a 

good or very good level of English ( = -19.78 with p = .099; R2 = .04, F(3, 201) = 2.76 with p = .044). 
Meaning, the level of English had a positive effect on competence and intrinsic motivation when 
presented with any of the treatments. However, when people reported their level of English was good or 
very good, the presentation of choice decreased their level of autonomy. When people reported their 
level of English was average or above average, the presentation of choice increased the level of 
competence.  
 

Table 11 Main effect of level on English for each treatment on competence and intrinsic motivation, N =205 

  Level of English 

  Main effect  Model 

 Treatment   p df F R2 p 

Competence  Feedback  .30 .002 3, 201 8.74 .12 < .000 

 Choice  .35 .001 3, 201 7.09 .10 < .000 

 Combined  .34 < .000 3, 201 9.47 .12 < .000 

Intrinsic motivation  Feedback  .18 .099 3, 201 4.74 .07 .003 

 Choice  .26 .025 3, 201 3.26 .05 .023 

 Combined  .24 .014 3, 201 6.02 .08 .001 

 

 
Figure 6 Level of competence, autonomy and intrinsic motivation for the level of English per treatment 

Furthermore, competence was increased when people who read often or more for pleasure were 

presented with a task choice ( = .53 with p = .061; R2 = .03, F(3, 201) = 2.31 with p = .078) or the 

combination of positive feedback and choice ( = .68 with p = .049; R2 = .06, F(3, 201) = 3.91 with p = .010). 
Reading for pleasure had no significant main or interaction effects on autonomy. However, the main effect 
of reading for pleasure positively affected intrinsic motivation in all treatment conditions, see Table 12. 
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Meaning, reading for pleasure had a positive effect on intrinsic motivation for all treatments. 
Furthermore, competence could be positively affected when people who read often or more for pleasure 
were presented with a task choice or a combination of treatments, see Figure 7.  
 

Table 12 Main effect of reading for pleasure for each treatment on intrinsic motivation, N =205 

  Reading for pleasure 

  Main effect  Model 

 Treatment   p df F R2 p 

Intrinsic motivation  Feedback  .15 .027 3, 201 6.99 .09 < .000 

 Choice  .19 .005 3, 201 6.02 .08 .001 

 Combined  .20 .001 3, 201 8.71 .12 < .000 

 

 
Figure 7 Level of competence and intrinsic motivation for reading for pleasure per treatment 

 Lastly, competence was positively affected when people with a high school or bachelor’s degree 

were presented with positive feedback ( = .50 with p = .005), but marginally negatively affected when 

people with a master’s or doctorate’s degree were presented with positive feedback ( = -.58 with p = 
.083; R2 = .04 , F(3, 198) = 2.78 with p < .042). Similarly, competence was positively affected when people 

with a high school of bachelor’s degree were presented with the combination of treatments ( = .58 with 
p = .006), but marginally negatively affected when people with a master’s or doctorate’s degree were 

presented with the combination of treatments ( = -.73 with p = .078; R2 = .04 , F(3, 198) = 2.73 with p < 
.045). Moreover, education level had a negative main effect on autonomy for all treatments, see Table 
13. Furthermore, positive feedback significantly increased intrinsic motivation for people with a high 

school or bachelor’s degree ( = .43 with p = .029; R2 = .02 , F(3, 198) = 1.66 with p < .176). Additionally, 
the combination of positive feedback and choice also positively affected intrinsic motivation for people 

with a high school or bachelor’s degree ( = .69 with p = .003), but negatively affected intrinsic motivation 

for people with a master’s or doctorate’s degree ( = -.77 with p = .086; R2 = .05 , F(3, 198) = 3.19 with p 
< .025). Meaning, positive feedback and the combination of treatments had a negative effect on 
competence and intrinsic motivation for people with at least a master’s degree and a positive effect for 
people with a high school or bachelor’s degree, see Figure 8. Moreover, the main effect of education level 
negatively impacted autonomy.  
 

Table 13 Main effect of education level for each treatment on autonomy, N =202 

  Education level 

  Main effect  Model 

 Treatment   p df F R2 p 

Autonomy  Feedback  -10.23 .019 3, 198 3.25 .05 .023 

 Choice  -12.31 .009 3, 198 2.88 .04 .037 

 Combined  -7.58 .064 3, 198 3.18 .05 .025 
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Figure 8 Level of competence and intrinsic motivation for education level per treatment 
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Conclusion   
This research investigated how positive feedback and task choice affected competence, autonomy and 
intrinsic motivation via an online survey with a comprehensive reading task. Self-determination theory 
was used to ground the effect of the individual game elements in theory. The theory posits that 
environmental factors and personal resources affect motivation. More specifically, intrinsic motivation 
can be positively affected in environments that stimulate the feeling of competence and autonomy. Based 
on earlier research, the first hypothesis predicted an increase in competence when solely positive 
feedback was provided, whereas the second hypothesis predicted an increase in autonomy when solely 
choice was provided. Lastly, the third hypothesis predicted an increase in intrinsic motivation via 
increased competence and autonomy, via respectively the combination of positive feedback and choice. 
Therewith this research tries to answer whether positive feedback and a choice influence intrinsic 
motivation and how this effect can be explained. 
 
In general, the results provided evidence that intrinsic motivation can be increased, especially via the use 
of positive feedback. As can be seen in Table 6, the main effect of positive feedback affected competence, 
autonomy and intrinsic motivation, whereas choice or the combination of treatments had no significant 
effect. Therewith, the first and third hypotheses can be partially supported and the second hypothesis 
should be rejected. However, note that these model were not significantly different from random models 
and hence do not provide strong evidence for supporting or rejecting of the hypotheses. Furthermore, 
when looking at the direction of the effects in all conditions compared to the control condition in Table 7, 
it can be seen that the treatments followed the direction predicted by the hypotheses. Therefore, five 
possible reasons were explored to examine why the directions were largely as predicted, but the main 
effects were not significant.  
 
First, it was investigated whether there were different main effects between reading task version. Task 
version A provided no significant main effect, whereas task version B showed a marginal main effect of 
positive feedback on competence and intrinsic motivation. Moreover, task version B also predicted a 
marginal main effect of the combined treatments on autonomy. However, again these model were not 
significantly better predictors than a random model and, more importantly, the power of analysis was 
reduced due to dividing the sample in half.  

Second, the total time spent on the survey was investigated as to explore whether there was a 
difference between people who performed the task fast versus people who took their time. Again there 
were only main effects for positive feedback. For people who performed the task within 17 minutes, 
positive feedback had a marginal main effect on competence and intrinsic motivation. For people who 
took more than 17 minutes, positive feedback had a marginal main effect on competence and a significant 
main effect on autonomy. No models were significantly different from random models.  

Third, reading for pleasure was investigated as a proxy to initial motivation for the reading task. 
People who indicated they almost never or usually not read for pleasure were excluded from analysis, 
since their initial motivation might have been too low in order to be affected by the treatments. Similar 
to the previous two analyses, positive feedback had a marginal main effect on competence and a 
significant main effect on intrinsic motivation. All other treatments were not significant, as were all the 
models. To conclude, these three analyses provided no meaningful insights into why the main effect of 
choice and the interaction between positive feedback and choice were non-significant. No inferences 
were made based on these analysis.  

 
Fourth, there could be several underlying reasons as to why participants only read the first article, for 
example low initial motivation, participating for the chance at the reward or personal time constraints. 
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These participants were excluded from analysis to investigate whether they influenced results. Positive 
feedback had a significant main effect on competence, autonomy and intrinsic motivation, which was 
comparable to the initial results. However, the models predicting these results were significantly different 
from random models. Moreover, the directions of the treatments were largely as predicted by the 
hypotheses. Meaning, competence was increased when solely presented with positive feedback, 
autonomy was marginally increased when solely presented with a choice and competence, autonomy and 
intrinsic motivation were increased when presented with both treatments. Additionally, the sole 
presentation of positive feedback also increased the feeling of autonomy. However, since the sample was 
segmented per condition, the power of analysis decreased. Therewith, these results did not provide 
reliable support for the hypotheses, they merely hint at possible effects. Furthermore, although these 
models were significantly different from a random model, the treatments were weak overall predictors 
since the treatments explain no more than 8% of the difference in competence, autonomy or intrinsic 
motivation, see Table 8.  
 Characteristic of the excluded group, participants who read one article, were examined to explain 
the difference in results. None of the control variables hinted at an explanation. Meaning, the 
characteristics of the excluded group were comparable the those of the entire sample, except for time 
spent on the survey. Logically people who read one article needed less time to complete the survey, 
however these participants needed 17% more time to complete article one compared to people who read 
more than one article. This could indicate that participants in the excluded group required more attention 
to complete the first article, which could lead to people not wanting to continue the task.  
 
Lastly, the treatment variance was investigated as to examine whether treatment effects were 
overwhelmed by noise. A linear regression model with only the treatments as independent measures 
showed no significant main or interaction effects on competence, autonomy and intrinsic motivation. 
Control variables were incorporated to explain part of the treatments variances. The level of English and 
gender had an effect on competence, but did not explain part of any of the treatments variances to the 
extent that the effect of the treatments became significant. Similarly, the level of English and level of 
education affected autonomy, but did not explain part of any of the treatment variances to the extent 
that the effect of the treatments became significant. Finally, the effect of the level of English and reading 
for pleasure positively affected intrinsic motivation and therewith explained part of the variance of the 
combined treatment. The effect of the combined treatment on intrinsic motivation became marginally 
significant. Implying, when controlled for the level of English and reading for pleasure, the combination 
of positive feedback and choice was able to influence intrinsic motivation.  
 
The final part in the result section explored whether results could be generalized over gender, level of 
English, reading for pleasure and education level. These four control variables were chosen based on their 
significant effect on competence, autonomy or intrinsic motivation in the previous analysis. Results 
showed female competence was negatively affected by all treatments. Moreover, the autonomy and 
intrinsic motivation of male participants were positively affected by positive feedback or the combination 
of treatments. When participants reported their level of English was good or very good, their competence 
and intrinsic motivation was positively affected by all treatments. Moreover, the level of autonomy was 
positively affected when people who reported an average or above average level of English were 
presented with a task choice. Contrary the level of autonomy was negatively affected when people who 
reported a good or very good level of English were presented with a task choice. Furthermore, 
competence levels were positively affected by task choice or the combination of treatments for people 
who read often or more for pleasure. Additionally, intrinsic motivation was positively affected by all 
treatments for people who read often or more for pleasure. Lastly, positive feedback and the combination 
of treatments had a positive effect on competence and intrinsic motivation for people with a high school 
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or bachelor’s degree. Opposing, positive feedback had a negative effect of competence and the 
combination of treatments had a negative effect on competence and intrinsic motivation for people with 
a master’s or doctorates degree. Moreover, a higher education had a negative effect on autonomy in 
general. These results showed that the effect of the treatments on competence, autonomy and intrinsic 
motivation differed when it came to gender, self-reported level of English, reading for pleasure and level 
of education. However, since no a-priori predictions were made about these effects, no further inferences 
will be based on these results. Nevertheless, they provide interesting directions for future research. 
 
To conclude, the first hypothesis can be supported since positive feedback was able to positively increase 
the feeling of competence. However, positive feedback was also able to marginally increase autonomy 
and significantly increase intrinsic motivation. There is no support for the second hypothesis, since no 
main effect of task choice was found. Therefore, the second hypothesis should be rejected. Finally, there 
was no evidence that intrinsic motivation could be increased via the combination of positive feedback and 
task choice. Therefore, the third hypothesis should also be rejected. To answer the research question, 
results showed choice was not able to influence intrinsic motivation, while positive feedback was. 
Following self-determination theory, positive feedback influenced the feeling of competence and 
autonomy and therewith was able to influence intrinsic motivation. Yet, since no other effects on 
competence, autonomy and intrinsic motivation were found, it cannot be said with certainty that intrinsic 
motivation can only be stimulated when competence and autonomy are present.  
 However, the mean differences between conditions also hinted at intrinsic motivation only being 
increased when competence was accompanied by autonomy, especially when participants who read one 
article were excluded. These mean differences showed that only the combination of positive feedback 
and choice was able to elicit a significant increase in competence, autonomy and intrinsic motivation. 
Nevertheless, the power of the mean analyses were too low in order to provide valid support for any 
conclusion. The results provide interesting insights and hint at intrinsic motivation only being affected 
when competence and autonomy were increased via positive feedback and choice, but based on this 
research that cannot be said with certainty.  
 
This research was not without its limitations. First, the timeframe of this research was very short (Hamari 
et al., 2014). The main focus of this research was how individual gamification elements influence intrinsic 
motivation, which was investigated through a reading task lasting on average around 22 minutes. 
Although these game elements elicited a significant increase in self-reported intrinsic motivation, it is not 
a given that this increase is maintained over time. Nor is it a given that these mechanisms elicit the same 
effect in a prolonged task. Second, this research ignored task results. Positive feedback was provide 
irrespective of task performance. The effect of the treatments on task performance was not investigated 
and although motivational constructs might have been positively influenced, task performance might not 
have been. Data allowed for investigation into task performance, but this was outside the scope of this 
research. However, most important information about task performance can be found in Appendix H. 
Third, although time spent on the survey and number of questions answered were intended as behavioral 
measures for intrinsic motivation, they were not incorporated in analyses based on the low correlation 
with self-reported intrinsic motivation. Hence, this research investigated intrinsic motivation only through 
a self-reported measure. Mind, this does not undermined the validity of the self-reported measure of 
intrinsic motivation. We merely imply research would benefit from behavioral measures supporting self-
reported measures (Mekler et al., 2017).  Fourth, this research investigated people between the age of 18 
and 55 with an average age of 25 years. Even though no interaction effects were found regarding age, 
drawing the same conclusions for all ages categories within this research would be a little reductive since 
68% of the sample falls between the age of 18 and 31. Relatively more young adults participated and 
hence no inferences should be made on the effects of the treatments for other age categories. Lastly, it 
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should be noted this research was conducted in an education or learning context (Hamari et al., 2014; 
Mekler et al., 2017). Meaning, found effects might not transfer to other domains.  
 
Before the hypotheses were tested, awareness of treatment was examined. Analysis showed that on 
average people were well aware of the treatment provided. However, it did highlight some instances 
where people did not notice the treatment. In total 10% of the participants who were in a treatment were 
unaware of the treatment provided. This gives rise to the questions whether the treatments were strong 
enough. If people did not recognize the treatment subsequently to the task, it was unlikely the treatment 
would have affected the participants during the task. Future research should design well noticed 
treatments, so the treatments and their effects cannot be unrecognized by participants.  
 
Moreover, one could argue the treatments were insufficient to claim the activity was gamified, nor that 
the used treatments classify as game mechanism. As mentioned, the heuristic definition which classifies 
game elements or mechanism, leaves room for interpretation. These mechanism are not specific to 
games. Feedback and choice mechanism are widely adopted and applied outside the gaming world and 
not immediately associated with games. However, they are commonly used within games and hence can 
be classified as game elements.  

The argument that the mere incorporation of these mechanisms does not allow for gamification 
of a system is valid. However, creating a well-designed gamified system is not the intended goal of the 
research. The research is situated at the beginning of the long road to creating a well-designed gamified 
system. Through investigating singular elements or mechanisms their effects can be closely studied and 
therewith understood. Future research might incorporate elements with the desired effect into one 
system and study the effect of the combined elements. However, the field of gamification as is lacks 
research into singular game elements or mechanisms. For instance, badges are one of the most widely 
used game elements in gamification and it is often hypothesized that they affect intrinsic motivation 
(Hamari et al., 2014; Hanus & Fox, 2015). However, whether badges fall within a feedback or reward 
mechanism is rarely mentioned nor investigated, while these mechanisms may have an opposite effect 
on intrinsic motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Hence, classification of a specific element within a mechanism 
might explain differences in attained effect. Therewith, element and mechanism specific knowledge 
would provide valuable information for effectively applying gamification. This research tries to contribute 
to game element specific knowledge.  
 
Gamification has a wide variety of mechanisms and elements to its disposal, which can be applied to 
multiple domains and may influence intrinsic motivation. As noted in the theoretical background, 
especially in domains as health and education would gamification be effective since people would benefit 
from increased motivation for positive behaviors, such as learning and physical activity (Li et al., 2012; 
Nelson et al., 2016). Therefore, gamification has great potential (Hamari et al., 2014). However, as 
research by Hanus and Fox (2015) showed, gamification should be applied with care since effects can also 
harm motivation. Reviews by Hamari et al. (2014) and Seaborn and Fels (2014) state, gamification would 
benefit from more research into isolated effects of gamification, empirical research and validated designs 
to effectively apply gamification. This research adds to the knowledge about individual gamification 
elements via investigating positive feedback and choice. Where Wulf et al. (2014) showed a small choice 
increased the level of autonomy, we found no evidence for task choice significantly increasing autonomy. 
However, we did provide more evidence for the positive effect of positive feedback on competence and 
intrinsic motivation, which is comparable to results of previous research (Ryan & Deci, 2000; Vallerand & 
Reid, 1988). Moreover, as was found in research by Burgers et al. (2015), positive feedback also seemed 
to positively affect autonomy. Where Burgers et al. (2015) investigated positive feedback in respect to 
negative feedback, this research contributes to results by Burgers et al. (2015) as it investigated positive 
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feedback compared to no feedback. We hope future research will continue the investigation into specific 
gamification elements to explore individual effects, since we believe in the positive motivation potential 
of gamification.  
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Appendix A 
Demographic questionnaire  
 
1. What is your age?  
2. What is you gender  

o Male 
o Female 
o Other 

3. What is your highest degree or level of school you have completed?  
o No schooling completed 
o High school degree 
o Bachelor’s degree 
o Master’s degree 
o Doctorate degree 
o Other 

4. What is your nationality  
o Dutch 
o Other 

5. What is your native langue?  
o Dutch  
o English  
o Other  

6. How good are your English language skills?  
o Very poor 
o Poor 
o Below average 
o Average 
o Above average 
o Good 
o Very good 

7-9. Please answer the following questions regarding your reading habits.  
Please choose the appropriate response for each item  
     

 Almost 
never 

Usually 
not 

Rarely Occasionally Often Usually Almost 
always 

How often do you read for pleasure? O O O O O O O 
How often do you read for work/school? O O O O O O O 
How often do you read in English?  
(for pleasure or in general)  

O O O O O O O 

 
10. Do you have a reading disability?  
* for example, dyslexia or bad eyesight 

o Yes  
o No  
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General questionnaire  
1-18. In order to improve on the task, we would like to ask you to answer these questions about the task 
you just did. For each of the following statements, please indicate how true it is for you, using the following 
scale: 

 1 
Not true 

at all 

2 3 4 
Somewhat 

true 

5 6 7  
Very 
true 

1. While I was working on the task I was 
thinking about how much I enjoyed it. 

O O O O O O O 

2. I felt that it was my choice to do the 
task. 

O O O O O O O 

3. I think I am pretty good at this task. 
 

O O O O O O O 

4. I found the task very interesting. 
 

O O O O O O O 

5. I  think I did pretty well at this activity, 
compared to other students. 

O O O O O O O 

6. Doing the task was fun. 
 

O O O O O O O 

7. I enjoyed doing the task very much. 
 

O O O O O O O 

8. I didn’t really have a choice about 
doing the task. 

O O O O O O O 

9. I am satisfied with my performance at 
this task. 

O O O O O O O 

10. I thought the task was very boring. 
 

O O O O O O O 

11. I felt like I was doing what I wanted 
to do while I was working on the task. 

O O O O O O O 

12. I felt pretty skilled at this task. 
 

O O O O O O O 

13. I thought the task was very 
interesting. 

O O O O O O O 

14*. Please select option number 5 
 

O O O O O O O 

15. I felt like I had to do the task. 
 

O O O O O O O 

16. I would describe the task as very 
enjoyable. 

O O O O O O O 

17. I did the task because I had no 
choice. 

O O O O O O O 

18. After working at this task for a while, 
I felt pretty competent. 

O O O O O O O 

* Question 14 is a control question to check whether people are actually reading the questions.  

 
19. Do you have any improvements for the task (regarding the texts and questions)?  
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20-24. For each of the following statements, please indicate how true it is for you, using the following 
scale: 

 1 
Not at all true 

2 
A bit true 

3 
Somewhat true 

4 
Mostly true 

5 
Completely true  

20. I do things in order to avoid feeling 
badly about myself. 

O O O O O 

21. I do a lot of things to avoid feeling 
ashamed. 

O O O O O 

22. I try to manipulate myself into 
doing certain things 

O O O O O 

23. I believe certain things so that 
others will like me. 

O O O O O 

24. I often pressure myself. 
 

O O O O O 

 
25-30. For each of the following statements, please indicate how true it is for you, using the following 
scale: 

 1 
Strongly 
disagree 

2 
Disagree 

3 
Undecided 

4 
Agree  

5 
Agree strongly 

25. I was given positive comments 
during the task 

O O O O O 

26. A choice between text subjects 
was provided 

O O O O O 

27. Positive information about my 
performance was provided 

O O O O O 

28. There was no choice between text 
subject  

O O O O O 

29. I consciously choose between texts 
subjects 

O O O O O 

30. No positive information was 
displayed during the task  

O O O O O 
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31-40. Here are a number of personality traits that may or may not apply to you. Please select a number 
for each statement to indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with that statement. You should 
rate the extent to which the pair of traits applies to you, even if one characteristic applies more strongly 
than the other. 
 

I see myself as 1 
Disagree 
strongly 

2 
Disagree 

moderately 

3 
Disagree 

a little 

4 
Neither 

agree nor 
disagree 

5 
Agree 
a little 

6 
Agree 

moderately 

7  
Agree 

strongly 

31. Extraverted, enthusiastic. 
 

O O O O O O O 

32. Critical, quarrelsome. 
 

O O O O O O O 

33. Dependable, self-
disciplined. 

O O O O O O O 

34. Anxious, easily upset. 
 

O O O O O O O 

35. Open to new 
experiences, complex. 

O O O O O O O 

36. Reserved, quiet. 
 

O O O O O O O 

37. Sympathetic, warm. 
 

O O O O O O O 

38. Disorganized, careless. 
 

O O O O O O O 

39. Calm, emotionally stable. 
 

O O O O O O O 

40. Conventional, uncreative. 
 

O O O O O O O 
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Appendix B 

 
Figure 9 Survey order 

 

 
Figure 10 Screenshot informed consent 
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Figure 11 Screenshot task subject choice 

 

 
Figure 12  Screenshot feedback after first article 
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Figure 13  Screenshot feedback after third article 

 

 
Figure 14 Screenshot feedback after fourth article 
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Appendix C 

Table 14 Hypotheses testing ANOVA task version A, N=105 

 Competence Transformed autonomy Intrinsic motivation 

Treatment df F p 2 df F p 2 df F p 2 

Model 3, 101 .62 .601 .018 3, 101 1.56 .203 .044 3, 101 2.05 .112 .057 

Feedback    .179    .180    .227  

Choice   .870    .129    .130  

Combined    .970    .577    .166  

 

Table 15 Hypotheses testing t-test task version A 

  Competence Autonomy Intrinsic motivation  

Condition n M SD df t p M SD df t p M SD df t p 
Control  
Feedback  

24 
23 

3.72 
4.05 

.22 

.28 
45 -.96 .344 5.45 

5.44 
.17 
.22 

45 -.02 .984 3.81 
3.87 

.16 

.26 
45 .15 .882 

Control  
Choice 

24 
29 

3.72 
3.77 

.22 

.19 
51 -.17 .866 5.45 

5.65 
.17 
.14 

51 -.89 .376 3.81 
3.84 

.16 

.26 
51 -.10 .920 

Control  
Combined  

24 
29 

3.72 
4.08 

.22 

.27 
51 -1.04 .304 5.45 

5.85 
.17 
.21 

51 -1.41 .164 3.81 
4.50 

.16 

.28 
51 -2.05 .046 

 

Table 16 Hypotheses testing ANOVA task version B, N = 100 

 Competence Transformed autonomy Intrinsic motivation 

Treatment df F p 2 df F p 2 df F p 2 

Model 3, 96 1.90 .135 .056 3, 96 1.40 .249 .042 3, 96 1.10 .353 .033 

Feedback    .086    .283    .084  

Choice   .336    .670    .808  

Combined    .214    .073    .748  

 

Table 17  Hypotheses testing t-test task version B 

  Competence Autonomy Intrinsic motivation  

Condition n M SD df t p M SD df t p M SD df T p 
Control  
Feedback  

28 
19 

3.75 
3.85 

.17 

.22 
45 -.37 .714 5.35 

5.97 
.25 
.21 

45 -1.80 .078 3.82 
4.17 

.23 

.25 
45 -.99 .329 

Control  
Choice 

28 
19 

3.75 
3.69 

.17 

.21 
55 .22 .825 5.35 

5.79 
.25 
.12 

55 -1.59 .118 3.82 
3.68 

.23 

.21 
55 .44 .662 

Control  
Combined  

28 
24 

3.75 
4.33 

.17 

.24 
50 -2.00 .051 5.35 

5.59 
.25 
.19 

50 -.75 .456 3.82 
4.18 

.23 

.27 
50 -1.03 .310 
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Appendix D 

Table 18 Hypotheses testing ANOVA survey time < 1038s, N = 102 

 Competence Transformed autonomy Intrinsic motivation 

Treatment df F p 2 df F p 2 df F p 2 

Model 3, 98 1.49 .223 .044 3, 98 .16 .921 .005 3, 98 1.89 .137 .055 

Feedback    .089    .597    .082  

Choice   .569    .828    .366  

Combined    .291    .673    .198  

 

Table 19 Hypotheses testing t-test survey time < 1038s 

  Competence Autonomy Intrinsic motivation  

Condition n M SD df t p M SD df t p M SD df t p 
Control  
Feedback  

24 
26 

3.60 
3.75 

.22 

.24 
48 -.47 .643 5.27 

5.48 
.29 
.25 

48 -.57 .574 3.60 
3.71 

.23 

.21 
48 -.36 .722 

Control  
Choice 

24 
26 

3.60 
3.48 

.22 

.20 
48 .38 .704 5.27 

5.63 
.29 
.13 

48 -1.17 .250 3.60 
3.51 

.23 

.23 
48 .29 .774 

Control  
Combined  

24 
26 

3.60 
4.14 

.22 

.27 
48 -1.54 .131 5.27 

5.53 
.29 
.21 

48 -.74 .463 3.60 
4.26 

.23 

.29 
48 -1.73 .091 

 

Table 20 Hypotheses testing ANOVA survey time >1308s, N = 103 

 Competence Transformed autonomy Intrinsic motivation 

Treatment df F p 2 df F p 2 df F p 2 

Model 3, 99 1.04 .377 .031 3, 99 2.14 .100 .061 3, 99 1.04 .378 .031 

Feedback    .083    .030    .108  

Choice   .965    .410    .830  

Combined    .767    .442    .747  

 

Table 21  Hypotheses testing t-test survey time > 1038s 

  Competence Autonomy Intrinsic motivation  

Condition n M SD df t p M SD df t p M SD df t p 
Control  
Feedback  

28 
16 

3.85 
4.30 

.16 

.26 
42 -1.56 .127 5.51 

6.00 
.15 
.23 

42 -2.08 .044 4.00 
4.23 

.18 

.29 
42 -.97 .339 

Control  
Choice 

28 
32 

3.85 
3.93 

.16 

.19 
58 -.30 .769 5.51 

5.79 
.15 
.13 

58 -1.44 .155 4.00 
3.97 

.18 

.23 
58 .09 .928 

Control  
Combined  

28 
27 

3.85 
4.24 

.16 

.25 
53 -1.34 .186 5.51 

5.93 
.15 
.19 

53 -1.74 .087 4.00 
4.46 

.18 

.26 
53 -1.47 .147 
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Appendix E 

Table 22 Hypotheses testing using ANOVA with participants who read rarely or more for pleasure, N = 182 

 Competence Transformed autonomy Intrinsic motivation 

Treatment df F p 2 df F p 2 df F p 2 

Model 3, 178 1.40 .244 .023 3, 178 1.02 .383 .017 3, 178 1.92 .128 .031 

Feedback    .063    .305    .046  

Choice   .542    .386    .325  

Combined    .804    .298    .595  

 

Table 23 Hypotheses testing using t-test with participants who read rarely or more for pleasure 

  Competence Autonomy Intrinsic motivation  

Condition n M SD df t p M SD df t p M SD df t p 
Control  
Feedback  

49 
35 

3.74 
4.02 

.14 

.20 
82 -1.15 .255 5.46 

5.66 
.14 
.20 

82 -.82 .413 3.83 
4.10 

.14 

.20 
82 -1.15 .253 

Control  
Choice 

49 
50 

3.74 
3.80 

.14 

.14 
97 -.31 .760 5.46 

5.79 
.14 
.10 

97 -1.91 .059 3.83 
3.91 

.14 

.18 
97 -.37 .714 

Control  
Combined  

49 
48 

3.74 
4.16 

.14 

.19 
95 -1.76 .082 5.46 

5.68 
.14 
.15 

95 -1.03 .306 3.83 
4.38 

.14 

.21 
95 -2.22 .029 
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Appendix F 

 
Figure 15 Density distribution for competence per condition 

 

  
Figure 16 Density distribution for autonomy per condition 

 

 
Figure 17 Density distribution for intrinsic motivation per condition 
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Figure 18 Density distribution for the transformed autonomy per condition 
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Appendix G 

Table 24 Hypotheses testing with not used behavioral intrinsic motivation measures 

 N Total questions answered Total survey time* 

Treatment 205 M SD df F p 2 M SD df F p 2 

Model    3, 201 1.29 .278 .019   3,201 .59 .625 .009 

Feedback   21.9 .99   .575  1325 134   .409  

Choice  22.3 .91   .116  1322 124   .318  

Combined   23.5 1.32   .288  1246 179   .953  
* Survey time in seconds  
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Appendix H 

Table 25 Number of sole articles read  

 Articles read   
Condition 1 2 3 4 5 Tot 

Control  12 22 9 5 4 52 

Feedback 9 23 3 4 3 42 

Choice 14 24 5 8 7 58 

Combined 13 11 16 3 10 53 

Total  48 80 33 20 24 208 

 

 Table 26 Average correct answers per article 

 Correct answer per article*  
 1 2 3 4 5 

N  205 150 84 46 26 

Condition M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD 

Control  7.4 .22 5.3 .36 5.9 .49 3.0 .33 6.5 1.3 

Feedback 6.9 .21 5.5 .39 4.8 .72 3.6 .20 5.5 2.2 

Choice 7.2 .21 5.3 .27 4.9 .52 2.6 .35 6.1 1.1 

Combined 7.3 .23 5.5 .29 5.1 .33 2.9 .24 6.1 .46 

Total  7.2 .11 5.4 .16 5.2 .24 2.9 .16 6.1 .50 
* maximum correct answers: article one (10), article two (8), article three (8), article four (5) and article five (10) 

 

 
Figure 19 Average correct answers per condition per article 
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Appendix I   

Article Version A 
A1 Holidays - Highlights of Iceland 

Read information on a website about a tour of Iceland. 
 
In this exciting tour, you will discover glaciers, waterfalls and geysers and relax in the warm waters of the 
Blue Lagoon. You will also have the opportunity to ride snowmobiles across the ice, or take a tour in a 
jeep across the lava fields (all year round). In summer months you will have the chance to go on a boat 
tour and search for whales, and in the winter, you may see the northern lights.  
 
Tour Basics 
Number of nights: 3 
Transport: Bus 
Flights included: Optional  
Meals included: Breakfast only 
Group size: 14-20 
Accommodation: 2* Hotel 
 
Day 1 
Our representative will meet you at the airport and a bus will transfer you to your hotel in the capital, 
Reykjavik.  After checking in, your guide will give you an orientation tour and you will have an opportunity 
to visit some of the city’s highlights, such as the splendid cathedral. After dinner, you can spend the 
evening relaxing in the warm waters of the Blue Lagoon. 
 
Day 2  
We tour Iceland’s Golden Circle, taking in Thingvellir National Park, Gulfoss Waterfall and the geothermal 
sites in Geysir. Here you’ll see Strokkur, or the Butter Churn, which spouts a 100 foot jet of water into the 
air every 3-5 minutes. 
 
Day 3 
Day 3 is left free so that you can try out our optional tours. Explore the glacial Thorsmork Valley on a jeep 
ride. Another option is to drive out onto the glaciers and take a snowmobile tour. Whale-watching and 
puffin-spotting boat trips are also available from Reykyavik harbour. 
 
Day 4 
The tour ends at the city airport. 
 
Useful Information 
All room are twin-bed, so single travelers will have to share with another group member of the same sex.  
Single rooms are available at extra cost.  
The local currency is the Icelandic Krona (ISK). Currency is readily available at the airport, banks, post 
offices and ATMs in the city and credit cards are widely accepted.  The optional tours on day 3 cost extra, 
and a minimum of 4 people is required for both the jeep and snowmobiling tours.  Current Costs: 
Thorsmork Jeep tour: 27,000 ISK; Snowmobile tour 34,200 ISK (based on two people sharing). Whale-
watching (summer only) 9000 ISK; Puffin Tour (4700 ISK) 
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Tipping is voluntary, but is expected in this part of the world for workers in the tourism industry, such as 
your bus driver and restaurant staff. If you wish to tip your tour guide it would undoubtedly be 
appreciated. 
You must have travel insurance to travel on our tours. You can arrange for this yourself, or buy it through 
our company. You can either book a flight with us or arrange your own flights. If you choose the latter, 
you will have to make your own way to the hotel, details of which will be sent to you in advance. 
 
Questions article A1 
1. How long does the tour last?    
2. What day of the week does the tour start?   
3. Are meals included in the price?    
4. Are flights included in the price?    
5. How much does the trip cost?    
6. Do I get a discount for booking multiple places on the tour?    
7. I’m travelling alone. Will I get my own room?   
8. Is the cost of the jeep tour included in the price?    
9. Will I have time to go snowmobiling and whale-watching?    
10. Is the snowmobiling tour available in the summer?  
 
Answers article A1 
1= Yes 
2= No 
3= Yes 
4= Yes 
5= No 
6= No 
7= Yes 
8= Yes 
9= No 
10 = Yes 
 

A2 Describing places 
Please read the following text carefully 
 
She knew the street backwards, of course. How many times had she been dragged up it as a child by the 
wrist, whining and snivelling, always wishing she were somewhere else?  Now she had no desire to be 
anywhere but here.  This bustling traffic, these fuming buses, these chipped paving stones and boarded-
up shop fronts, they were hers.  Here, she would grow from defiant teenager to independent woman.  
When she was an old woman, she would gaze out over the lawns and say ‘Ah, Knox Road, that’s where I 
really came into my own’. Number 126 was only a short walk from the bus stop, and she heaved her 
multiple bags onto her shoulders and trudged off, trying to maintain the elation as the straps dug into the 
flesh of her neck and fingers.  Number 126 was set back slightly from the main road, with a concrete path 
and weed-patch at the front.  The window frames were rotten and the paint chipped  Holly tried not to 
min  It was what was inside that counted, after all. The coming-together of six individuals from diverse 
backgrounds. discussing politics, culture and art late into the night, sharing ideas, recipes, milk, shower 
gel and lovers – that would be what she’d look back on of course, not the paintwork.  In the absence of 
either a bell or knocker, she rapped firmly on the door.  
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There was no reply. Holly peered through gap in curtains in the downstairs window, but there was nothing 
but gloom within.  She could hear a faint thudding of a bass beat, but was not sure which house it belonged 
to.  She rapped more firmly, and was searching for a pebble to throw to the upstairs window when the 
door openeA shirtless, overweight twenty-something, with bleary eyes and greasy hair stood in the 
doorway wearing boxer shorts and mismatched socks. “I’ve come for the upstairs room, I’m the new 
tenant,” said Holly brightly. The man grunted slightly and moved aside. He gestured up the dim, 
uncarpeted stairway and began to shuffle along the dark hallway to the rear of the house. “Top floor, is 
that right?  I guess I just follow my nose!” Holly gave a high laugh, and received another grunt in reply. 
Then the man was gone. Not to worry, he must be the quiet moody type, thought Holly, too caught up in 
his own profound thoughts for inane chit-chat.  One day she would penetrate his hard outer shell and 
release the free spirit inside.  Anyway, now for the stairs. The four flights of stairs would be worth it, she’d 
decided when she picked out the flat, even if it did mean her going downstairs to get to the bathroom, 
because the room faced the front, and she could watch the world scurry by as she sipped her morning 
coffee.  Kicking one bag in front and dragging the others behind, she finally made it up the four flights and 
flung open the door to her new room, her new haven, her new adult life.  Peeling beige wallpaper, a lumpy 
mattress on a chipboard bedframe, a bare light bulb, a flat-pack wardrobe inexpertly put together.  All 
this, Holly could just about put up with, but when she saw the view from her window – a dull patch of 
grey sky, invariable whatever the angle, she finally had to admit to herself that her adult life was not 
getting off to a great start. 
 
Questions article A2 
1   What can be inferred from the text? 

A. This is Holly’s first time living away from home.’ 
B. Holly visited the house before deciding to move in.   
C. Holly is new to this part of the town.   
D. Holly already knows someone who lives in this house.   

 
2  Where is Knox Road? 

A. in a town centre   
B. in a suburb   
C. in a village   
D. on a housing estate   

 
3  Which word best describes 126 Knox Road? 

A. austere   
B. run-down   
C. quaint   
D. pristine   

 
4  What can be inferred about the character of Holly? 

A. She is a daydreamer.   
B. She is ambitious.   
C. She is prejudiced   
D. She is reckless.   

 
5  Which one is NOT true of 126 Knox Road? 

A. There isn’t a front garden.   
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B. The window frames need painting.   
C. There isn’t a doorbell or a door knocker.   
D. The downstairs curtains are drawn.   

 
6  Which word does NOT describe the man who answered the door? 

A. distinguished   
B. ill-mannered    
C. unreceptive   
D. unkempt   

 
7  What can be inferred about the man who opened the door? 

A. He owns the property.   
B. He had not expected Holly.   
C. He lives in the front, ground floor room.   
D. He had been asleep.    

 
8  Which one is NOT true of Holly’s room? 

A. It is on the fourth floor.   
B. It is furnished   
C. It has an en-suite bathroom.   
D. It is at the front of the house.   

 
9  What aspect of the house most disappoints Holly? 

A. her housemates   
B. the furniture   
C. the view   
D. the decor   

 
10  Which best describes the change in Holly’s emotions? 

A. nervous → optimistic   
B. optimistic → disillusioned   
C. disappointed → resigned   
D. eager → nervous   

 
Answers article A2 
1 = A 
2 = A 
3 = B 
4 = A 
5 = A 
6 = A 
7 = D 
8 = C 
9 = C 
10 = B 
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A3 Talking  about Countries 
Read part of an employee handout regarding working with businesses in other countries. 
 
Like most companies in an increasingly globalized world, our firm does business with other firms 
abroad.  Company cultures vary worldwide, and it is important for delegates from our company to 
recognize how company culture overseas might be different from our own. This document will give you a 
brief guide to company culture in the countries we associate with. 
 
Russia 
Until recently, people and businesses were oppressed by the state and this has affected people’s 
attitudes.  It is not uncommon for laws to be ignored and taxes to go unpaid. In some cases, only contracts 
between close personal friends are acknowledged. Therefore, networking is vital for successful business. 
Presently, the legal situation in Russia is in a state of flux, with laws constantly being rewritten. Those that 
exist are often unenforceable. Most agreements are therefore made on a trust basis, so it is vital that 
personal relationships do not break down. The management style is centralized and directive. Too much 
debate can indicate a lack of decisiveness.  Subordinates take orders from the ‘big boss’.  Many westerners 
see this as a lack of initiative on the part of middle managers, but in actual fact, middle managers have 
little power. Most delays occur because the question has not been presented to actual decision-maker. 
However, things are changing in Russia. The old regime is gradually being replaced by western business 
style, and younger managers will have a much more modern approach than their older counterparts. 
 
South Korea 
South Korea is one of the world’s most successful economies, having seen five consecutive decades of 
high economic growth. When faced with adversity, South Koreans change direction quickly and 
effectively. Despite the frantic economic growth, South Korean society is still very conservative and 
conformist due to the influence of Confucian values. Companies are hierarchical and regimented and 
‘face’ is very much valued. Consequently, change can sometimes be slow and painful. Managers are 
paternalistic, authoritative figures who expect their instructions to be carried out obediently and 
respectfully. In return, they give their subordinates support and help, not only in work issues but in home 
issues as well. Group harmony is important, so South Koreans avoid confrontation and blame, especially 
among people of equal rank. Friendship is therefore vital to business success. The Korean saying 'make a 
friend first and a client second' sums this up exactly. 
 
Australia 
Australia has a relatively small population in relation to its vast size. Its geographic isolation and its small 
domestic market mean that international trade is essential to guarantee future prosperity. Increasingly, 
this is done in countries in Asia rather than Commonwealth countries. Australian managers are not 
considered to have superior status to other workers. Their jobs are just different.  Authoritative 
management styles are not appreciated among Australians workers. Instead, managers adopt a more 
consultative and inclusive style which encourages open debate. Challenging superiors is acceptable, 
indeed it is a sign of commitment and professionalism. Outsiders may consider such dialogues 
confrontational, but Australians regard them as effective ways to communicate ideas. Australian 
managers like to be seen as ‘one of the boys’ and they are more likely to socialize with their team than 
segregate themselves and just mix with other managers. 
 
UK 
In the last half century, Britain, like many industrialized countries, has moved away from heavy 
engineering towards service and high-tech industries. With this has come a major shift in management 
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style. Hierarchical systems have been swept aside and replaced by modern business models, heavily 
influenced by the US. The ‘job for life’ is rare. Neither managers nor junior workers expect to climb the 
corporate ladder within one company; rather, they manage their own career paths by progressing from 
company to company. Such short-termism can be frustrating for outsiders.  British managers tend to be 
generalists rather than specialists, and are not necessarily the most technically competent person in the 
team. Instead, they are expected to have the necessary interpersonal skills to ensure the team works 
together effectively. They cultivate a close and humorous relationship with subordinates, which may be 
considered too soft.  Giving direct orders can be seen as impolite, so managers often make indirect 
requests rather than explicit instructions, which is sometimes confusing for non-British people. 
 
Questions article A3   
Which country is being referred to in these statements?  
1. “The people I deal with keep moving on to new jobs.”    
2. “Unless you’re friends, they may not honour your agreement.”     
3. “It’s frustrating because the official regulations keep changing.”     
4. “Disagreements between colleagues are frowned upon.”     
5. “I thought the manager had the authority to make a decision, but it turned out that he didn’t.”     
6. “The manager and another member of staff had a huge disagreement in the meeting, and no-one 
seemed to care.”     
7. “They weren’t terribly charming – they just wanted to get on with making the deal.”     
8. “I expected the manager to have more technical knowledge than he actually did.”     
 
Answers article A3 
1 = UK 
2 = Russia 
3 = Russia 
4 = South Korea 
5 = Russia 
6 = Australia  
7 = Australia 
8 = UK 
 

A4 Life on Mars?  
Please read the following text carefully 
 
From the days of the ‘Martian canals’, once thought by many to have been made by an intelligent 
civilization but later proved to be an optical illusion, to our current preoccupation with gathering data in 
the hope of providing us with more information, our fascination with the Red Planet continues. 
 
 In the early days of space exploration, visits were restricted to ‘fly-bys’, such as those by the Mariner 
probes, whereby craft would simply pass the planet, taking pictures and obtaining data as they went. The 
Viking ‘orbiters’ were next, and later craft in the Viking series, known as ‘Landers’, began to probe the 
mysteries of its surface, equipped with instruments which continued to relay data about the environment 
until they stopped working.  
 
The more recent ‘Rovers’ move around the planet’s surface as they gather information. Current proposals 
include missions to study terrain, climate, and soil components, in order to determine, amongst other 
things, whether the planet can ever have supported carbon-based life forms. Scientists now believe that 
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at some stage the planet cooled dramatically, resulting in the near-loss of its atmosphere and, thanks to 
erosion features, mineral deposits and other factors, it is also believed that liquid water once flowed 
there. One of the most recent craft is Phoenix, a Rover which landed in November 2008. Named after the 
mythological bird, Phoenix’s mission was to obtain samples from beneath the surface by digging into the 
arctic ice, while its high-resolution camera provided geological data and other equipment scanned the 
atmosphere, measuring temperature and pressure in a bid to discover whether the chemicals necessary 
for life might exist beneath the surface. The craft was expected to send back data for three months, but 
managed to hold out for a further two. An especially important part of the project was the need to 
maintain sterility of the equipment, in order to ensure that any organic material collected was not 
contaminated by ‘hitchhiking’ terrestrial microbes.  
 
 In the future manned landings may be possible – and though it may seem an outrageously difficult 
undertaking, plans have already been discussed for the ‘terraforming’ of the planet - giving it an 
atmosphere, oceans and a terrain similar to earth, with the possibility of human colonization. 
 
Questions article A4 
1  A fly-by is a 

A. photograph of a planet.   
B. way of collecting information.   
C. type of spacecraft.   

 
2  According to the writer, what is one of the factors that suggests that Mars once had liquid water? 

A. The wearing away of areas on its surface.   
B. The fact that there is ice on the planet.   
C. The fact that it once had breathable air.   

 
3  How long did Phoenix remain active for? 

A. three months   
B. five months   
C. two months   

 
4  What were the scientists connected with the Phoenix mission particularly concerned about? 

A. The danger that people might try to stow away on the spacecraft.   
B. The need to maintain the data-gathering equipment.   
C. The risk that equipment might transport organisms from Earth to Mars.   

 
5   How does the writer feel about the possibility of human beings going to Mars? 

A. It might be hard, but it’s not impossible.   
B. It would be much too difficult a task.   
C. It will happen and has already been planned.   

 
Answers article A4 
1 = B 
2 = A 
3 = B 
4 = B 
5 = A 
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A5 Robert Capa 
1. Robert Capa is a name that has for many years been synonymous with war photography. 
2. Born in Hungary in 1913 as Friedmann Endre Ernő, Capa was forced to leave his native country after his 
involvement in anti-government protests. Capa had originally wanted to become a writer, but after his 
arrival in Berlin had first found work as a photographer. He later left Germany and moved to France due 
to the rise in Nazism. He tried to find work as a freelance journalist and it was here that he changed his 
name to Robert Capa, mainly because he thought it would sound more American. 
3. In 1936, after the breakout of the Spanish Civil war, Capa went to Spain and it was here over the next 
three years that he built his reputation as a war photographer. It was here too in 1936 that he took one 
of his most famous pictures, The Death of a Loyalist Soldier. One of Capa’s most famous quotes was 'If 
your pictures aren't good enough, you're not close enough.' And he took his attitude of getting close to 
the action to an extreme. His photograph, The Death of a Loyalist Soldier is a prime example of this as 
Capa captures the very moment the soldier falls. However, many have questioned the authenticity of this 
photograph, claiming that it was staged. 
4. When World war II broke out, Capa was in New York, but he was soon back in Europe covering the war 
for Life magazine. Some of his most famous work was created on 6th June 1944 when he swam ashore 
with the first assault on Omaha Beach in the D-Day invasion of Normandy. Capa, armed only with two 
cameras, took more than one hundred photographs in the first hour of the landing, but a mistake in the 
darkroom during the drying of the film destroyed all but eight frames. It was the images from these frames 
however that inspired the visual style of Steven Spielberg's Oscar winning movie ‘Saving Private Ryan’. 
When Life magazine published the photographs, they claimed that they were slightly out of focus, and 
Capa later used this as the title of his autobiographical account of the war. 
5. Capa’s private life was no less dramatic. He was friend to many of Hollywood’s directors, actors and 
actresses. In 1943 he fell in love with the wife of actor John Austin. His affair with her lasted until the end 
of the war and became the subject of his war memoirs. He was at one time lover to actress Ingrid Bergman. 
Their relationship finally ended in 1946 when he refused to settle in Hollywood and went off to Turkey. 
6. In 1947 Capa was among a group of photojournalists who founded Magnum Photos. This was a co-
operative organisation set up to support photographers and help them to retain ownership of the 
copyright to their work. 
7. Capa went on to document many other wars. He never attempted to glamorise war though, but to 
record the horror. He once said, "The desire of any war photographer is to be put out of business." 
8. Capa died as he had lived. After promising not to photograph any more wars, he accepted an 
assignment to go to Indochina to cover the first Indochina war. On May 25th 1954 Capa was accompanying 
a French regiment when he left his jeep to take some photographs of the advance and stepped on a land 
mine. He was taken to a nearby hospital, still clutching his camera, but was pronounced dead on arrival. 
He left behind him a testament to the horrors of war and a standard for photojournalism that few others 
have been able to reach. 
9. Capa’s legacy has lived on though and in 1966 his brother Cornell founded the International Fund for 
Concerned Photography in his honor. There is also a Robert Capa Gold Medal, which is given to the 
photographer who publishes the best photographic reporting from abroad with evidence of exceptional 
courage. But perhaps his greatest legacy of all are the haunting images of the human struggles that he 
captured. 
 
Questions article A5 
1  Why did Capa change his name? 

A. To hide his identity  
B. Because he had been involved in protests  
C. To sound more American  
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D. Because he had to leave Hungary  
 
2  Capa originally wanted to be 

A. A photojournalist  
B. A writer  
C. American  
D. A protestor  

 
3  Capa went to Spain to 

A. fight in the civil war.  
B. build his reputation.  
C. have a holiday.  
D. take photographs.  

 
4  Capa’s famous picture Death of a Loyalist Soldier 

A. was taken by someone else.  
B. was definitely genuine.  
C. wasn’t even taken in Spain.  
D. cannot be proven genuine or staged.  

 
5  When World War II broke out Capa 

A. went to New York.  
B. swam ashore on Omaha Beach.  
C. went to Europe.  
D. went to Normandy.  

 
6  A mistake meant that 

A. only one hundred of Capa’s photographs were published.  
B. Capa lost both of his two cameras.  
C. Capa’s images inspired an Oscar winning movie.  
D. Most of Capa’s images of the D-Day landing were destroyed.  

 
7  Capa’s private life was 

A. less dramatic than his professional life.  
B. spent mostly in Hollywood.  
C. very glamorous.  
D. spent in Turkey.  

 
8  Capa wanted his work to 

A. be very famous.  
B. show how glamorous war can be.  
C. show the true horror of war.  
D. make lots of money.  

 
9  Which sentence best paraphrases paragraph 5? 

A. Capa had a tragic private life and was never able to settle down and find happiness.  
B. Despite having many good friends and lovers, Capa always put his work first.  
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C. Capa wanted to make friends with important people in Hollywood so that he could move into the 
movie industry.  

D. Capa’s private life was very complicated. He could not choose between the two women he loved, 
so he went off to work in Turkey.  

 
10  Which sentence best paraphrases paragraph 4? 

A. Capa never tried to avoid danger. He risked his life to take photographs of the D-Day invasion, but 
then destroyed most of them.  

B. Capa took some of his most famous photographs during the D-Day invasion, but most were 
tragically destroyed in an accident.  

C. Capa only kept the best eight D-Day photographs as the others were out of focus. These inspired 
the visual style of a Hollywood film.  

D. Capa left Europe when the war broke out and went to take his most famous photographs of the 
D-Day invasion. 

 
Answers article A5 
1 = C 
2 = B 
3 = D 
4 = D 
5 = C 
6 = D 
7 = C 
8 = C 
9 = C 
10 = B 
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Text version B 
B1  World of parkour  

Read about Parkour and freerunning, then answer the questions. 
 
In 1902, a volcano in the Caribbean island of Martinique blew up.  A French naval officer on the scene, Lt. 
George Hébert managed to coordinate the rescue of over 700 people, both indigenous and European.  He 
noticed, as he did so, how people moved, some well, some badly, around the obstacles in their path, and 
how this affected their chances of survival.  Hébert had travelled widely and was well aware of skills many 
indigenous people exhibited in being able to traverse the natural environment.  From these experiences, 
Hébert developed a training discipline which he called ‘the natural method’ in which climbing, jumping 
and running techniques were used to negotiate obstacles.  His method was adopted by the French military 
and became the basis for all their training.  In time, it became known as parcours du combattant – the 
path of the warrior. 
Raymond Belle was a practitioner of parcour in Vietnam in the 1950s.  He had great athletic ability, and 
the skills and agility he had learnt through parcour earned him a reputation as an agile and elite soldier.  
In later life, he returned to France and passed on his skills to his son, David, who combined what he had 
learnt from his father with his own knowledge of martial arts and gymnastics, and in time, the sport of 
parkour was born.  
Parkour involves a range of ‘moves’, although none are official.  They involve vaulting, jumping and landing 
accurately on small and narrow features, catching ledges, traversing high wall and landing with a rolling 
impact to absorb impacts. 
Belle formed a group of traceurs called the Yamikasi, meaning ‘strong man, strong spirit’, that included 
his friend, Sebastian Foucan.  In time, the two of them started to follow different paths.  Belle 
concentrated on the art of getting from place to place in the most efficient way possible, while Foucan 
developed his own style which involved more self expression.  This he termed freerunning. 
From the late 1990s, the art and sport of parkour spread worldwide.  Both Belle and Foucan gave 
interviews and appeared on television.  In 2003, filmmaker Mike Christie made the film Jump London, and 
urban freerunning, or freeflow, began to dominate the London scene.  But it was the arrival of YouTube 
in 2005 that really brought freerunning to a global audience. People around the world began to post their 
videos online, making freerunning a mainstream sport, and in 2007, the first major freerunning and 
parkour competition was held in Vienna. 
Since parkour values freedom, there are few facilities dedicated to the practice. Traceurs use both rural 
and urban areas, typically parks, offices and abandoned buildings. Traceurs generally respect the 
environment they practice in, and since part of their philosophy is ‘leave no trace’, there have been few 
concerns over damage to property. However, law enforcement and fire and rescue teams argue that 
freerunners are risking their lives needlessly., especially when they practice at height. However, 
practitioners argue that injuries are rare, because they rely on their own hands and feet rather than things 
out of their immediate control, such as ice and wheels, as is the case with skiing and race-driving. 
 
Questions article B1 
1 George Hebert developed parkour du combatant because... 

A. he saw native people doing it in Martinique.   
B. he saw how it could save lives.   
C. he saw how the French were poor at negotiating obstacles.   

 
2  The natural method... 

A. was replaced by Hebert’s new discipline.   
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B. was taught to Hebert by indigenous people.    
C. was widely practiced by the French military.   

 
3  Raymond Belle... 

A. was trained by George Hebert.   
B. gave the discipline its new name.   
C. was a notable practitioner of the natural method.   

 
4  David Belle... 

A. brought in moves from other disciplines.   
B. also learnt parkour while in the French military.   
C. learnt parkour from his father in Vietnam.   

 
5  A traceur is... 

A. a parkour move.   
B. someone who practices parkour.   
C. an obstacle in a parkour course.    

 
6  Freerunning differs from parkour in that... 

A. it is faster.   
B. it is more creative.   
C. it is more efficient.   

 
7  What brought parkour and freerunning to an international audience? 

A. TV appearances and interviews   
B. a British documentary   
C. a video sharing website   

 
8  According to practitioners, where is the best place to do parkour or free-running? 

A. in cities   
B. in safe facilities   
C. wherever you like   

 
9  Which of the following is NOT true about freerunning? 

A. There are a large number of reported injuries.   
B. There are now international competitions.   
C. Practitioners often cause damage to public property.   

 
10  Parkour and freerunning practitioners... 

A. require a lot of equipment.   
B. rely on their own bodies.   
C. avoid taking risks.   

 
Answers article B1 
1 = B 
2 = C 
3 = C 
4 = A 
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5 = B 
6 = B 
7 = C 
8 = C 
9 = A 
10 = B 
 

B2 Health 
Read about a government scheme to keep people healthy. 
 
Local governments have had to take on a new responsibility; that of ensuring that people stay fit and 
healthy. Birmingham council is already hot on the case.  For the past few years they have been 
encouraging local residents to enrol on the Be active scheme, which allows them to use local leisure 
services completely free of charge.  
 
Participants must register to obtain a membership card.  They can then use the facilities in leisure centres 
across the city at certain times of the day. 29 leisure centres are signed up to the scheme.  Each leisure 
centre must offer a minimum of one hour of swimming time and an hour of gym time to Be Active 
members.  In reality, in some establishments in the more deprived areas, 70% of opening hours are 
reserved for Be Active members. Exercise classes and badminton courts are also made available on top of 
the standard facilities.  Be Active classes are also being provided in schools and community centres.  There 
are guided bike rides, and even proposals to roll out activities in public spaces such as rounders games in 
parks, and buggy pushes for new mothers. 
 
Since it was launched in 2008, a third of the local population, a total of 360,000 people, has signed up for 
the scheme. 60% of these are from minority groups, and the average age is 49, as opposed to 29, the 
figure for private gyms.   The majority were not previously members of a sports club of any kind, half were 
overweight or obese, and a fifth considered themselves to be in poor health, indicating that the scheme 
is reaching the people who need it most.  Research also shows that since the scheme was set up, there 
has been a rise in demand for information about reducing alcohol intake and quitting smoking. 
 
Statistics show that for every £1 spent on the Be Active scheme, £23 is saved in the health service.  Sadly, 
the scheme has suffered from budget cuts, and lately it has had to reduce the hours available to members.  
Nonetheless, other councils are interested in the great strides made by Birmingham council, and officials 
from Birmingham have been holding workshops with representatives from other councils to spread the 
word about what can be achieved. 
 
Questions article B2 
Please answer whether the following statements are true or false  
1. The Be Active scheme started up earlier this year.     
2. Everyone in Birmingham is eligible for Be Active.     
3. Participants must pay a one-off fee to register.     
4. Participants can use the leisure facilities at any time of day.     
5. Participants can use their Be Active membership cards at any sports centre in Birmingham.     
6. Participants can only use the leisure facilities for two hours per week.     
7. Some sports centers dedicate over half their opening hours to Be Active members.    
8. Some Be Active activities take place outside leisure centres.   
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Answers article B2 
1 = False 
2 = True 
3 = False 
4 = False 
5 = False 
6 = False 
7 = True 
8 = True 
 

B3 The Environment 
Read about a proposal to build a solar farm near a British village called Barnley. Then answer the 
questions. 
 
The Barnley Village Committee is opposed to plans to build a 6,890 panel solar farm on a 15-acre site 
adjacent to the village recreation ground, currently used for agriculture. Under the proposed scheme, the 
area will be surrounded by an 8ft-high fence. The panels themselves will be about 7 feet high. The 
committee has already lodged an appeal to the local authority against construction of the solar farm. The 
councilors are due to meet on 13th March to vote whether or not plans will go ahead. Local residents are 
invited to attend.  Our objections will be presented before the board, and a representative from the solar 
firm SunGen will put forward the case for the development. 
 
Residents are encouraged to voice their objections to the development. These must address the aspects 
of the scheme that violate the current planning policy. However, you are welcome to make your 
objections personal, by stating how the plans will affect you as a user of the recreation ground.  Some of 
the most common objections are listed below: 
 
1. The extensive views from the village and recreation ground across the open country will be blocked by 
the panels and high fencing. Furthermore, once the site has been built upon, it may be considered 
brownfield, thus an acceptable site for housing or industrial development. It does not, therefore, comply 
with the local policy which states that developments must not adversely effect on the appearance or 
character of the landscape. 
2. The recreation ground has recently undergone major improvements including a perimeter running 
track, new playground equipment and seating. It is heavily used by families, sports teams and dog walkers, 
and is regularly used for village events.  Cricket and football teams regularly use the recreation ground 
and it is not uncommon for balls to enter the field. Cricketers are worried that they may become liable for 
damage to solar panels. If teams are forced to relocate, this would adversely affect the character of the 
village, and may jeopardize participation in the children’s teams. This goes against the National Planning 
Policy Framework which requires developments to promote high quality public space and encourage the 
active and continual use of public areas. 
3. There has been no assessment of the extent to which noise from inverters and cooling fans will affect 
local residents.  
4. As the ground beneath the solar panels will be surfaced, there will be more additional run-off of 
rainwater. The recreation ground already has problems with drainage, and these may be exacerbated by 
this development. A formal flood risk assessment must be submitted.  
5. The lighting and security systems have not been outlined, it is not clear how the area will be made safe 
for children 
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Questions article B3 
1  What is the committee’s opinion of the development? 

A. It is opposed to the development.   
B. It supports the development.   
C. It is waiting for comments from residents before taking a viewpoint.   

 
2  The solar farm would be built... 

A. on the recreation ground.   
B. in an agricultural field.   
C. on a brownfield site.   

 
3  The meeting with councilors... 

A. has already taken place.   
B. will take place shortly.   
C. has been proposed, but not planned.   

 
4  Which of the following is NOT true of the proposed solar farm? 

A. It will be surrounded by a high fence.   
B. It will comprise of 6,890 7-foot high panels.   
C. The solar panels will be placed directly on the grass.   

 
5  People who want to object the development are advised... 

A. not to write about their personal feelings.   
B. to refer to the village’s planning policy.   
C. to send a letter in the mail.   

 
6  What is inferred about brownfield sites? 

A. It is easier to get permission to develop brownfield sites.    
B. There are already too many brownfield sites in the village.   
C. A brownfield site is not a suitable location for a solar farm.   

 
7   Teams may no longer play on the recreation ground because... 

A. parents will be worried about their children’s safety.   
B. spectators won’t want to watch matches at the recreation ground.    
C. players will be worried about damaging the panels.    

 
8   Which of the following is NOT true of the recreation ground? 

A. It has recently received considerable investment.   
B. It occasionally floods.    
C. It is well-lit.   

 
Answers article B3 
1 = A 
2 = B 
3 = B 
4 = C 
5 = B 
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6 = A 
7 = C 
8 = C 
 

B4 Food 
A restaurant review 
It had been almost two decades since I last sampled Ethiopian cuisine and had great expectations of having 
my taste buds reawakened by the sensation of sour pancake and delicately spiced meat. Arriving at the 
Kokeb restaurant was somewhat of a let-down; the interior was drab with plastic tables and token African 
artefacts. We were also the only diners there. It was a far cry from the vibrant, raucous atmosphere I 
remembered. 
We were welcomed by Bibe, the charming proprietor who asked where we had come from and seemed 
intrigued as to why we had travelled cross-country to dine in her restaurant. She guided us through the 
menu which was not over-extensive – a good sign in my eyes, as a fat menu is rarely a sign of quality food. 
Bibe patiently explained the different dishes – she wasn’t rushed off her feet - and suggested what she 
would recommend to those unaccustomed to east African flavors. What the locale lacked in vibrancy, she 
certainly made up for in affability. What can I say – the food more than lived up to my high expectations. 
We ate succulent meat chunks, spinach and lentils, steeped in a sauce delicately laced with cardamom, 
all laid on a bed of injera, a huge fizzy soda pancake, which soaked up the juices and tasted heavenly.  
Why then, was the Kokeb not thriving on a Friday night in October? It is hardly tucked away. It’s in a 
densely populated and multicultural area. The prices, although not cheap, were far from extortionate, and 
unlikely to be outside the budget of those living in this busy London borough. Perhaps it falls short by not 
being in a more salubrious area where bohemian types keen to thrill their taste buds with innovative 
flavors will happen upon it and say, ‘Why not?’ Let’s hope that reviews such as this one will help to get 
Kokeb out of the sticks and onto the foodies’ map. 
 
An extract from a novel 
What remains of the roast dinner that Dan and I had slaved over together is the chicken bone, mostly 
picked down to nothing, and three quarters of the vegetables. My brother-in-law had shunned the mange 
tout, carrots and swede, taken a small tablespoonful of red cabbage and left half of it. His partner, Liz, 
who only ever drinks cola, had minded her manners and cleaned her plate, for what it was worth; there 
was hardly anything on it in the first place. Eight-year-old Jack had no such conscience, and left over half.  
 
‘You’ll get no dessert if you don’t finish your meal,’ my husband said.  
 
Jack shrugged. Why should he care? His mum had a stash of chocolate upstairs. He left the table and we 
watched him go. What was the point in trying? You can’t give a dog a steak and then expect it to come to 
heel by offering half a stale biscuit.  
An hour after the hearty meal, they went to the supermarket and returned laden with carrier bags. We 
stared incredulously. Later, in bed, we psychoanalyzed them in hushed voices. 
 
‘I saw her in the kitchen stuffing her face with chocolate cake. And there’s a massive tin of chocolates in 
their room.’  ‘They’ve even bought bread. I told them we have a freezer load!’  ‘I guess if no-one teaches 
people to eat well, they never learn,’ I suggested. ‘He’s my brother. We were brought up the same,’ said 
Danny. ‘How can they afford all this stuff? They must have spent a fortune!’ ‘They can’t. That’s why they’re 
always broke.’ ‘It makes me feel like such a snob, looking down on them like this,’ I said. Somewhere I had 
learnt that pickiness and indulgence was vulgar; civility was born through abstinence and self-denial. A 
wholesome diet was saintly while junk food was hedonistic, irresponsible, ultimately sinful, reserved for 
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the coarse and unrefined. So while I self-righteously ate dry oats with stewed fruit, they guzzled soft-
centers in bed without a care in the world. I felt somewhat short-changed. 
 
A Website for a Cooking Competition  
Welcome to the British Home Cooking Competition, in association with The Cavendish Restaurant. Do you 
have what it takes to cook up and present a mouth-watering meal? Do you have a pound of culinary skills, 
a dash of creativity and a pinch of aspiration? Then this competition is for you. We’re looking for talented 
amateur cooks who would like recognition for their abilities in the kitchen.  
You will need to devise your own recipe using just the ingredients listed below, plus standard store-
cupboard items; and of course, a heaped tablespoon of imagination. You needn’t feel obliged to use all 
the ingredients listed. You can even leave out the rack of lamb and go vegetarian. You can also suggest a 
wine or drink to accompany your dish. It doesn’t matter whether you create a starter dish, a main course, 
a dessert, or a combination of the three, so long as you plan enough for at least two diners, whets our 
appetite and stirs our creative juices.  
To enter, just register on the site and upload your recipe by September 30th. You also have the option of 
uploading up to three photos to illustrate your finished dish. Ten lucky finalists will be selected by October 
30th and invited to attend a cook-off at the Cavendish Hotel, Mayfair, where they will be invited to 
recreate their recipe in front of our judging panel, which will be supplemented by celebrity chef Gavin 
Pepes. The winner will receive a trophy, a short break in Champagne, France and a chance to cook 
alongside Andreas Lefeuve at the Cavendish Restaurant, Mayfair. Runners-up will receive a celebratory 
meal for two at the Cavendish up to the value of £400. To see the list of ingredients, click here. For 
competition rules, check the terms and conditions. 
 
Questions article B4 
1 Which of the following is a feature of the restaurant? 

A. a friendly owner   
B. attractive décor   
C. low prices   
D. a wide variety of dishes   

 
2  What, according to the writer, is preventing the restaurant from thriving? 

A. It is located too far from residential areas.   
B. There are not enough ethnic diversity in this neighborhood.   
C. The clientele who would enjoy this food live elsewhere.   
D. It had poor reviews in the past which gave it a bad reputation.    

 
3 The writer compares the boy with a dog to show that… 

A. neither can be trusted to choose the more healthy option.   
B. both must be provided with a balanced diet.   
C. both prefer quality food to inferior food.   
D. neither can be trained if they are already spoilt.   

 
4  The writer concludes that her in-law’s food preferences stem from… 

A. their level of social class.   
B. their desire to satisfy their son.    
C. their higher level of income.   
D. their lack of education about healthy food.   
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5 Contest applicants must… 

A. use only the ingredients on the list.   
B. prepare recipes for a three course meal.   
C. create at least one vegetarian dish.   
D. create a dish that feeds two or more people.   

 
Answers article B4 
1 = A 
2 = C 
3 = D 
4 = A 
5 = D 
 

B5 Future of fuel 
Please read the following text carefully and remember the authors  
 
A - Howard Bloom, Author: 
Even though most people are convinced that peak oil has already passed, to me, peak oil is just a 
hypothesis. There is a theory that carbon molecules can be found in interstellar gas clouds, comets and in 
space ice, and if this is the case, our planet could ooze oil forever. And even if we stay earthbound, those 
who say we have raped the planet of all its resources are wrong. There's a huge stock of raw materials we 
haven't yet learned to use. There are bacteria two miles beneath our feet which can turn solid granite into 
food. If bacteria can do it, surely we creatures with brains can do it better. As far as the near future of 
energy is concerned, I believe the most promising alternative fuels are biofuels, such as ethanol. It's an 
alcohol made from waste products such as the bark of trees, woodchips, and other 'waste materials'. And 
that's not the only waste that can create energy. My friend in the biomass industry is perfecting an energy-
generation plant which can run on human waste. We produce that in vast quantities, and it's already 
gathered in centralised locations.  
 
B- Michael Lardelli, Lecturer in Genetics at The University of Adelaide  
Nothing exists on this planet without energy. It enables flowers and people to grow and we need it to 
mine minerals, extract oil or cut wood and then to process these into finished goods. So the most 
fundamental definition of money is as a mechanism to allow the exchange and allocation of different 
forms of energy. Recently, people have been using more energy than ever before. Until 2005 it was 
possible to expand our energy use to meet this demand. However, since 2005 oil supply has been in 
decline, and at the same time, and as a direct result of this, the world's economy has been unable to 
expand, leading to global recession. With the world's energy and the profitability of energy production in 
decline at the same time, the net energy available to support activities other than energy procurement 
will decrease. We could increase energy production by diverting a large proportion of our remaining oil 
energy into building nuclear power stations and investing in renewable forms of energy. However, this is 
very unlikely to happen in democratic nations, because it would require huge, voluntary reductions in 
living standards. Consequently, the world economy will continue to contract as oil production declines. 
With energy in decline, it will be impossible for everyone in the world to become wealthier. One person's 
increased wealth can only come at the expense of another person's worsened poverty.  
 
C - Jeroen van der Veer, chief executive of Royal Dutch Shell  
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People are understandably worried about a future of growing energy shortages, rising prices and 
international conflict for supplies. These fears are not without foundation. With continued economic 
growth, the world's energy needs could increase by 50% in the next 25 years. However, I do not believe 
that the world is running out of energy. Fossil fuels will be able to meet growing demand for a long time 
in the future. Taking unconventional resources into account, we are not even close to peak oil. The priority 
for oil companies is to improve efficiency, by increasing the amount of oil recovered from reservoirs. At 
present, just over a third is recovered. We can also improve the technology to control reservoir processes 
and improve oil flow. However, these projects are costly, complex and technically demanding, and they 
depend on experienced people, so it is essential to encourage young people to take up a technical career 
in the energy industry. Meanwhile, alternative forms of energy need to be made economically viable. 
International energy companies have the capability, the experience and the commercial drive to work 
towards solving the energy problem so they will play a key role. But it is not as simple as merely making 
scientific advances and developing new tools; the challenge is to deliver the technology to people 
worldwide. Companies will need to share knowledge and use their ideas effectively.  
 
D - Craig Severance, blogger  
What will it take to end our oil addiction? It's time we moved on to something else. Not only are world oil 
supplies running out, but what oil is still left is proving very dirty to obtain. The Deepwater Horizon oil spill 
occurred precisely because the easy-to-obtain oil is already tapped. If we don't kick oil now, we will see 
more disasters as oil companies move to the Arctic offshore and clear more forests. The cheap petroleum 
is gone; from now on, we will pay steadily more and more for our oil — not just in dollars, but in the 
biological systems that sustain life on this planet. The only solution is to get on with what we will have to 
do anyway - end our dependence on it! There are many instances in which oil need not be used at all. 
Heat and electricity can be produced in a multitude of other ways, such as solar power or natural gas. The 
biggest challenge is the oil that is used in transportation. That doesn't mean the transportation of goods 
worldwide, it's the day-to-day moving around of people. It means we have to change what we drive. The 
good news is that it's possible. There are a wide range of fuel efficient cars on offer, and the number of 
all-electric plug-in cars is set to increase. For long distance travel and freight, the solution to this is to look 
to rail. An electrified railway would not be reliant upon oil, but could be powered by solar, geothermal, 
hydro, and wind sources. There is a long way to go, but actions we take now to kick our oil addiction can 
help us adapt to a world of shrinking oil supplies.  
 
Questions article B5 
Which writer: 
1.  believes oil will be available for many more years  
2. believes that from now on, less oil is available 
3.  believes there are ways to obtain energy that we have not yet discovered 
4. sees a great potential in natural fuels 
5. believes the fuel crisis will cause the poor to become poorer 
6. sees energy and the economy as intrinsically linked 
7. believes we should reduce our dependence on oil immediately 
8. believes that people need to be attracted to working in the energy industry 
9. believes that it is unlikely that governments will invest a lot of money into alternative energy 
10. believes that future oil recovery will lead to more environmental disasters 
 
Answers article B5 
1 = C 
2 = B 
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3 = A 
4 = A 
5 = B 
6 = B 
7 = D 
8 = C 
9 = B 
10 = D 
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Appendix J 
 
**** Data analysis **** 
 
clear  
set more off  
import data 
 
******************************************************************************** 
* Cleaning data 
 
 * drop not necessary var  
drop startlanguage seed submitdate ipaddr refurl  
drop informedctime taskdescriptiontime condtime agetime gendertime eduleveltime  
drop nationalitytime nativelanguagetime profenglishtime conditiondisplaytime  
drop readtime readdisabtime taskchoicetime taskassignmentqtime texta1time  
drop taq1time feedbacka1time ta1stoppentime texta2time taq11time taq12time taq13time  
drop taq14time taq15time taq16time taq17time taq18time ta2stoppentime texta3time  
drop taq21time taq23time taq24time taq25time taq26time taq27time taq28time  
drop ta3stoppentime faadbacka3time texta4time taq31time taq32time taq33time  
drop taq35time ta4stoppentime feedbacka4time texta5time taq41time taq42time  
drop taq43time taq44time taq45time taq46time taq47time taq48time taq49time  
drop taq50time ta5stoppentime textb1time tbq1time tbq2time tbq3time tbq4time  
drop tbq6time tbq7time tbq8time tbq9time tbq10time tb1stoppentime textb2time  
drop tbq11time tb2stoppentime textb3time tbq21time tbq22time tbq23time tbq24time  
drop tbq25time tbq26time tbq27time tbq28time tb3stoppentime feedbackb3time  
drop textb4time tbq31time tbq33time tbq32time tbq34time tbq35time tb4stoppentime  
drop feedbackb4time textb5time tbq41time tb5stoppentime thankstime imitime imi2time  
drop controlq1time iaftime manipulationcomtroltime personalitytime raffletime  
drop feedbackb1time tbq5time taq34time taq22time  
drop informedc taskdescription conditiondisplay 
 
 * rename stop variabels  
ren ta1stoppen_sq001 stoppena1 
ren ta2stoppen_sq001 stoppena2 
ren ta3stoppen_sq001 stoppena3 
ren ta4stoppen_sq001 stoppena4 
ren ta5stoppen_sq001 stoppena5 
ren tb1stoppen_sq001 stoppenb1 
ren tb2stoppen_sq001 stoppenb2 
ren tb3stoppen_sq001 stoppenb3 
ren tb4stoppen_sq001 stoppenb4 
ren tb5stoppen_sq001 stoppenb5 
 
 * generate variables for correct answers  
gen correctansA1 = 0  
replace correctansA1 = correctansA1 + 1 if taq1_1 ==1 
replace correctansA1 = correctansA1 + 1 if taq1_2 ==0 
replace correctansA1 = correctansA1 + 1 if taq1_3 ==1 
replace correctansA1 = correctansA1 + 1 if taq1_4 ==1 
replace correctansA1 = correctansA1 + 1 if taq1_5 ==0 
replace correctansA1 = correctansA1 + 1 if taq1_6 ==0 
replace correctansA1 = correctansA1 + 1 if taq1_7 ==1 
replace correctansA1 = correctansA1 + 1 if taq1_8 ==1 
replace correctansA1 = correctansA1 + 1 if taq1_9 ==0 
replace correctansA1 = correctansA1 + 1 if taq1_10 ==1 
 
gen correctansA2 = 0  
replace correctansA2 = correctansA2 + 1 if taq11 == "A" 
replace correctansA2 = correctansA2 + 1 if taq12 == "A" 
replace correctansA2 = correctansA2 + 1 if taq13 == "B" 
replace correctansA2 = correctansA2 + 1 if taq14 == "A" 
replace correctansA2 = correctansA2 + 1 if taq15 == "A" 
replace correctansA2 = correctansA2 + 1 if taq16 == "A" 
replace correctansA2 = correctansA2 + 1 if taq17 == "D" 
replace correctansA2 = correctansA2 + 1 if taq18 == "C" 
 
gen correctansA3 = 0  
replace correctansA3 = correctansA3 + 1 if taq21 == "D" 
replace correctansA3 = correctansA3 + 1 if taq22 == "A" 
replace correctansA3 = correctansA3 + 1 if taq23 == "A" 
replace correctansA3 = correctansA3 + 1 if taq24 == "B" 
replace correctansA3 = correctansA3 + 1 if taq25 == "A" 
replace correctansA3 = correctansA3 + 1 if taq26 == "C" 
replace correctansA3 = correctansA3 + 1 if taq27 == "C" 
replace correctansA3 = correctansA3 + 1 if taq28 == "D" 
 
gen correctansA4 = 0  
replace correctansA4 = correctansA4 + 1 if taq31 == "B" 
replace correctansA4 = correctansA4 + 1 if taq32 == "A" 
replace correctansA4 = correctansA4 + 1 if taq33 == "B" 
replace correctansA4 = correctansA4 + 1 if taq34 == "B" 
replace correctansA4 = correctansA4 + 1 if taq35 == "A" 
 
gen correctansA5 = 0  
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replace correctansA5 = correctansA5 + 1 if taq41 == "C" 
replace correctansA5 = correctansA5 + 1 if taq42 == "B" 
replace correctansA5 = correctansA5 + 1 if taq43 == "D" 
replace correctansA5 = correctansA5 + 1 if taq44 == "D" 
replace correctansA5 = correctansA5 + 1 if taq45 == "C" 
replace correctansA5 = correctansA5 + 1 if taq46 == "D" 
replace correctansA5 = correctansA5 + 1 if taq47 == "C" 
replace correctansA5 = correctansA5 + 1 if taq48 == "C" 
replace correctansA5 = correctansA5 + 1 if taq49 == "C" 
replace correctansA5 = correctansA5 + 1 if taq50 == "B" 
 
gen correctansB1 = 0  
replace correctansB1 = correctansB1 + 1 if tbq1 == "B" 
replace correctansB1 = correctansB1 + 1 if tbq2 == "C" 
replace correctansB1 = correctansB1 + 1 if tbq3 == "C" 
replace correctansB1 = correctansB1 + 1 if tbq4 == "A" 
replace correctansB1 = correctansB1 + 1 if tbq5 == "B" 
replace correctansB1 = correctansB1 + 1 if tbq6 == "B" 
replace correctansB1 = correctansB1 + 1 if tbq7 == "C" 
replace correctansB1 = correctansB1 + 1 if tbq8 == "C" 
replace correctansB1 = correctansB1 + 1 if tbq9 == "A" 
replace correctansB1 = correctansB1 + 1 if tbq10 == "B" 
 
gen correctansB2 = 0  
replace correctansB2 = correctansB2 +1 if tbq11_1 == 0  
replace correctansB2 = correctansB2 +1 if tbq11_2 == 1  
replace correctansB2 = correctansB2 +1 if tbq11_3 == 0  
replace correctansB2 = correctansB2 +1 if tbq11_4 == 0  
replace correctansB2 = correctansB2 +1 if tbq11_5 == 0  
replace correctansB2 = correctansB2 +1 if tbq11_6 == 0  
replace correctansB2 = correctansB2 +1 if tbq11_7 == 1  
replace correctansB2 = correctansB2 +1 if tbq11_8 == 1  
 
gen correctansB3 = 0 
replace correctansB3 = correctansB3 +1 if tbq21 == "A" 
replace correctansB3 = correctansB3 +1 if tbq22 == "B" 
replace correctansB3 = correctansB3 +1 if tbq23 == "B" 
replace correctansB3 = correctansB3 +1 if tbq24 == "C" 
replace correctansB3 = correctansB3 +1 if tbq25 == "B" 
replace correctansB3 = correctansB3 +1 if tbq26 == "A" 
replace correctansB3 = correctansB3 +1 if tbq27 == "C" 
replace correctansB3 = correctansB3 +1 if tbq28 == "C" 
 
gen correctansB4 = 0   
replace correctansB4 = correctansB4 +1 if tbq31 == "A" 
replace correctansB4 = correctansB4 +1 if tbq32 == "C" 
replace correctansB4 = correctansB4 +1 if tbq33 == "D" 
replace correctansB4 = correctansB4 +1 if tbq34 == "A" 
replace correctansB4 = correctansB4 +1 if tbq35 == "D" 
 
gen correctansB5 = 0  
replace correctansB5 = correctansB5 +1 if tbq41_1 == "C" 
replace correctansB5 = correctansB5 +1 if tbq41_2 == "B" 
replace correctansB5 = correctansB5 +1 if tbq41_3 == "A" 
replace correctansB5 = correctansB5 +1 if tbq41_4 == "A" 
replace correctansB5 = correctansB5 +1 if tbq41_5 == "B" 
replace correctansB5 = correctansB5 +1 if tbq41_6 == "B" 
replace correctansB5 = correctansB5 +1 if tbq41_7 == "D" 
replace correctansB5 = correctansB5 +1 if tbq41_8 == "C" 
replace correctansB5 = correctansB5 +1 if tbq41_9 == "B" 
replace correctansB5 = correctansB5 +1 if tbq41_10 == "D" 
 
gen totalcorrectans = correctansA1 + correctansA2 + correctansA3 + correctansA4 + correctansA5 + correctansB1 + correctansB2 + correctansB3 + correctansB4 + correctansB5 
tab totalcorrectans 
 
// article 1 = 10 
// aritcle 2 = 8 
// article 3 = 8  
// article 4 = 5 
// article 5 = 10 
* so total correct can be 41 
 
gen correctans1 = 0  
replace correctans1 = correctansA1 + correctansB1 
gen correctans2 = 0  
replace correctans2 = correctansA2 + correctansB2 
gen correctans3 = 0  
replace correctans3 = correctansA3 + correctansB3 
gen correctans4 = 0  
replace correctans4 = correctansA4 + correctansB4 
gen correctans5 = 0  
replace correctans5 = correctansA5 + correctansB5 
 
 * generate variable tot total answers for a, b and in total  
gen totalansa = 0 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq1_1 ==1 | taq1_1 ==0 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq1_2 ==0 | taq1_2 ==1 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq1_3 ==1 | taq1_3 ==0 
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replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq1_4 ==1 | taq1_4 ==0 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq1_5 ==0 | taq1_5 ==1 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq1_6 ==0 | taq1_6 ==1 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq1_7 ==1 | taq1_7 ==0 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq1_8 ==1 | taq1_8 ==0 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq1_9 ==0 | taq1_9 ==1 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq1_10 ==1  | taq1_10 ==0 
 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq11 == "A" | taq11 == "B" | taq11 == "C" | taq11 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq12 == "A" | taq12 == "B" | taq12 == "C" | taq12 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq13 == "A" | taq13 == "B" | taq13 == "C" | taq13 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq14 == "A" | taq14 == "B" | taq14 == "C" | taq14 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq15 == "A" | taq15 == "B" | taq15 == "C" | taq15 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq16 == "A" | taq16 == "B" | taq16 == "C" | taq16 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq17 == "A" | taq17 == "B" | taq17 == "C" | taq17 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq18 == "A" | taq18 == "B" | taq18 == "C" | taq18 == "D" 
 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq21 == "A" | taq21 == "B" | taq21 == "C" | taq21 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq22 == "A" | taq22 == "B" | taq22 == "C" | taq22 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq23 == "A" | taq23 == "B" | taq23 == "C" | taq23 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq24 == "A" | taq24 == "B" | taq24 == "C" | taq24 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq25 == "A" | taq25 == "B" | taq25 == "C" | taq25 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq26 == "A" | taq26 == "B" | taq26 == "C" | taq26 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq27 == "A" | taq27 == "B" | taq27 == "C" | taq27 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq28 == "A" | taq28 == "B" | taq28 == "C" | taq28 == "D" 
 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq31 == "A" | taq31 == "B" | taq31 == "C" | taq31 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq32 == "A" | taq32 == "B" | taq32 == "C" | taq32 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq33 == "A" | taq33 == "B" | taq33 == "C" | taq33 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq34 == "A" | taq34 == "B" | taq34 == "C" | taq34 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq35 == "A" | taq35 == "B" | taq35 == "C" | taq35 == "D" 
 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq41 == "A" | taq41 == "B" | taq41 == "C" | taq41 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq42 == "A" | taq42 == "B" | taq42 == "C" | taq42 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq43 == "A" | taq43 == "B" | taq43 == "C" | taq43 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq44 == "A" | taq44 == "B" | taq44 == "C" | taq44 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq45 == "A" | taq45 == "B" | taq45 == "C" | taq45 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq46 == "A" | taq46 == "B" | taq46 == "C" | taq46 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq47 == "A" | taq47 == "B" | taq47 == "C" | taq47 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq48 == "A" | taq48 == "B" | taq48 == "C" | taq48 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq49 == "A" | taq49 == "B" | taq49 == "C" | taq49 == "D" 
replace totalansa = totalansa + 1 if taq50 == "A" | taq50 == "B" | taq50 == "C" | taq50 == "D" 
 
gen totalansb = 0  
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq1 == "A" | tbq1 == "B" | tbq1 == "C" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq2 == "A" | tbq2 == "B" | tbq2 == "C" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq3 == "A" | tbq3 == "B" | tbq3 == "C" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq4 == "A" | tbq4 == "B" | tbq4 == "C" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq5 == "A" | tbq5 == "B" | tbq5 == "C" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq6 == "A" | tbq6 == "B" | tbq6 == "C" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq7 == "A" | tbq7 == "B" | tbq7 == "C" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq8 == "A" | tbq8 == "B" | tbq8 == "C" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq9 == "A" | tbq9 == "B" | tbq9 == "C" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq10 == "A" | tbq10 == "B" | tbq10 == "C" 
 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq11_1 == 0 | tbq11_1 == 1 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq11_2 == 0 | tbq11_2 == 1 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq11_3 == 0 | tbq11_3 == 1 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq11_4 == 0 | tbq11_4 == 1 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq11_5 == 0 | tbq11_5 == 1 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq11_6 == 0 | tbq11_6 == 1 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq11_7 == 0 | tbq11_7 == 1 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq11_8 == 0 | tbq11_8 == 1 
 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq21 == "A" | tbq21 == "B" | tbq21 == "C" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq22 == "A" | tbq22 == "B" | tbq22 == "C" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq23 == "A" | tbq23 == "B" | tbq23 == "C" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq24 == "A" | tbq24 == "B" | tbq24 == "C" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq25 == "A" | tbq25 == "B" | tbq25 == "C" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq26 == "A" | tbq26 == "B" | tbq26 == "C" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq27 == "A" | tbq27 == "B" | tbq27 == "C" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq28 == "A" | tbq28 == "B" | tbq28 == "C" 
 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq31 == "A" | tbq31 == "B" | tbq31 == "C" | tbq31 == "D" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq32 == "A" | tbq32 == "B" | tbq32 == "C" | tbq32 == "D" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq33 == "A" | tbq33 == "B" | tbq33 == "C" | tbq33 == "D" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq34 == "A" | tbq34 == "B" | tbq34 == "C" | tbq34 == "D" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq35 == "A" | tbq35 == "B" | tbq35 == "C" | tbq35 == "D" 
 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq41_1 == "A" | tbq41_1 == "B" | tbq41_1 == "C" | tbq41_1 == "D" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq41_2 == "A" | tbq41_2 == "B" | tbq41_2 == "C" | tbq41_2 == "D" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq41_3 == "A" | tbq41_3 == "B" | tbq41_3 == "C" | tbq41_3 == "D" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq41_4 == "A" | tbq41_4 == "B" | tbq41_4 == "C" | tbq41_4 == "D" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq41_5 == "A" | tbq41_5 == "B" | tbq41_5 == "C" | tbq41_5 == "D" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq41_6 == "A" | tbq41_6 == "B" | tbq41_6 == "C" | tbq41_6 == "D" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq41_7 == "A" | tbq41_7 == "B" | tbq41_7 == "C" | tbq41_7 == "D" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq41_8 == "A" | tbq41_8 == "B" | tbq41_8 == "C" | tbq41_8 == "D" 
replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq41_9 == "A" | tbq41_9 == "B" | tbq41_9 == "C" | tbq41_9 == "D" 
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replace totalansb = totalansb +1 if tbq41_10 == "A" | tbq41_10 == "B" | tbq41_10 == "C" | tbq41_10 == "D" 
 
gen totalans = 0 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq1_1 ==1 | taq1_1 ==0 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq1_2 ==0 | taq1_2 ==1 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq1_3 ==1 | taq1_3 ==0 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq1_4 ==1 | taq1_4 ==0 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq1_5 ==0 | taq1_5 ==1 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq1_6 ==0 | taq1_6 ==1 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq1_7 ==1 | taq1_7 ==0 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq1_8 ==1 | taq1_8 ==0 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq1_9 ==0 | taq1_9 ==1 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq1_10 ==1  | taq1_10 ==0 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq11 == "A" | taq11 == "B" | taq11 == "C" | taq11 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq12 == "A" | taq12 == "B" | taq12 == "C" | taq12 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq13 == "A" | taq13 == "B" | taq13 == "C" | taq13 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq14 == "A" | taq14 == "B" | taq14 == "C" | taq14 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq15 == "A" | taq15 == "B" | taq15 == "C" | taq15 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq16 == "A" | taq16 == "B" | taq16 == "C" | taq16 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq17 == "A" | taq17 == "B" | taq17 == "C" | taq17 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq18 == "A" | taq18 == "B" | taq18 == "C" | taq18 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq21 == "A" | taq21 == "B" | taq21 == "C" | taq21 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq22 == "A" | taq22 == "B" | taq22 == "C" | taq22 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq23 == "A" | taq23 == "B" | taq23 == "C" | taq23 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq24 == "A" | taq24 == "B" | taq24 == "C" | taq24 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq25 == "A" | taq25 == "B" | taq25 == "C" | taq25 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq26 == "A" | taq26 == "B" | taq26 == "C" | taq26 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq27 == "A" | taq27 == "B" | taq27 == "C" | taq27 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq28 == "A" | taq28 == "B" | taq28 == "C" | taq28 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq31 == "A" | taq31 == "B" | taq31 == "C" | taq31 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq32 == "A" | taq32 == "B" | taq32 == "C" | taq32 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq33 == "A" | taq33 == "B" | taq33 == "C" | taq33 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq34 == "A" | taq34 == "B" | taq34 == "C" | taq34 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq35 == "A" | taq35 == "B" | taq35 == "C" | taq35 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq41 == "A" | taq41 == "B" | taq41 == "C" | taq41 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq42 == "A" | taq42 == "B" | taq42 == "C" | taq42 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq43 == "A" | taq43 == "B" | taq43 == "C" | taq43 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq44 == "A" | taq44 == "B" | taq44 == "C" | taq44 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq45 == "A" | taq45 == "B" | taq45 == "C" | taq45 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq46 == "A" | taq46 == "B" | taq46 == "C" | taq46 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq47 == "A" | taq47 == "B" | taq47 == "C" | taq47 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq48 == "A" | taq48 == "B" | taq48 == "C" | taq48 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq49 == "A" | taq49 == "B" | taq49 == "C" | taq49 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans + 1 if taq50 == "A" | taq50 == "B" | taq50 == "C" | taq50 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq1 == "A" | tbq1 == "B" | tbq1 == "C" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq2 == "A" | tbq2 == "B" | tbq2 == "C" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq3 == "A" | tbq3 == "B" | tbq3 == "C" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq4 == "A" | tbq4 == "B" | tbq4 == "C" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq5 == "A" | tbq5 == "B" | tbq5 == "C" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq6 == "A" | tbq6 == "B" | tbq6 == "C" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq7 == "A" | tbq7 == "B" | tbq7 == "C" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq8 == "A" | tbq8 == "B" | tbq8 == "C" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq9 == "A" | tbq9 == "B" | tbq9 == "C" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq10 == "A" | tbq10 == "B" | tbq10 == "C" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq11_1 == 0 | tbq11_1 == 1 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq11_2 == 0 | tbq11_2 == 1 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq11_3 == 0 | tbq11_3 == 1 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq11_4 == 0 | tbq11_4 == 1 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq11_5 == 0 | tbq11_5 == 1 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq11_6 == 0 | tbq11_6 == 1 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq11_7 == 0 | tbq11_7 == 1 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq11_8 == 0 | tbq11_8 == 1 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq21 == "A" | tbq21 == "B" | tbq21 == "C" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq22 == "A" | tbq22 == "B" | tbq22 == "C" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq23 == "A" | tbq23 == "B" | tbq23 == "C" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq24 == "A" | tbq24 == "B" | tbq24 == "C" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq25 == "A" | tbq25 == "B" | tbq25 == "C" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq26 == "A" | tbq26 == "B" | tbq26 == "C" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq27 == "A" | tbq27 == "B" | tbq27 == "C" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq28 == "A" | tbq28 == "B" | tbq28 == "C" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq31 == "A" | tbq31 == "B" | tbq31 == "C" | tbq31 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq32 == "A" | tbq32 == "B" | tbq32 == "C" | tbq32 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq33 == "A" | tbq33 == "B" | tbq33 == "C" | tbq33 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq34 == "A" | tbq34 == "B" | tbq34 == "C" | tbq34 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq35 == "A" | tbq35 == "B" | tbq35 == "C" | tbq35 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq41_1 == "A" | tbq41_1 == "B" | tbq41_1 == "C" | tbq41_1 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq41_2 == "A" | tbq41_2 == "B" | tbq41_2 == "C" | tbq41_2 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq41_3 == "A" | tbq41_3 == "B" | tbq41_3 == "C" | tbq41_3 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq41_4 == "A" | tbq41_4 == "B" | tbq41_4 == "C" | tbq41_4 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq41_5 == "A" | tbq41_5 == "B" | tbq41_5 == "C" | tbq41_5 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq41_6 == "A" | tbq41_6 == "B" | tbq41_6 == "C" | tbq41_6 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq41_7 == "A" | tbq41_7 == "B" | tbq41_7 == "C" | tbq41_7 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq41_8 == "A" | tbq41_8 == "B" | tbq41_8 == "C" | tbq41_8 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq41_9 == "A" | tbq41_9 == "B" | tbq41_9 == "C" | tbq41_9 == "D" 
replace totalans = totalans +1 if tbq41_10 == "A" | tbq41_10 == "B" | tbq41_10 == "C" | tbq41_10 == "D" 
 
sum totalans 
sum totalansa if taskassignment == "A"  
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sum totalansb if taskassignment == "B"  
 
 *rename time variables  
ren grouptime2547 time_informedcon 
ren grouptime2681 time_taskdescription 
ren grouptime2192 time_demograph 
ren grouptime2552 time_demographreading 
ren grouptime2193 time_choice 
ren grouptime2610 time_taskassign 
ren grouptime2223 time_textA1 
ren grouptime2194 time_QA1 
ren grouptime2589 time_feedbackA1 
ren grouptime2224 time_textA2 
ren grouptime2225 time_QA2 
ren grouptime2558 time_textA3 
ren grouptime2559 time_QA3 
ren grouptime2650 time_feedbackA3 
ren grouptime2560 time_textA4 
ren grouptime2561 time_QA4 
ren grouptime2653 time_feedbackA4 
ren grouptime2563 time_textA5 
ren grouptime2562 time_QA5 
ren grouptime2564 time_textB1 
ren grouptime2569 time_QB1 
ren grouptime2590 time_feedbackB1 
ren grouptime2565 time_textB2 
ren grouptime2570 time_QB2 
ren grouptime2566 time_textB3 
ren grouptime2571 time_QB3 
ren grouptime2651 time_feedbackB3 
ren grouptime2567 time_textB4 
ren grouptime2572 time_QB4 
ren grouptime2652 time_feedbackB4 
ren grouptime2568 time_textB5 
ren grouptime2573 time_QB5 
ren grouptime2588 time_thankyou 
ren grouptime2585 time_IMI 
ren grouptime2586 time_controlq 
ren grouptime2587 time_personitem 
ren grouptime2218 time_raffle 
 
renvarlab, lower 
 
******************************************************************************* 
* check data 
sum age 
tab cond  
tab gender 
sum profenglish  
tab nationality  
tab nativelanguage 
tab edulevel  
sum read_pleasure read_work read_english  
tab readdisab 
 
tab stoppena1 
tab stoppenb1 
 
*hist interviewtime 
*hist age 
 
tab taskchoice 
tab taskassignmentq 
 
******************************************************************************** 
* Check when people stopped the experiment 
tab stoppena1  
tab stoppena2  
tab stoppena3  
tab stoppena4  
tab stoppena5 
 
list id cond if stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==1 | stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==0 
gen weird = 0  
replace weird = 1 if stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==1 | stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==0 
 
* Something is wrong  
* Condition 1 and 3 dont work as they should, since people who wanted to stop had  
* to continue. Fix by deleting data from second reading article  
 
replace taq11 = "." if  stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==1 | stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==0 
replace taq12 = "." if  stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==1 | stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==0 
replace taq13 = "." if  stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==1 | stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==0   
replace taq14 = "." if  stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==1 | stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==0 
replace taq15 = "." if  stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==1 | stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==0  
replace taq16 = "." if  stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==1 | stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==0   
replace taq17 = "." if  stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==1 | stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==0   
replace taq18 = "." if  stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==1 | stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==0  
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replace stoppena2 =. if stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==1 | stoppena1==1 & stoppena2==0 
 
tab stoppena1  
tab stoppena2  
tab stoppena3  
tab stoppena4  
tab stoppena5 
 
tab stoppenb1  
tab stoppenb2 
tab stoppenb3  
tab stoppenb4  
tab stoppenb5  
 
******************************************************************************* 
* Creating and check awareness variables  
ren manipulationcomtrol_1 confeed1 
ren manipulationcomtrol_2 concho1 
ren manipulationcomtrol_3 confeed2 
ren manipulationcomtrol_4 concho2 
ren manipulationcomtrol_5 concho3 
ren manipulationcomtrol_6 confeed3 
 
replace concho2 = 6 if concho2 ==1 
replace concho2 = 7 if concho2 ==2 
replace concho2 = 2 if concho2 ==4 
replace concho2 = 1 if concho2 ==5 
replace concho2 = 4 if concho2 ==7 
replace concho2 = 5 if concho2 ==6 
 
replace confeed3 = 6 if confeed3 ==1 
replace confeed3 = 7 if confeed3 ==2 
replace confeed3 = 2 if confeed3 ==4 
replace confeed3 = 1 if confeed3 ==5 
replace confeed3 = 4 if confeed3 ==7 
replace confeed3 = 5 if confeed3 ==6 
 
alpha confeed1 confeed2 confeed3, item gen(confeed) 
alpha concho1 concho2 concho3, item gen(concho) 
 
sum confeed if cond==3 | cond==4 | cond==7 | cond==8 
sum concho if cond >= 5 
sum confeed concho if cond >=7 
sum confeed concho if cond <=2 
 
******************************************************************************8 
* Creating personality items  
replace personality_6 = 9 if personality_6 ==1 
replace personality_6 = 10 if personality_6 ==2 
replace personality_6 = 11 if personality_6 ==3 
replace personality_6 = 1 if personality_6 ==7 
replace personality_6 = 2 if personality_6 ==6 
replace personality_6 = 3 if personality_6 ==5 
replace personality_6 = 5 if personality_6 ==11 
replace personality_6 = 6 if personality_6 ==10 
replace personality_6 = 7 if personality_6 ==9 
 
replace personality_2 = 9 if personality_2 ==1 
replace personality_2 = 10 if personality_2 ==2 
replace personality_2 = 11 if personality_2 ==3 
replace personality_2 = 1 if personality_2 ==7 
replace personality_2 = 2 if personality_2 ==6 
replace personality_2 = 3 if personality_2 ==5 
replace personality_2 = 5 if personality_2 ==11 
replace personality_2 = 6 if personality_2 ==10 
replace personality_2 = 7 if personality_2 ==9 
 
replace personality_8 = 9 if personality_8 ==1 
replace personality_8 = 10 if personality_8 ==2 
replace personality_8 = 11 if personality_8 ==3 
replace personality_8 = 1 if personality_8 ==7 
replace personality_8 = 2 if personality_8 ==6 
replace personality_8 = 3 if personality_8 ==5 
replace personality_8 = 5 if personality_8 ==11 
replace personality_8 = 6 if personality_8 ==10 
replace personality_8 = 7 if personality_8 ==9 
 
replace personality_4 = 9 if personality_4 ==1 
replace personality_4 = 10 if personality_4 ==2 
replace personality_4 = 11 if personality_4 ==3 
replace personality_4 = 1 if personality_4 ==7 
replace personality_4 = 2 if personality_4 ==6 
replace personality_4 = 3 if personality_4 ==5 
replace personality_4 = 5 if personality_4 ==11 
replace personality_4 = 6 if personality_4 ==10 
replace personality_4 = 7 if personality_4 ==9 
 
replace personality_10 = 9 if personality_10 ==1 
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replace personality_10 = 10 if personality_10 ==2 
replace personality_10 = 11 if personality_10 ==3 
replace personality_10 = 1 if personality_10 ==7 
replace personality_10 = 2 if personality_10 ==6 
replace personality_10 = 3 if personality_10 ==5 
replace personality_10 = 5 if personality_10 ==11 
replace personality_10 = 6 if personality_10 ==10 
replace personality_10 = 7 if personality_10 ==9 
 
alpha personality_1 personality_6 , item gen(extravert) 
alpha personality_2 personality_7 , item gen(agreeable) // bad alpha 
alpha personality_8 personality_3 , item gen(cons) 
alpha personality_4 personality_9 , item gen(stable) 
alpha personality_10 personality_5, item gen(openness) // bad alpha  
 
******************************************************************************* 
* Creating iaf 
replace iaf_sq001 = 6 - iaf_sq001 
replace iaf_sq002 = 6 - iaf_sq002 
replace iaf_sq003 = 6 - iaf_sq003 
replace iaf_sq004 = 6 - iaf_sq004 
replace iaf_sq005 = 6 - iaf_sq005 
 
alpha iaf_sq001 iaf_sq002 iaf_sq003 iaf_sq004 iaf_sq005, item gen(iaf)  
sum iaf 
 
******************************************************************************** 
* Creating competence autonomy and intrinsic motivation from IMI scale 
replace imi2_sq010 = 9 if imi2_sq010 ==1 
replace imi2_sq010 = 10 if imi2_sq010 ==2 
replace imi2_sq010 = 11 if imi2_sq010 ==3 
replace imi2_sq010 = 1 if imi2_sq010 ==7 
replace imi2_sq010 = 2 if imi2_sq010 ==6 
replace imi2_sq010 = 3 if imi2_sq010 ==5 
replace imi2_sq010 = 5 if imi2_sq010 ==11 
replace imi2_sq010 = 6 if imi2_sq010 ==10 
replace imi2_sq010 = 7 if imi2_sq010 ==9 
 
replace imi_sq008 = 9 if imi_sq008 ==1 
replace imi_sq008 = 10 if imi_sq008 ==2 
replace imi_sq008 = 11 if imi_sq008 ==3 
replace imi_sq008 = 1 if imi_sq008 ==7 
replace imi_sq008 = 2 if imi_sq008 ==6 
replace imi_sq008 = 3 if imi_sq008 ==5 
replace imi_sq008 = 5 if imi_sq008 ==11 
replace imi_sq008 = 6 if imi_sq008 ==10 
replace imi_sq008 = 7 if imi_sq008 ==9 
 
replace imi2_sq015 = 9 if imi2_sq015 ==1 
replace imi2_sq015 = 10 if imi2_sq015 ==2 
replace imi2_sq015 = 11 if imi2_sq015 ==3 
replace imi2_sq015 = 1 if imi2_sq015 ==7 
replace imi2_sq015 = 2 if imi2_sq015 ==6 
replace imi2_sq015 = 3 if imi2_sq015 ==5 
replace imi2_sq015 = 5 if imi2_sq015 ==11 
replace imi2_sq015 = 6 if imi2_sq015 ==10 
replace imi2_sq015 = 7 if imi2_sq015 ==9 
 
replace imi2_sq017 = 9 if imi2_sq017 ==1 
replace imi2_sq017 = 10 if imi2_sq017 ==2 
replace imi2_sq017 = 11 if imi2_sq017 ==3 
replace imi2_sq017 = 1 if imi2_sq017 ==7 
replace imi2_sq017 = 2 if imi2_sq017 ==6 
replace imi2_sq017 = 3 if imi2_sq017 ==5 
replace imi2_sq017 = 5 if imi2_sq017 ==11 
replace imi2_sq017 = 6 if imi2_sq017 ==10 
replace imi2_sq017 = 7 if imi2_sq017 ==9 
 
alpha imi_sq001 imi_sq004 imi_sq006 imi_sq007 imi2_sq010 imi2_sq013 imi2_sq016, item gen(im) 
alpha imi_sq003 imi_sq005 imi_sq009 imi2_sq012 imi2_sq018, item gen(pcomp) 
alpha imi_sq002 imi_sq008 imi2_sq011 imi2_sq015 imi2_sq017, item gen(pchoice) 
 
sum pcomp pchoice im 
 
******************************************************************************** 
* Creating conditions 
 
 * single conditions  
gen condition1a = .  
replace condition1a = 1 if cond==1 
gen condition1b = .  
replace condition1b = 2 if cond==2 
gen condition2a = . 
replace condition2a = 1 if cond==3 
gen condition2b = . 
replace condition2b = 1 if cond==4 
gen condition3a = . 
replace condition3a = 1 if cond==5 
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gen condition3b = . 
replace condition3b = 1 if cond==6 
gen condition4a = . 
replace condition4a = 1 if cond==7 
gen condition4b = . 
replace condition4b = 1 if cond==8 
 
 * without task effect  
gen condition1 = . 
replace condition1 = 0 if cond==1 
replace condition1 = 1 if cond==2 
 
gen condition2 = . 
replace condition2 = 0 if cond==3 
replace condition2 = 1 if cond==4 
 
gen condition3 = . 
replace condition3 = 0 if cond==5 
replace condition3 = 1 if cond==6 
 
gen condition4 = . 
replace condition4 = 0 if cond==7 
replace condition4 = 1 if cond==8 
 
gen conditions = .  
replace conditions = 1 if cond==1 
replace conditions = 1 if cond==2 
replace conditions = 2 if cond==3 
replace conditions = 2 if cond==4 
replace conditions = 3 if cond==5 
replace conditions = 3 if cond==6 
replace conditions = 4 if cond==7 
replace conditions = 4 if cond==8 
 
label define Conditions 1 "Control" 2 "Feedback" 3 "Choice" 4 "Combined" 
label values conditions Conditions 
 
 * creating (combined) condiitons  
gen cond2 = 0 
replace cond2 = 1 if condition2 != . 
gen cond3 = 0 
replace cond3 = 1 if condition3 != . 
gen cond4 = 0 
replace cond4 = 1 if condition4 != . 
  
gen cond24 = 0  
replace cond24 = 1 if cond==3 | cond==4 | cond==7 | cond==8 
gen cond13 = 0  
replace cond13 = 1 if cond==1 | cond==2 | cond==5 | cond==6 
 
gen cond34 = 0  
replace cond34 = 1 if cond==5 | cond==6 | cond==7 | cond==8 
gen cond12 = 0  
replace cond12 = 1 if cond==1 | cond==2 | cond==3 | cond==4 
 
gen cond234 = cond24*cond34 
 
 * comparing conditions per task  
gen con1a_2a = .  
replace con1a_2a = 0 if cond==1 
replace con1a_2a = 1 if cond==3 
 
gen con1a_3a = .  
replace con1a_3a = 0 if cond==1 
replace con1a_3a = 1 if cond==5 & taskassignment =="A" 
replace con1a_3a = 1 if cond==6 & taskassignment =="A" 
 
gen con1a_4a = .  
replace con1a_4a = 0 if cond==1 
replace con1a_4a = 1 if cond==7 & taskassignment =="A" 
replace con1a_4a = 1 if cond==8 & taskassignment =="A" 
 
gen con1b_2b = .  
replace con1b_2b = 0 if cond==2 
replace con1b_2b = 1 if cond==4 
 
gen con1b_3b = .  
replace con1b_3b = 0 if cond==2 
replace con1b_3b = 1 if cond==5 & taskassignment =="B" 
replace con1b_3b = 1 if cond==6 & taskassignment =="B" 
 
gen con1b_4b = .  
replace con1b_4b = 0 if cond==2 
replace con1b_4b = 1 if cond==7 & taskassignment =="B" 
replace con1b_4b = 1 if cond==8 & taskassignment =="B" 
 
 * comparing conditions  
gen con1_2 = .  
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replace con1_2 = 0 if cond==1 
replace con1_2 = 0 if cond==2 
replace con1_2 = 1 if cond==3 
replace con1_2 = 1 if cond==4 
 
gen con1_3 = .  
replace con1_3 = 0 if cond==1 
replace con1_3 = 0 if cond==2 
replace con1_3 = 1 if cond==5 
replace con1_3 = 1 if cond==6 
 
gen con1_4 = .  
replace con1_4 = 0 if cond==1 
replace con1_4 = 0 if cond==2 
replace con1_4 = 1 if cond==7 
replace con1_4 = 1 if cond==8 
 
******************************************************************************** 
*total sample investigation  
tab gender 
tab taskassignment  
tab taskchoice  
tab edulevel 
tab cond taskchoice  
tab cond  
tab nationality 
tab nativelanguage  
tab profenglish  
tab read_work  
tab read_pleasure  
tab read_english  
tab readdisab  
tab age 
sum age 
tab iaf  
*hist interviewtime  
sum interviewtime  
swilk interviewtime  
 
sum extravert  
swilk extravert  
sum cons  
swilk cons  
sum  stable  
swilk stable  
 
sum iaf 
swilk iaf  
 
******************************************************************************** 
* Exclusion  
  
 * Interviewtime 
list id if interviewtime<360  
drop if interviewtime<360 
 
gen timearticle1 = .  
replace timearticle1 = time_texta1 + time_qa1 if stoppena1==1 & taskassignment == "A" 
replace timearticle1 = time_textb1 + time_qb1 if stoppenb1==1 & taskassignment == "B" 
replace timearticle1 = time_texta1 + time_qa1 if stoppena1==0 & taskassignment == "A" 
replace timearticle1 = time_textb1 + time_qb1 if stoppenb1==0 & taskassignment == "B" 
 
sum timearticle1 
 
gen timeg1 = .  
replace timeg1 = time_texta1 + time_qa1 if stoppena1==1 & taskassignment == "A" 
replace timeg1 = time_textb1 + time_qb1 if stoppenb1==1 & taskassignment == "B" 
gen timeg2 = . 
replace timeg2 = time_texta1 + time_qa1 if stoppena1==0 & taskassignment == "A" 
replace timeg2 = time_textb1 + time_qb1 if stoppenb1==0 & taskassignment == "B" 
 
sum timeg1 timeg2 
tab timeg1 
tab timeg2 
drop if timearticle1<60 
 
sum timearticle1 
 
 * Check if people gave the same answers to all questions in a matrix  
gen equalimi1 = 0  
replace equalimi1 = 1 if imi_sq001==imi_sq002==imi_sq003==imi_sq004==imi_sq005==imi_sq006==imi_sq007==imi_sq008==imi_sq009 
 
gen equalimi2 = 0  
replace equalimi2 = 1 if imi2_sq010==imi2_sq011==imi2_sq012==imi2_sq013==imi2_sq014==imi2_sq015==imi2_sq016==imi2_sq017==imi2_sq018 
 
gen equaliaf = 0  
replace equaliaf = 1 if iaf_sq001==iaf_sq002==iaf_sq003==iaf_sq004==iaf_sq005 
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gen equalperson = 0  
replace equalperson = 1 if personality_1==personality_2== personality_3== personality_4== personality_5== personality_6== personality_7== personality_8== personality_9== personality_10 
 
tab equalimi1 
tab equalimi2 
tab equaliaf 
tab equalperson 
 
 * Check control question in IMI scale (answer needs to be 5)  
tab imi2_sq014 
*drop if imi2_sq014 != 5 
 
 * See how many correct responses were given  
 * drop if people have 0 answers correct at the first text  
tab correctansa1 if taskassignment =="A" 
tab correctansa2 if taskassignment =="A" & stoppena1 != 1 
tab correctansa3 if taskassignment =="A" & stoppena1 != 1 & stoppena2 != 1 
tab correctansa4 if taskassignment =="A" & stoppena1 != 1 & stoppena2 != 1 & stoppena3 != 1 
tab correctansa5 if taskassignment =="A" & stoppena1 != 1 & stoppena2 != 1 & stoppena3 != 1 & stoppena4!= 1 
 list id if correctansa1==0 & taskassignment =="A" 
 drop if correctansa1==0 & taskassignment =="A" 
* looks weird but one person line 137 didnt fill in any answers  
tab correctansb1 if taskassignment =="B" 
tab correctansb2 if taskassignment =="B" & stoppenb1 != 1 
tab correctansb3 if taskassignment =="B" & stoppenb1 != 1 & stoppenb2 != 1 
tab correctansb4 if taskassignment =="B" & stoppenb1 != 1 & stoppenb2 != 1 & stoppenb3 != 1 
tab correctansb5 if taskassignment =="B" & stoppenb1 != 1 & stoppenb2 != 1 & stoppenb3 != 1 & stoppenb4 != 1  
 drop if correctansb1==0 & taskassignment =="B" 
 
sum correctansa1 if taskassignment =="A" 
sum correctansb1 if taskassignment =="B" 
 
******************************************************************************** 
* Check difference between task versions 
tab taskchoice 
tab taskassignment 
tab2 taskassignment conditions 
 
ttest pcomp, by(condition1) 
ttest pcomp, by(condition2) 
ttest pcomp, by(condition3) 
ttest pcomp, by(condition4) 
 
ttest pchoice, by(condition1) 
ttest pchoice, by(condition2) 
ttest pchoice, by(condition3) 
ttest pchoice, by(condition4) 
 
ttest im, by(condition1) 
ttest im, by(condition2) 
ttest im, by(condition3) 
ttest im, by(condition4) 
 
ttest interviewtime, by(condition1)  // sig 
ttest interviewtime, by(condition2) 
ttest interviewtime, by(condition3) 
ttest interviewtime, by(condition4) 
 
ttest totalans, by(condition1) 
ttest totalans, by(condition2) 
ttest totalans, by(condition3) 
ttest totalans, by(condition4) 
 
******************************************************************************** 
* Awareness of conditions  
ttest confeed, by(con1_2) 
ttest concho, by(con1_2)  
 
ttest confeed, by(con1_3) 
ttest concho, by(con1_3)  
 
ttest confeed, by(con1_4) 
ttest concho, by(con1_4)  
 
tab confeed if conditions==2 | conditions==4 
tab concho if conditions==3 | conditions==4 
drop if confeed <3 & conditions==2 |  confeed <3 & conditions==4 
drop if concho <3 & conditions==3 |  concho <3 & conditions==4  
 
tab confeed if conditions==1 | conditions==3  
tab concho if conditions==1 | conditions==2  
drop if confeed >3 & conditions==1 | confeed >3 & conditions==3  
drop if concho >3 & conditions==1 | concho >3 & conditions==2  
 
******************************************************************************** 
* correlation between dependent vars  
 
gen articlesread = 0  
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replace articlesread = 1 if totalans <18 
replace articlesread = 2 if totalans >= 18 & totalans <26 
replace articlesread = 3 if totalans >= 26 & totalans <31 
replace articlesread = 4 if totalans >= 31 & totalans <41 
replace articlesread = 5 if totalans >= 41 
 
pwcorr im totalans interviewtime articlesread, sig 
 
******************************************************************************** 
* Hypotheses testing  
 
 **************************************************************************** 
 * Assumptions 
 * outliers  
*scatter pcomp conditions  
*scatter pchoice conditions  
*scatter im conditions  
  
egen zim_1 = std(im) if conditions==1     
egen zim_2 = std(im) if conditions==2        
egen zim_3 = std(im) if conditions==3        
egen zim_4 = std(im) if conditions==4        
sum zim_1 zim_3 zim_3 zim_4  // no outliers (no one above or below 3) 
 
egen zipchoice_1 = std(pchoice) if conditions==1     
egen zipchoice_2 = std(pchoice) if conditions==2        
egen zipchoice_3 = std(pchoice) if conditions==3        
egen zipchoice_4 = std(pchoice) if conditions==4        
sum zipchoice_1 zipchoice_2 zipchoice_3 zipchoice_4 
gen outliers = (abs(zipchoice_1)>3 & zipchoice_1~=. | abs(zipchoice_2)>3 & zipchoice_2~=. | abs(zipchoice_3)>3 & zipchoice_3~=. | abs(zipchoice_4)>3 & zipchoice_4~=.)  
list id taskassignment if outliers==1   // 3 outliers for pchoice  
*replace pchoice = . if outliers ==1  
 
egen zpcomp_1 = std(pcomp) if conditions==1     
egen zpcomp_2 = std(pcomp) if conditions==2        
egen zpcomp_3 = std(pcomp) if conditions==3        
egen zpcomp_4 = std(pcomp) if conditions==4        
sum zpcomp_1 zpcomp_2 zpcomp_3 zpcomp_4  // no outliers (no one above or below 3) 
 
 * normality  
*hist pcomp, normal by(conditions) 
bysort conditions: swilk pcomp 
*hist pchoice, normal by(conditions) 
bysort conditions: swilk pchoice 
*hist im, normal by(conditions) 
bysort conditions: swilk im 
 
sktest pcomp 
sktest pchoice 
sktest im 
 
// autonomy (pchoice) is not normally distributed  
ladder pchoice    // no real solution  
bcskew0 autonomy = pchoice, level(85)   // better  
 
*hist autonomy, normal by(conditions) 
bysort conditions: swilk autonomy  // better now normally distributed  
    // use in regression and anova analysis  
              
 * homogeneity of variances  
robvar pcomp, by(con1_2) 
robvar pcomp, by(con1_3) 
robvar pcomp, by(con1_4)   //sig  
 
robvar pchoice, by(con1_2) 
robvar pchoice, by(con1_3)  // marginal 
robvar pchoice, by(con1_4) 
 
robvar autonomy, by(con1_2) 
robvar autonomy, by(con1_3) 
robvar autonomy, by(con1_4)  // marginal sig 
  
robvar im, by(con1_2)   
robvar im, by(con1_3)   
robvar im, by(con1_4)  // sig  
 
 **************************************************************************** 
 
* ANOVA hypothesis testing  
*check for main effects of treatment and interaction  
anova pcomp cond24##cond34  // sig cond24 
estat esize 
margins cond24##cond34  
 
anova pchoice cond24##cond34    
estat esize 
margins cond24##cond34  
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anova autonomy cond24##cond34  // marginal sig  cond24 
estat esize 
margins cond24##cond34  
 
anova im cond24##cond34   // sig cond24 
estat esize 
margins cond24##cond34  
 
anova totalans cond24 cond34 cond24##cond34   
estat esize  
margins cond24##cond34  
 
anova interviewtime cond24 cond34 cond24##cond34  
estat esize 
margins cond24##cond34  
 
 * check for treatment effect when presented solely and combined  
 anova pcomp cond2 cond3 cond4  // sig con4 
 anova pchoice cond2 cond3 cond4       
 anova autonomy cond2 cond3 cond4  // marginal sig cond2 
 anova im cond2 cond3 cond4   // sig cond4 
 
 * simple mediation analysis  
 reg im pcomp 
 sureg (autonomy pcomp) (im autonomy pcomp) 
 nlcom [autonomy]_b[pcomp] * [im]_b[autonomy]  // mediation? 
 
 reg im autonomy 
 sureg (pcomp autonomy) (im pcomp autonomy) 
 nlcom [pcomp]_b[autonomy] * [im]_b[pcomp]  // also mediation but not strong? 
 
* TTEST hypotheses testing 
* check for the direction of the treatments  
ttest pcomp, by(con1_2) 
ttest pcomp, by(con1_3)  
ttest pcomp, by(con1_4)   // marginal sig  
 
ttest pchoice, by(con1_2)  
ttest pchoice, by(con1_3)  
ttest pchoice, by(con1_4)  
 
ttest autonomy, by(con1_2)   // marginal sig 
ttest autonomy, by(con1_3)  
ttest autonomy, by(con1_4)   // marginal sig 
 
ttest im, by(con1_2)  
ttest im, by(con1_3)  
ttest im, by(con1_4)   // sig 
 
 ******************************************************************************** 
 
* FIVE REASONS INVESTIGATED  
* Hypotheses testing per task version  
anova pcomp cond24##cond34 if taskassignment == "A" 
estat esize  
anova pchoice cond24##cond34 if taskassignment == "A" 
estat esize  
anova autonomy cond24##cond34 if taskassignment == "A" 
estat esize  
anova im cond24##cond34 if taskassignment == "A" 
estat esize  
 
ttest pcomp, by(con1a_2a) 
ttest pcomp, by(con1a_3a)  
ttest pcomp, by(con1a_4a)  
 
ttest pchoice, by(con1a_2a) 
ttest pchoice, by(con1a_3a)  
ttest pchoice, by(con1a_4a)  
 
//ttest autonomy, by(con1a_2a) 
//ttest autonomy, by(con1a_3a)  
//ttest autonomy, by(con1a_4a)  
 
ttest im, by(con1a_2a)  
ttest im, by(con1a_3a)  
ttest im, by(con1a_4a)     // sig 
 
anova pcomp cond24##cond34 if taskassignment == "B"  // cond24 marg 
estat esize  
anova pchoice cond24##cond34 if taskassignment == "B"  // interaction sig 
estat esize  
anova autonomy cond24##cond34 if taskassignment == "B"  // interaction marg 
estat esize  
anova im cond24##cond34 if taskassignment == "B"  // cond24 marg 
estat esize  
 
ttest pcomp, by(con1b_2b)  
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ttest pcomp, by(con1b_3b)  
ttest pcomp, by(con1b_4b)     // marginal sig 
 
ttest pchoice, by(con1b_2b)     // marginal sig  
ttest pchoice, by(con1b_3b)  
ttest pchoice, by(con1b_4b)  
 
//ttest autonomy, by(con1b_2b)  
//ttest autonomy, by(con1b_3b)  
//ttest autonomy, by(con1b_4b)  
 
ttest im, by(con1b_2b)  
ttest im, by(con1b_3b)  
ttest im, by(con1b_4b)  
 
* Hypotheses testing with the slowest and fastest people 
 sum interviewtime, detail  
 * 1038 meadian  
 * 1406 mean  
 
anova pcomp cond24##cond34 if interviewtime <=1038  // cond24 marg 
estat esize 
anova pchoice cond24##cond34 if interviewtime <=1038 
estat esize 
anova autonomy cond24##cond34 if interviewtime <=1038 
estat esize 
anova im cond24##cond34 if interviewtime <=1038  // cond24 marg 
estat esize 
 
ttest pcomp if interviewtime <=1038, by(con1_2)  
ttest pcomp if interviewtime <=1038, by(con1_3)  
ttest pcomp if interviewtime <=1038, by(con1_4)   
 
ttest pchoice if interviewtime <=1038, by(con1_2)  
ttest pchoice if interviewtime <=1038, by(con1_3)  
ttest pchoice if interviewtime <=1038, by(con1_4)  
 
//ttest autonomy  if interviewtime <=1038, by(con1_2)  
//ttest autonomy  if interviewtime <=1038, by(con1_3)  
//ttest autonomy  if interviewtime <=1038, by(con1_4)  
 
ttest im if interviewtime <=1038, by(con1_2)  
ttest im if interviewtime <=1038, by(con1_3)  
ttest im if interviewtime <=1038, by(con1_4)   // marginal  
 
anova pcomp cond24 cond34 cond24##cond34 if interviewtime >1038 // cond24 marg  
estat esize 
anova pchoice cond24 cond34 cond24##cond34 if interviewtime >1038 // cond24 marg 
estat esize 
anova autonomy cond24 cond34 cond24##cond34 if interviewtime >1038 // cond24 sig  
estat esize 
anova im cond24 cond34 cond24##cond34 if interviewtime >1038 
estat esize 
 
ttest pcomp if interviewtime >1038, by(con1_2)   
ttest pcomp if interviewtime >1038, by(con1_3)  
ttest pcomp if interviewtime >1038, by(con1_4)  
 
ttest pchoice if interviewtime >1038, by(con1_2)   // sig  
ttest pchoice if interviewtime >1038, by(con1_3) 
ttest pchoice if interviewtime >1038, by(con1_4)   // marg 
 
//ttest autonomy if interviewtime >1038, by(con1_2)   
//ttest autonomy if interviewtime >1038, by(con1_3) 
//ttest autonomy if interviewtime >1038, by(con1_4)  
 
ttest im if interviewtime >1038, by(con1_2)  
ttest im if interviewtime >1038, by(con1_3)  
ttest im if interviewtime >1038, by(con1_4)  
 
* hypothesis testing for peopel who read for pleasure  
tab read_pleasure  
 
anova pcomp cond24##cond34 if read_pleasure >2    
estat esize  
anova pchoice cond24##cond34 if read_pleasure >2  
estat esize 
anova autonomy cond24##cond34 if read_pleasure >2 
estat esize 
anova im cond24##cond34 if read_pleasure >2    
estat esize 
 
ttest pcomp if read_pleasure >2, by(con1_2)  
ttest pcomp if read_pleasure >2, by(con1_3)  
ttest pcomp if read_pleasure >2, by(con1_4)  
  
ttest pchoice if read_pleasure >2, by(con1_2)  
ttest pchoice if read_pleasure >2, by(con1_3)  
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ttest pchoice if read_pleasure >2, by(con1_4)  
 
//ttest autonomy if read_pleasure >2, by(con1_2)  
//ttest autonomy if read_pleasure >2, by(con1_3)  
//ttest autonomy if read_pleasure >2, by(con1_4)  
 
ttest im if read_pleasure >2, by(con1_2)  
ttest im if read_pleasure >2, by(con1_3)  
ttest im if read_pleasure >2, by(con1_4)    
 
* hypothesis for people who continued after first task 
anova pcomp cond24##cond34 if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0  
estat esize 
anova pchoice cond24##cond34 if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0  
estat esize 
anova autonomy cond24##cond34 if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0  
estat esize 
anova im cond24##cond34 if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0   
estat esize 
 
ttest pcomp if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0, by(con1_2)  // sig 
ttest pcomp if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0, by(con1_3)  
ttest pcomp if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0, by(con1_4)   // sig  
 
ttest pchoice if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0, by(con1_2)  // sig  
ttest pchoice if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0, by(con1_3)  // sig  
ttest pchoice if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0, by(con1_4)  // marg  
 
ttest autonomy if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0, by(con1_2)  // sig 
ttest autonomy if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0, by(con1_3)  // marg 
ttest autonomy if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0, by(con1_4)  // sig 
 
ttest im if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0, by(con1_2)   
ttest im if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0, by(con1_3)  
ttest im if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0, by(con1_4)    // sig 
 
 *just to check with more power for the sole presentation of treatment 
 anova pcomp cond2 cond3 cond4 if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0  // cond2 marg en cond4 sig 
 estat esize 
 anova pchoice cond2 cond3 cond4 if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0   // cond3 marg, cond2 en cond4 sig 
 estat esize 
 anova autonomy cond2 cond3 cond4 if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0  // cond2 en cond4 sig 
 estat esize 
 anova im cond2 cond3 cond4 if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0  // cond4 sig 
 estat esize 
 
 **************************** 
 * investigate group difference for peopel who read 1 article versus people who read more than 1 
 // some variables are strings so need to be recoded  
replace edulevel = "." if edulevel == "-oth-" 
destring edulevel, gen(edulevel2) 
replace gender = "." if gender == "-oth-" 
destring gender, gen(gender2) 
replace nationality = "." if nationality == "-oth-" 
destring nationality, gen(nation2) 
replace nativelanguage = "." if nativelanguage == "-oth-" 
destring nativelanguage, gen(nativelang) 
 
tab gender2 if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
tab taskassignment cond if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
tab taskchoice if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
tab edulevel2 if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
tab cond taskchoice if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
tab cond if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
tab nationality if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
tab nativelanguage if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
tab profenglish if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
tab read_work if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
tab read_pleasure if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
tab read_english if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
tab2 correctansa1 correctansb1 if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
sum correctansa1 if stoppena1==1 
sum correctansb1 if stoppenb1==1 
tab readdisab if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
tab age if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
sum age if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
tab iaf if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
 
sum extravert if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
swilk extravert if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
sum cons if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
swilk cons if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
sum  stable if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
swilk stable if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
 
sum iaf if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
swilk iaf if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
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tab interviewtime if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
*hist interviewtime if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
sum interviewtime if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
swilk interviewtime if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
 
sum interviewtime if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0 
 
sum timeg1 timeg2 
sum timeg1 if weird==0 
sum timeg1 if weird==1 
 
*hist timeg1, bin(25)  
*hist timeg2, bin(25) 
 
 
 * check whether there are differences between group with 1 article and group with >1 article 
 * for competence autonomy and intrinsic motivation  
gen group1 =0  
replace group1 = 1 if stoppena1==1 | stoppenb1==1 
 
ttest pcomp, by(group1) welch 
ttest im, by(group1) welch 
ttest pchoice, by(group1) welch  
 // groups cannot be compared due to group size difference  
 
 * extra check for what happend if the people who were not allowed to stop after the first article are disregarded 
 ttest pcomp if weird==0, by(con1_2) 
 ttest pcomp if weird==0, by(con1_3)  
 ttest pcomp if weird==0, by(con1_4)  // marginal 
 
 ttest pchoice if weird==0, by(con1_2)  // sig 
 ttest pchoice if weird==0, by(con1_3)  
 ttest pchoice if weird==0, by(con1_4)  
 
 ttest autonomy if weird==0, by(con1_2)  // sig 
 ttest autonomy if weird==0, by(con1_3)  
 ttest autonomy if weird==0, by(con1_4)   
  
 ttest im if weird==0, by(con1_2)  
 ttest im if weird==0, by(con1_3)  
 ttest im if weird==0, by(con1_4)  // sig  
 // so not that different 
  
****************************************************************************** 
* Hypotheses testing (linear regression) to see whether the noise in the treatment  
* can be explained by other variables 
 
* Regression to explain variance with only treatments = basically anova but with F statistics  
  
*pwcorr cond24 cond34 cond234 age gender2 edulevel2 profenglish read_pleasure read_english extravert cons stable iaf confeed concho, sig 
reg pcomp cond24##cond34 
reg autonomy cond24##cond34  
reg im cond24##cond34 
 
reg pcomp cond24##cond34 age gender2 edulevel2 profenglish read_pleasure read_english extravert cons stable iaf  
reg pcomp cond24##cond34 gender2 profenglish 
 
reg autonomy cond24##cond34 age gender2 edulevel2 profenglish read_pleasure read_english extravert cons stable iaf  
reg autonomy cond24##cond34 edulevel2 profenglish  
 
reg im cond24##cond34 age gender2 edulevel2 profenglish read_pleasure read_english extravert cons stable iaf  
reg im cond24##cond34 profenglish read_pleasure  
 
* Combine fouth and five investigation = explain noise without people who have read one article  
 
gen group2 = 0 
replace group2 = 1 if stoppena1==0 | stoppenb1==0 
 
reg pcomp cond24##cond34 if group2==1 
reg autonomy cond24##cond34 if group2==1  
reg im cond24##cond34 if group2==1 
 
reg pcomp cond24##cond34 edulevel2 profenglish read_pleasure read_english extravert cons stable iaf if group2==1 
reg pcomp cond24##cond34 profenglish if group2==1 
 
reg autonomy cond24##cond34 edulevel2 profenglish read_pleasure read_english extravert cons stable iaf if group2==1 
reg autonomy cond24##cond34 edulevel2 profenglish if group2==1 
 
reg im cond24##cond34 edulevel2 profenglish read_pleasure read_english extravert cons stable iaf if group2==1 
reg im cond24##cond34 read_pleasure if group2==1 
 
 ******************************************************************************** 
 * check interaction effects  
 * age gender profenglish read_pleasure edulevel2 
  
 * AGE  
sum age, detail  
tab age   
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gen highage = 0 
replace highage = 1 if age>23   // 50,73 %  
  
gen feedbackhighage = cond24*highage 
gen choicehighage = cond34*highage 
gen combinedhighage = cond234*highage 
 
reg pcomp cond24 age feedbackhighage 
reg pcomp cond34 age choicehighage 
reg pcomp cond234 age combinedhighage 
 
reg autonomy cond24 age feedbackhighage 
reg autonomy cond34 age choicehighage 
reg autonomy cond234 age combinedhighage 
 
reg im cond24 age feedbackhighage 
reg im cond34 age choicehighage 
reg im cond234 age combinedhighage 
 
 *GENDER 
gen feedbackgender = cond24*gender2 
gen choicegender = cond34*gender2 
gen combinedgender = cond234*gender2 
 
reg pcomp cond24 gender2 feedbackgender 
reg pcomp cond34 gender2 choicegender 
reg pcomp cond234 gender2 combinedgender 
 
reg autonomy cond24 gender2 feedbackgender 
reg autonomy cond34 gender2 choicegender 
reg autonomy cond234 gender2 combinedgender 
 
reg im cond24 gender2 feedbackgender 
reg im cond34 gender2 choicegender 
reg im cond234 gender2 combinedgender 
 
 *LEVEL OF ENGLISH  
sum profenglish, detail 
tab profenglish 
gen highenglish = 0  
replace highenglish = 1 if profenglish >5   //71% 
 
gen feedbackhighenglish = cond24*highenglish 
gen choicehighenglish = cond34*highenglish 
gen combinedhighenglish = cond234*highenglish 
 
reg pcomp cond24 profenglish feedbackhighenglish 
reg pcomp cond34 profenglish choicehighenglish 
reg pcomp cond234 profenglish combinedhighenglish 
 
reg autonomy cond24 profenglish feedbackhighenglish 
reg autonomy cond34 profenglish choicehighenglish 
reg autonomy cond234 profenglish combinedhighenglish 
 
reg im cond24 profenglish feedbackhighenglish 
reg im cond34 profenglish choicehighenglish 
reg im cond234 profenglish combinedhighenglish 
 
 *READ PLEASURE 
sum read_pleasure, detail 
tab read_pleasure 
gen highreadpl = 0  
replace highreadpl = 1 if read_pleasure > 4   //37% 
 
gen feedbackhighreadpl = cond24*highreadpl 
gen choicehighreadpl = cond34*highreadpl 
gen combinedhighreadpl = cond234*highreadpl 
 
reg pcomp cond24 read_pleasure feedbackhighreadpl 
reg pcomp cond34 read_pleasure choicehighreadpl 
reg pcomp cond234 read_pleasure combinedhighreadpl 
 
reg autonomy cond24 read_pleasure feedbackhighreadpl 
reg autonomy cond34 read_pleasure choicehighreadpl 
reg autonomy cond234 read_pleasure combinedhighreadpl 
 
reg im cond24 read_pleasure feedbackhighreadpl 
reg im cond34 read_pleasure choicehighreadpl 
reg im cond234 read_pleasure combinedhighreadpl 
 
 *EDULEVEL 
sum edulevel2, detail 
tab edulevel2   
gen highedu = 0    
replace highedu = 1 if edulevel2 >3  // 26% 
 
gen feedbackhighedu = cond24*highedu 
gen choicehighedu = cond34*highedu 
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gen combinedhighedu = cond234*highedu 
 
reg pcomp cond24 edulevel2 feedbackhighedu 
reg pcomp cond34 edulevel2 choicehighedu 
reg pcomp cond234 edulevel2 combinedhighedu 
 
reg autonomy cond24 edulevel2 feedbackhighedu 
reg autonomy cond34 edulevel2 choicehighedu 
reg autonomy cond234 edulevel2 combinedhighedu 
 
reg im cond24 edulevel2 feedbackhighedu 
reg im cond34 edulevel2 choicehighedu 
reg im cond234 edulevel2 combinedhighedu 
  
 *********************************************** 
 * making graphs 
gen treatments = 0  
replace treatments =1 if cond24==1 
replace treatments =2 if cond34==1 
replace treatments =3 if cond234==1 
 
label define Treatment 0 "No treatment" 1 "Feedback" 2 "Choice" 3 "Combined" 
label values treatments Treatment 
 
label define Gender 0 "Male" 1 "Female" 
label values gender2 Gender 
 
label define English 0 "Average or above average" 1 "Good or very good " 
label values highenglish English 
 
*graph bar pcomp, over(treatments) over(gender2) 
*graph bar autonomy, over(treatments) over(gender2) 
*graph bar im, over(treatments) over(gender2) 
   
*graph bar pcomp, over(treatments) over(highenglish) 
*graph bar autonomy, over(treatments) over(highenglish) 
*graph bar im, over(treatments) over(highenglish) 
  
*graph bar pcomp, over(treatments) over(highreadpl) 
*graph bar autonomy, over(treatments) over(highreadpl) 
*graph bar im, over(treatments) over(highreadpl) 
 
*graph bar pcomp, over(treatments) over(highedu) 
*graph bar autonomy, over(treatments) over(highedu) 
*graph bar im, over(treatments) over(highedu) 
 
 
********************************************************************************* 
* Extra  
 
 * task performance  
pwcorr im interviewtime totalcorrectans conditions  // low correlation  
tab totalans 
 
pwcorr totalans totalcorrectans articlesread  // correlate high as expected  
tab2 conditions articlesread  
 
tab correctans1 
tab correctans2 if stoppena1 != 1 & stoppenb1 != 1  
tab correctans3 if stoppena1 != 1 & stoppena2 != 1 & stoppenb1 != 1 & stoppenb2 != 1  
tab correctans4 if stoppena1 != 1 & stoppena2 != 1 & stoppena3 != 1 & stoppenb1 != 1 & stoppenb2 != 1 & stoppenb3 != 1  
tab correctans5 if stoppena1 != 1 & stoppena2 != 1 & stoppena3 != 1 & stoppena4!= 1 & stoppenb1 != 1 & stoppenb2 != 1 & stoppenb3 != 1 & stoppenb4 != 1  
 
gen correct2 =. 
replace correct2 = correctans2 if stoppena1 != 1 & stoppenb1 != 1  
gen correct3 =. 
replace correct3 = correctans3 if stoppena1 != 1 & stoppena2 != 1 & stoppenb1 != 1 & stoppenb2 != 1  
gen correct4 =. 
replace correct4 = correctans4 if stoppena1 != 1 & stoppena2 != 1 & stoppena3 != 1 & stoppenb1 != 1 & stoppenb2 != 1 & stoppenb3 != 1  
gen correct5 =. 
replace correct5 = correctans5 if stoppena1 != 1 & stoppena2 != 1 & stoppena3 != 1 & stoppena4!= 1 & stoppenb1 != 1 & stoppenb2 != 1 & stoppenb3 != 1 & stoppenb4 != 1  
 
mean correctans1, over(conditions) 
mean correctans1 
mean correct2, over(conditions) 
mean correct2 
mean correct3, over(conditions) 
mean correct3 
mean correct4, over(conditions) 
mean correct4 
mean correct5, over(conditions) 
mean correct5 
 
*graph bar totalcorrectans, over(articlesread) over(conditions) 


